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Two Flight Model AMSU-A Phase Locked Oscillators (P/N 1348360-1, S/Ns F03 and
F04) have been tested per AES Test Procedure AE-26758. The tests included vibration
testing, thermal cycle testing, AM/FM Noise testing, and full functional testing.
EMI/REO 2 Testing was not performed. (See test data for S/N F01). Both AMSU-A
Phase Locked Oscillators satisfactorily passed all performance requirements of the AE-
26633 Product specification.
During thermal cycling of PLO serial number F03, the oven and data logger momentarily
lost power, including a loss of data. The unit did not experience any thermal stress. TAR
003134 describes the corrective action.
Prior to testing PLO serial number F04, power was applied to the unit. (+15v, -15v) the
unit did not display the proper phase lock. Upon test equipment check out a connector
was found to be defective. TAR 003133 describes the corrective action.
After completion of testing of PLO serial number F04 was installed into Receiver
Assembly F02. Upon testing F02 Receiver Assembly the unit was found not to phase
lock at ambient temperature. Removal of PLO Assembly F04 was required. R2 was the
real issue. Solithane was secondary. Troubleshooting revealed excessive solithane on
inner PLL Assembly cover inhibiting optimum grounding. Also, R2 was reselected
which increased the lock range from -30 ° to +60°C. TAR 002737 describes the
corrective action.
2.0 REQUIREMENTS
The acceptance test procedure, AE-26758, consists of tests designed to show compliance
of the Phase Locked Oscillator with all requirements stated in the PLO product
specification AE-26633. The tests reported herein demonstrate the acceptability of the
AMSU-A PLO assemblies, and therefore compatability with the AMSU-A Receiver
Assembly.
3.0 RESULTS
The results of the tests required in the Test Procedure AE-26758 are presented in the
following section as test data. As shown on the test data sheets, the measured data passed
all requirements.
4.0 TEST DATA
A summary of the test data is provided at the start of the section, and raw data for the
AMSU-A PLO serial numbers F03 and F04 follows. Both PLO F03 and PLO F04 meet
all requirements as defined in AE-26633, the P10 product specification. The following
table summarizes how each unit meets and exceeds each requirement.
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Summary of Test Results for AMSU-A Phase Locked Oscillator Testing



































































< - 100 dBc/Hz
@ 1 MHz













521 mA for +15V
66.5 mA for -15V
-10 to +60°C ***
-30°C and +60°C
(Ambient pressure)
-8 kHz, -20 kHz
18.9 dBm
-0.4 dB +0.6 dB
Verified
-132 dBc/Hz @ 1 MHz
-135 dBc/Hz @ >8
MHz*
-103 dBc/Hz @ 1 MHz
-128 dBc/Hz @ >8
MHz*














532 mA for +15V
57.8 mA for -15V





-0.5 dB, +0.3 dB
Verified
-132 dBc/Hz @ 1 MHz
-136 dBc/Hz @ >8
MHz*
- 103 dBc/Hz @ 1MHz
-133 dBc/Hz @ >8
MHz*













* AMSU-A System Required Frequency
** Spectrum Analyzer Noise Floor = -92 dBm




The remainder of this report contains the raw data taken during the tests of the two flight
PLOs. The data is arranged by the following segmentation:
Section 1A: Initial Functional Test - F03











Acceptance Level Vibration - F03
Acceptance Level Vibration - F04
Frequency and Power Hysteresis - F03
Frequency and Power Hysteresis - F04
EMI/RE02 Testing - F03
EMI/RE02 Testing - F04
Final Functional Test - F03
Final Functional Test - F04
AM/FM Noise Levels - F03
AM/FM Noise Levels - F04
• i
Section 1A: Initial Functional Testing - F03
This section contains the results of a full functional test over temperature taken before the
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TEST DATA SHEET 1
ent Calibration (Paragraph 4.2.1.1)



































TEST DATA SIIEET 2







































GUNN Power Supply RTN
GUNN Power Supply RTN
GUNN Power Supply RTN
GUNN Power Supply RTN
GUNN Power Supply RTN
GUNN Power Supply RTN
GUNN Power Supply RTN
_ To
Varactor Power Supply RTN
DRO Power Supply RTN, +12 V
DRO Power Supply RTN, -12 V
Spectrum Analyzer 1, Chassis
Spectrum Analyzer 2, Chassis























Shop OrderNo.: &/tSl 6,:_'"
ooC/o
Unit SerialNo.: _ _2
Date:, ,_ "-_- ?'6 ¢
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TEST DATA SHEET 3 (Sheet 1 of 2)
Attenuator Determination (Paragraph 4.1.2.4)
Paragraph 4.1.2.4:
Step Test Expected Measured Pass/
5 Recommended LO Power
6 Initial Attenuator Setting
• 8 to 11.8 dBm
Fail
Recommended Mixer LO Drive Power N/A
Popt = //-f dBm
AT1 = (DRO Output Power at A6-J1) -
(Bandpass Filter Insertion Loss) - P,pt =
"-_ dB
Which dash number attenuator -1 to -11 AT1 Selected 1331516-
was chosen?
13 +12 V Supply Voltage +12.0+0.1V V+= /_,.oO V
+12 V Supply Current
-12 V Supply Voltage








11 to 15 dBm




d. %_7 _..¢" _/-r_
PDRO = 12,_" dBm
+8.5+0.1V Vsu== <2. _;"O V
< 340 mA Ig_= _'g_ mA
'v_= _.O V5.0+0.1V
<5mA I_= ,00/ mA





16 PLO Output Frequency and
Power
18 Record IF Frequency and
Power
20 Record IF Frequency and
Power




-30 to -40 dBm
C '• ro
C..#Vt4 9ql ±
PPLO= f _ dBm
IF Frequency = -d_. _ q /
IF Power = __
IF Frequency =
IF Power = _ £_. @
O* ¢DI --! OrD.) g,"c*7._
• oooo R¢4 (,--/4z
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<. - I0 vd,_
LO Power Level 8.0 to 12.0 dBm
Record AT1 dash number i/_///_"
Record IF Frequency and 2.291613 -20.0001 GI-Iz
Power -30 to -40 dBm
DRO Lock Alarm with 573
MHz Sisal off -'J_._:l_"
LO Drive Power /O. c¢
1331516- ..__(p__
IF Frequency = _ "_q/b[
IF Power = -'23,_
A1-FL6 = -/4 _ V
Shop Order No.: ['_3 _(_ t 5"
apt.r,t 4,';._ :i OOU
Unit Serial No.: _ ._











°21J_.9s ._-.... .0_ _ ..... _,_.. _,,,._ _o./_ 7_-'-'-
" ,.! TEST DATA S_rI_ET 4
Voltage Re=_. lalor Continuity Test (Paragraph 4.1.3)
:restSe _--
Paragraph4.1.3.3, Continuity Test:




Expected Value Measured Value
2 A4E5 R1-2 < 1 ohm G_{ ._,_
A4E1 RI-I < I ohm 0. _ oK
Pass/Fail
Shop Order No.: qQ_[ _I _"
_pLr,_4_'_._ :., 0OqO
Unit Serial No.: F-0"_
Date: 1 -g- 9 __
Test En_neer: ._,/__ (,_0
A-6





TEST DATA SHEET 5 (Sheet I of 5)
Voltage Regulator Checkout, PLO Integration (Para_-aph 4.1,4)
Paragraph 4.1.4.1.2:
UUT Components Part Number Verify Presence











































































Test Expected Value Measured Value
Measure voltage lev.els +12.0 + 0.5 V A1-FL4 _-Ia- I V
-12.0 + 0.5 V A1-FL5 -_--_ V
8.5 +-0.5 V A5VB __.Jt_V
+12.0 + 0.5 V A6FL1 e_'_'1 V
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TEST DATA SHEET 5 (Sheet 2 of 5)
Voltage Regulator Checkout, PLO Integration (Paragraph 4.1.4)
(Con0;
Step Test Expected Value Measured Value
























-15 + 0.I V
Current Meter I 600 mA max







DRO, A6FLI +12.0 +_0.5 V [_. (
DRO, A6FL2 -12.0 + 0_5 V "-- 14. (
VCGDO, A5VB +8.5 --.0.5 V _._-_
Para_aph 4.1.4.2.2:
LRJT Components










st_p Test Expected Value
Pass/Fail
Potential Difference From +15 V RTN To:
< 1.0 VacSpectrum Analyzer Chassis




f:" ÷ '_ i/D.,f
4.
i •
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Step Test Expected Value Measured Value
3 Continuity Test
• Aln_4to_2 <1.oohm O.I o_ I_







A1FL4 to A3FL1 < 1.0 ohm
A3FL1 to A2FL1 < 1.0 ohm
Voltage Measurement
A3FL2 +12.0 + 0.5 V
A3FL3
Repetition Rate
-12.0 + 0.5 V
8 - 12 msec
Rise Time 0.9- 3.5 msec











DRO Output Frequency at
AIJ4
DRO Output Power at A1J4
Did PLO acquire the Lock?
1 - 4 dBm
572.90344 + 0.003 MHz
-_15_+O.lV....













17to20_Bm / _.? _U-_
6.874841280 _ _+-2q,,,k_
•ooO0_,.q g../,t_.
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Test Expected Value Measured Value
Test with 3 dB attenuation in IF line (2.2 GHz) at room ambient
+15_+0.1 V /._'. O
-15-+0.IV --/,,_.0
Current Meter 1 600 mA max _ ,,_/_
Current Meter 2 100mAmax _ _'_ _t














DRO Output Power at A1J4 9 dBm rain /_.._ ,,¢_,_
Did PLO acquire the Lock? Yes y'¢.
Pass/Fall
p,l_$
Test with 3 dB attenuation in IF line (2.2 GHz) at +l*C
_,_,,_VoltMeter 1 +15+0.1-_ .... -/"/.._.o L/ :"
VoltMeter2 -15_0J V - ¢_".a M _),_s
Current Meter 1 600 mA max .x_-o_ _._ _ 1_,_
Current Meter 2















DRO Output Power at A1J4 9 dBm rain /-_ =,t_d?_,_
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Step Test Expected Value
24 Test with 3 dB attenuation in IF line (2.2 GHz) at +44"C
Measured Value I Pass/Fail
(Coat) Volt Meter 1 +15 __.0.1 V i _ • O
Volt Meter 2 -15 __.0.I V - l S_. _90
Current Meter 1 600 mA max 5" ,3 _ _
Current Meter 2 100 mA max _ oo / _





RF Output Frequency 57.290344 _ +-2_-H-_
RF Output Power 17 to 20 dBm
DRO Output Frequency at
A1J4
DRO Output Power at A1J4



















PLO Lock Detect Voltage at
A3FL4
+15 + 0.I V










DRO Output Frequency at 6.874841280 C:rI-_+
A1J4 . _ooa.q _/-,/_
DRO Output Power at A1J4 9 dBm rain i'a*_'_ _t_
Did PLO acquiretheLock? Yes _¢a..¢-_
Shop Order No.: (4"._g,*.K'-
Unit Serial No.: /_-c_
Date: _//_ _"_ ",_








SF _Ah-j 5[30. ORHz
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TEST DATA SHEET 1
(Paragraph 4.1 Step 1 & 2)
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TEST DATA SHEET 2











• 0 [ ...... <0.1v
DVM #6 Common , 0 I < 0.1v
DVM #7 Common J 0 [ < 0.1v
Oscilloscope RTN • 0 { _ < 0.1v
%
SHOP ORDER NO.: l'(.-_16/S" DATE: "_. t').. ct
UNrr S/N: F°-R TEST ENGINEER: _f/_ _,sJ




On-line documents & documents stamped "Controlled Document" in red, and placed in Area MPI Books,
are controllect All others are for Reference Only!
MPI 17-303 C
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PAGE 12 OF 13 "









12 Calculate Percent **
to Difference By ABS
((Ea-Eb)/Ea) X 10015
22















Record R2 Value N/A
MEASURED AI_fER C25
SOLDERED IN PLACE
A2EI= "- /,__ V
A2E2= I'-/. t.(q V











* REQUIREMENT = YES = PASS
* * WHERE Ea IS THE LARGER AND E b IS THE SMALLER OF THE MEASURED VOLTAGES.
UNIT PART NO. //_ _/_3_ _/ UNIT SERIAL NO.: [_'-_"
SHOP ORDER NO.: ('/3/dt_ ''-
QUALITY ASSURANCE: --=" )_
DATE: _/t./ "/_
I
AEROJET PROPRIETAR Y DOCUMENT
On-line documents & documents stamped "ControlledDocument" in red, and placed inArea MPI Books,
...... #,.tdlad All others are for Reference Only t.
MPI 17'303 C
05 NOVEMBER, 97
PAGE 12 OF 13
TEST SETUP Verified:








12 Calculate Percent **
to Difference By ABS
((Ea-Eb)/Ea) X 100
15







A2E1 =. - [.D_ V










A2E2= [. O 6"_ V
"7 %
C25 = :O pF
,¢./t.¢'_0 Ohms
q" ,.v








* REQUIREMENT = YES = PASS
* * WHERE E_ IS THE LARGER AND E b IS THE SMALLER OF THE blEASURED VOLTAGES.
UNIT PART NO. /_-_ ¢¢'_ -_ UNIT SERIAL NO.: f_¢_.-_ '
SHOP ORDER NO.: /f'_._/d'd
TEST ENGINEER: j4'/, _._,.,.




On-line documents & documents stamped "ControlledDocument" in red, andplaced in Area MPI Books,














e) 6.87GHz RF output
MPI 17-303 C
05 NOVEMBER, 97
PAGE 13 OF 13
TEST DATA SHEET 4
(Paragraph 4.1)
MEASURED
A2EI= - / _gq V
A2E2= f. _.._ V
Sum: . O '_ V
A2EI= - /, o_ V
A2E2= /. d__ V




/-_.O V +15v +_0.1v
_C'_:--¢' mA 600 mA max
--/5:.0 V -15v+._0.1v I''a-'<-¢
b_,._ mA I00 mAmax
/_. / dBm 18.5dBm + 1.5dB /_)_5
/1..5"" dBm 12dBm +_2.0dB /_ _
UNIT PART NO.  qggto-I
UNIT SERIAL NO.: _"_]_ 3
DATE: "-_, (_. qL




On-line documents & documents stamped '_7.ontrolledDocument"in red, and placed in Area MPIBooks,
are controlled. All others arefor Reference Only .
_',f" . r
i: ¸¸ •
_ii _ _ '
STEP


















c) 6.87GHz RF output
i
A2EI= " . _ V
A 2E2= I- q 0 V
Sum: "- Ir-/ _ V
N/A
A2E1 = --. _0 V
A2E2 = | _/'_" V
Sum: .0 _'6 V
N/A
*-/ft. 0 V +15v+ 0.1v
"t _3 1 mA 600 mA max
"¢_'.0 V -15v +_.0.lv
_;g. _ mA 100 mA max
/f.. r'_ dBm 18.5dBm _+1.5dB




UNIT PART NO. /_Ig_6d "/
UNIT SERIAL NO.: [:'1_)
DATE: .-_/2 Z¢'_ (_¢"
SHOP ORDER NO.: _t'_J" 6¢_'--
4
TESTENG NEER:
QUALITY ASSURANCE: m 80 _18
i
AEROJET PROPRIETARY DOCUMENT
On-line documents & documents stamped "Controlled Document" in red, and placed in Area MPI Books,
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TEST DATA SHEET_'(Sheet 1 of 4)
Functional. Testing (Para_'aph 427..1)
._.-..t- _'g . t t' J,
p_-_,o.,',.._.,,_,.4^i L,°7' -
4.2.1.3, Functional Testing.
Test I Expected [ Measured I Pass/Fail
Potential Difference from _ 15 V RTN to:
PLO Base Plate < 1.0 Vac
Spectrum Analyzer < 1.0 Vac
Frequency Counter Chassis < 1.0 Vac
Power Meter Chassis < 1.0 Va¢
Evacuate vacuum chamber _ tort //
.and record pressure
Thermal couple readings TC1 = 22 ± 2 °C
DRO UA _ 0 _, / _'
PLOL/A _'4"V'O,_ / V
IsPLO locked? Yes
PLO Frequency . 57.290344 _ +
PLO Power 17 to 20 dBm u





-15 + 0.1 V
600 _ max.
IM2 Current 100 mA max.
DRO L/A Voltage ¢¢q-V- O g / t/
PLO L/A Voltage
RF Output Power and
Frequency
._..+v. o /,,/ V
I7 to 20 dB_
57.290344 C,_I_ +_._O-lff_
TC2= --',,.-'_--b *C
TC3 = rZ._.g" *C
N/A
N/A
DRO L/A =__V /)_¢S
PLO L/A =____V
No
Freq.= _'?._qO 32(, "/_OHz • g0,_s._
P = _ dBm /9
VM1 = /5-- 0 _v"
VM2 = --/5".0 V
IM1 = ff-zO mA
IM2 = 66.2- mA
DROI./A= _ ._V
PLO L/A =_ V
/¢P = _ dBm
Freq• = s-)._.9693_-4 _'_GHz
/9....xs
Baseplate Temp. (TC1) TC1 = 22 _+20C TC1 = 7_,_-,2_ *C ,D,,_s
Frequency vs. Voltage
+ 15 V Supplies i _ J-/_.2oV+15.2 + 0.05 V I +Voltage = /f'./' V57 290344 _H'2 ___Freq. = ._'9._ 7,2._GHz
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• [ Expected Measured Pass/Fail
+14.8+0.05 V +Voltage= /ct,_'/ V P'-_S
Ass
-+.15 V Supplies
-14.8 _+0.05 VtTOo_. c_
57.290344 _--.
_Voltage= -'q-_3 V
Freq.- _4-) __fo _ 6_5" Gm
17 to 20 dBm P = _ dBm _,_s
Spurious and Sub - 2_ ,t6 -90 dBc tO_._
<-10 dBmPower level of 114.58 GI-Iz
signal
_ev-er ef ! TM ___OHz-_
Load VSWR and Frequency Pulling
2:1 mismatch over 17_





TC 1= 1 +_20C
Worst Case Power =
,o_f_ dB Peak





- TC3= t.0_ (__ > N/A
0- 1V DROL/A= _ot4"] V I_,_
0 - IV PLO L/A = .Oq _- V _,._
Input Voltage and Current
VM1 Voltage +15 + 0.1 V VM1 = :_". 0 ,V
VM2Voltage -15+0.1 V VM2= -,_.0 V
IM1 Current 600 mA max. IM1 = flY) _ mA
IM2 Current 100 mA max. IM2 = ( Q, (¢ mA
DRO L/A Voltage DRO L/A = ,0qD V
PLO L/A Voltage
RF Output Power 17 to 20 dBm,ooo_.
Frequency 57.290344 _r_ _
Frequency vs. Voltage
PLOUA= ,o_V
_Power = / _. f" dBm
Freq. = _-). _-q o _.2e q_b GHz
P_:rf
_ 15 V Supplies +15.2 + 0.05 V +Voltage = I_. 3_ V
-15.2 + 0.05 V._ a-_
57.290344 _H-Z+ 2.00-k_ ; ]
I_]Voltage = - t_C-_- .V
17 to 20 dBm
Frequency vs. Voltage
+ 15 V Supplies +14.8 + 0.05 V +Voltage = _q- E V
Freq.= _?. 2.qO]_[_ q6_ GHz
Power = _ dBm )O_, o
-14.8 +_0.05 V. oooz a¢-
57.290344,Cg'_ +
17 to 20 dBm
,EVoltage = -_-_ V
Freq. = f-?. _'/o3'2_ _¢_'L.GHz
Power = t q. _ dBm
A-_ _/'i._
AE-26V5SA
" 21 Jan 98 .,.-o. °.
TEST DATA SHEET _'(Sheet 3 of 4)









Expected ] Measured- <-I0 dBm __f i14_g CoiL.-
[ ---2_ dBm
Load VSWR and Frequency Pulling
2:1 mismatch overl_.











TC1 = C/O. S-°
0- 1V
Input Voltage and Current
VM1 Voltage +15 _+0.1 V VM1 = 15"i-0 V
VM2Voltage -15+_0.1V VM2= _tq.O V
IM1 Current IM1 _2q mA
TC3= Q q._ C...-






RF Output Power and
Frequency
Frequency vs. Voltage
+ 15 V Supplies
600 mA max.
I00 mA max.
-<--_ o,4, / V
IM2= _5_ mA
DRO L/A = /c._7 ,_V
PLO L/A = ____V
17 to 20 dB_
57.290344 _ 2
_Power = _ dBm
Freq. = _ _q 0 "_/_ "7"2GHz
P_
I +15.2 + 0.05 V ] +Voltage = -_(_-/? V
-152+o05v__
Frequency vs.Voltage
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. _____ _h 4.2.1.3 (Con0:
Step Test
• 22
(Con0 Power level of 114-58 GHz
sisal
<-I0 dBm
Load VSW'K and Frequency Pulling
2:1 mismatch over 1Z N/A
2:1 mismatch over 1L N/A
Worst Case Freq = NIA
_- f_llt_





i _v_ !__ _ _ '_





/'} "" ,,II tI_ I!il; (I
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Section 1B: Initial Functional Testing - F04
This section contains the results of a full functional test over temperature and under
vacuum, taken before the PLO (F04) endured 6 thermal cycles.
/ ¸ .

_t_NCE_ _ AEROJET, AZUSA OPERATIONS
.... Azusa, California
A__.r__t'3_ _ GAG E Code 70t 43
I. PP,OGtb_M 2. ECN tJUMBER 3. CONTRACT NUMBER
COMBINED
AMSU CAMSU- /6_7.¢ "" NAS 5-32314
....... ,.. _ __ J'r'n
7. CHANGE CLASS o. |,'ULrlPLE 9. CHG'I_'PE : ...... 10. HAIIDWARE
t
ENGINEERING CHANGE NO':_E ',,
ADVANCE REL. INCORPORATE SHEET
4.,,J_E_Ar_OOYli_^_EJ_T-_ ......... 5. nOCUM_NT.UMU'_r _.""'_'"'_,
..... _'_ T E
........ . I EFF_C'_IVIW 11; DOCUMENT ITL , _., r
MAND LTST r] ' PARTSERIA ULOTAFFECTED HARDWARE
CCR II_ YES _ SOFTWARE
12. DESCRIPTION OF CHANGE
ITEM ZONE
PAFG NUMBER(S] I.!AND LTST







DATE 14. JUSTIFICATION/REASON FORCHANGE
Z,,_..,c,,:_.2 7,:../ 1.::,,:'....::l,..j _.,_.1,,_:1,'/.._




OF MA1ERIAL TO STORES
n= ' -" :- -:
ON ORDER
-- _/_! -----!
,,_._"_-::eo ' ......./VI_I ----'--
I
tk_0. _3ONFIGb/_TION MGR. " ,!'
t9. PCCLI CtlAIRMAN I f'MO, i 2J, INCORPORATION DATE
<_' , ,I I "
-.o,.E_- _#/,f/,,.,--e----_--.'-""_l.-,,,o.._............................
Ul_l_.l'l I_UVL/. -- -- -- -- I






21 Jan 98 --. °.
oo




























Shop Order No.: L/_/_ttg
Unit Serial No.: " _ _L/f




1....' -o _/6_752• . _-.: . . AE-26758A
2.1 3"an98
TEST DATA SHEET 2
UUT Verifisatign and Gro_d Potentials Check (Paragraphs 4.1.2.2 and 4.1.2.4)
Parag'raph/ UUT Components Part Number Verify Presence
Step
4.1.2.2. PLO faceplate 1348366-2 /






Cable 1348430-3 v /
Wires N/A _ I






Required [ Measurement Pass/Fail
Potential Difference
From To
GUNN Power Supply RTN
GU-NN Power Supply RTN
GUNN Power Supply RTN
GUNN Power Supply RTN
GUNN Power Supply RTN
GUNN Power Supply RTN
GUNN Power Supply RTN
Varactor Power Supply RTN
DRO Power Supply RTN, +12 V
DRO Power Supply RTN, -12 V
Spectrum Analyzer 1, Chassis
Required Measurement


















Shop Order No.: _/_/6 /
Unit Serial No.: f-_ q'
Date: -_ _ 6._ t_
Test En_neer. _" _/Z.,_//__
Quality_e?_i: _ _ 06 1998
A-3
TEST DATA SHEET 3 (Sheet 1 of 2)















Which dash number attenuator
was chosen?
+12 V Supply Voltage
+12 V Supply Current
-12 V Supply Voltage
Expected




-12.0 _ 0.1 V





















-30 to -40 dBm





Recommended Mixer LO Drive Power
Popt= // dBm




(Bandpass Niter Insertion Loss) - Popt=
..._3__ dB
AT1 Selected 1331516- _ N/A
V*= i%l) V
r= .o:¢" mA
V'= -,_0 V _'$5
r= -_-q._/mA
FreqDRo= C_ au_
PI)RO= I t. _7 dBm
Vg...= ¢ ,¢ V
V== .if'J;;) V
I,_= .0ol mA
FreqPLo= _"h _'_% _ _t4a
Prt.o = _t.O dBm
IF Frequency = 7.-_¢/_/
IF Power = - _C.
IF Frequency = Z.=_tt/
IF Power = - _6.
@ I I / • .
K _W4_qt _..oooo_y4 (,.14z
N/A
N/A








TEST DATA SHEET 3 (Sheet 2 of 2)







21 LO Power Level
22 Record AT1 dash number
32 Record IF Frequency and
Power
34 DRO Lock Alarm with 573
MHz Sisal Off
Expected l Measured Pass/
[ l Fail
8.0 to 12.0 dBm LO Drive Power - f Q' _ _¢4,,
,/Y/_-
2.291613 _i-0,0001GHz
-30 to .-40 clBm
1331516-_.ff_ N/A
IFFrequeney= 2. "2._ f_( I
IF Power = _ _v/, I
A1-FL6 = -tl,_, V
< - 10 V.t_
ShopOrder_o.: L[ _ / _/ _.
unitSerialNo.: ?¢r,,/
Date: "3 - (y-_/
_._._ _AR 06 1998
Quality. _._tk_. h '
A-5






TEST DATA SHEET 4
Continuity Test (Para_aph 4.1.3)
r;o.
4"
Paragraph 4.1.3.3, Continuity Test:
Step From end of From end of Expected Value Measured Value
wire # wire #
2 A4E5 R1-2 < 1 ohm /'_. /









Test En_neer:. ..I_._,,_ ,_'_'/_









.'; j..t , ,..
*.z "_. _--_. ,j -.






















A1FL1 A4EI Red < 1 ohm
A1FL2 A4E3 Blk < 1 ohm
A1FL3 A4E'/ Bm < 1 ohm
A1FL4 A4E2 Bh < 1 ohm
A1FL5 A4E4 Yel < 1 ohm
A1FL7 A4E9 Grn < 1 ohm
/k4E6 A5VB Gra - < 1 ohm
A4E10 A5RTN Grn < 1 ohm
A4E2 ,_6FL1 < 1 ohmBlu
A4E4 A6FL2 Yel < 1 ohm
A4E8 A6FL1-E3 Grn < 1 ohm
• A1FL6 A6FL3 Wht < 1 ohm










+12.0 + 0.5 V
Measured Value
A1-FL4 IO..f _ V
Pass/Fail
-12.0+0.5V A1-FL5 -Ii. '/3 V p,,,_
8.5 _.+0.5 v ASVB s'.j__Lv /3.;s
+12.0-+ 0.5 V A6FL1 4-k')_ V
-12.0 +_05 V A6FL2 _L_'_ V





TESTDATASHEET5 (Sheet 2 of 5)
Voltage Regulator Checkout, PLO Integration (P_'agraph 4.1.4)
(Cont):
Step Test Expected Value Measured Value
Continuity Test Wire #











9 Measure Supply Voltages and Currents
Volt Meter 1 +15 _+0.1 V / _". O
Volt Meter 2 -15 _+0.1 V - t _'. _9
Current Meter 1 600 mA max
Current Meter 2 100 mA max
Faeeplate A1FL4 +12.0_ 0.5 V / _,- I
•Faceplate A1FL5 -12.0_+ 0.5 V _ - I I. a[
DRO, A6FL1 +12.0_+ 0.5 V
DRO, A6FL2 -12.0_+ 0.5 V
VCGDO, A5VB +8.5 + 0.5 V _. $"
Paragraph 4.1.4.2.2:
UUT Components








Step " Test [ Expected Value
1 Potential Difference From +15 V RTN To:
Measured Value
Spectrum Analyzer Chassis < 1.0 Vac
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: ,. Volt Meter 2
Current Meter 1
Current Meter 2




DRO Output Frequency at
A1J4
DRO Output Power at A1J4
Did PLO acquire the Lock?
+12.0±0.5V
-12.0±0.5V
8 - 12 msec
0.9 - 3.5 msee
25 usee - 2 msee
1 - 4 dBm
572.90344 ± 0.003 MHz
+15±0.1V
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TEST DATA SHEET 5 (Sheet 4 of 5)





Test Expected Value • [ Measured Value Pass/Fail
Test with 3 dB attenuation in IF line (2.2 GHz) at room ambient
VoltMeter 1 +15+0.1V {._,O L/ _' /9-_,s
Volt Meter 2 -15 +_.0.I V -/3",O L,/ :4_
Current Meter 1 600 mA max ,_"3_.- u* #r /),_._
Current Meter 2 I00 mA max - g'_, _/_/_- A94_,_
PLO Lock Detect Voltage at
A3FL4
RFOutput Frequency 57.290344 _ __.La00-k_
RF Output Power 17 to 20 dBm






>"7._,t b___ O t44_
,m.cT,_,_.f3.]tc.ty
d ._r;qS q :,-/4-,.
/D_s
,_Oq_S
DRO Output Power at A1J4 9 dBm rain //. "_. ,,//_,_ /),_-_
Did PLO acquire the Lock? Yes _,, .g /9,_ 5
Test with 3 dB attenuation in IF line (2.2 GHz) at +I*C
Volt<Meter 1 +15 + 0.1 V
Volt Meter 2 -15 _+0.1 V
Current Meter 1
Current Meter 2




DRO Output Frequency at
A1J4
DRO Output Power at A1J4





57.290344 _ ±.200-kHe. /




6.874841280 _ ± 2,4.../_I-_ i
• oooo;t,¢ t'-H_
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Step Test Expected Value
24 Test with 3 dB attenuation in IF line (2.2 GHz) at +44"C





+15 _.+0.1 V /5":.0 U
-15 + 0.I V "/_,O L)
Current Meter 1 600 mA max .$-_( ._//]--
Current Meter 2 100 mA max
PLO Lock Detect Voltage at
ASFI_ O 74,/ V .....
RF Output Frequency 57.290344 _ +-24_ktffz
RF Output Power I7 to 20 dBm
6.874841280 GH-z _+DRO Output Frequency at
A1J4
-r'ta.L
_'). _.70 _ _--_"_ _
DRO Output Power at A1J4 9 dBm rain /O.q d_,,,a
Did PLO acquire the Lock? Yes
tO,_:
Test with no attenuation in IF line (2.2 GHz) at room ambient
VoltMeter 1 +i5__0.1 V ¢.-IS._ V"
• " " Volt Meter 2 -15 _+0.-1 V -/_-O C'/
Current Meter 1 600 mA max
CurrentMeter2






RF OutputFrequency ¢'_' _-_. "_ _ro_).o C../4'-_ ¢9"t_.s
RF Output Power 17 to 20 dBm /7. _ ,,[_,.a _,¢_r_
DRO Output Frequency at 6.874841280 _,-I_+ _ d. _ 9qfcq _,/.¢-¢.. D.._
AIJ4 ._o&_/ C---/-./_
DRO Output Power at A1J4 [/. _ _,,,t _9,_9 dBm rain
YesDid PLO acquire the Lock?
Shop Order No.: _! (:,l
unitSe_ia_No.: I=_ q
Date: -2_. _,,q - _ ¢d
Test En_neer:. :'_-,_'A_























it i _t_x ir_
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SHOP ORDER NO.: c./Y 6l ¢
.#
TEST DATA SHEET 1
(Paragraph 4.1 Step 1 & 2)




UmT PART NO. /3 q q 36 o -/






























On-line documents & documents stamped "Controlled Document" in red, and placed in Area MPI Books,
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(Paragraph 4.1 Step 4)
MEASURED REQUIRED
8566B Spectrtma < 0.1v
Analyzer Chassis ,.O [
DVM #1 Common ,b/" < 0.1v
DVM #2 Common
,O / < 0.1v
DVM #3 Common
,O [ <0.1v
DVM #4 Common < 0. Iv
,o(
DVM #5 Common ..
.6)/ <0.1v
DVM #6 C01_rnon , O [ ........... _ < 0. l v




• | . .
SHOP ORDER NO." /-'/_"/_t/_
u sm:
DATE: k./2_ 7_
TEST ENGINEER: _e _
QUALITY ASSURANCE: I_I_ "1_
.*N
AEROJET PROPRIETARY DOCUMENT
On-line documents & documents stamped "Controlled Document" in red, and plaeed in Area MPI Books,
are controlled. All others arefor Reference Only!
%MI'I 17.303 C
05 NOVEMBER, 97
PAGE 12 OF 13
_,?:,
TEST DATA SHEET 3
(Paragraph 4.1)







12 Calculate Percent **


















Record R2 Value N/A
!M_EASURED AFTER C25
SOLDERED IN PLACE
mE 1= - )-,. Off V
A2E2= 1, _)0 V
X Yes
No











* REQUIREMENT = YES = PASS
* * WHERE Ea IS THE LARGER AND E bIS THE SMALLER OF THE MEASURED VOLTAGES.







AER OJET PR OPRIETAR Y DOCUMENT
On-line documents & documents stamped "Controlled Document" in red, and placed in Area MPI Books,
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12 Calculate Percent **
to Difference By ABS
((Ea-Eb)/E a) X 100
15
22


















A2E1 = _. _t_..,q V
A2E2 = / , 0 q V
C25= "_-_ pF
5"o o q Ohms
_x_ _,_V











* REQUIREblENT = YES = PASS
* * WHERE E a IS THE LARGER AND E b IS THE SlVIALLER OF THE lVIEASURED VOLTAGES.
UNIT PART NO. //_ f_ffC__'yg_ ._/ UNIT SERIAL NO." _--_
SHOP ORDER NO.: ff_ Y t/'_'tf
DATE: _-_o _._. _' TEC C " C:Z dd.).
AEROJET PROPRIETARY DOCUMENT
On-line documents & documents stamped "Controlled Document" in red, and placed in Area MPI Books,
are controlled All others are for Reference Only!
MPI 17-303 C
05 NOVEMBER, 97
PAGE 13 OF 13
TEST DATA SHEET 4
(Paragraph 4.1)





,-.- I. t40 v NIA
v














c) 6.87GHz RF output













c_/3 / £,,,-g"SHOP ORDER NO.:
UNIT SERIAL NO.: _ (_q
DATE: '_./ft. '_¢_ QUALITY ASSURANCE: I_1_17 9] (_: ____. -
AER OJET PR OPRIETAR Y DOCUMENT
On-line documents & documents stamped "Controlled Document" in red, and placed in Area MPI Books,
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TEST DATA SHEET 4
(Paragraph 4.1)
TEST MEASURED EXPECTED PASS/FAIL











c) 6.87GHz RF output
A2EI= -,. _]_,_ V
A2E2= 1. t4g V
Sum: ,0 6.3 V
N/A N/A
_,t_. O V +15v+ 0.1v
if'g."A, mA 600 mA max t'X
_tff. 0 V -15v +0.1v _,_5
- S"), rg mA 100 mA max
Ia[,'3.., dBm 18.5dBm +_1.5dB _n,._5
IAf)... dBm 12dBm + 2.0dB _,_,.
UNIT PART NO. /._" _¢'_,_d¢'C) "[ SHOP ORDER NO.: _.-_ _
U I S  I.No.:
DATE: _ _. _'
TEST ENGIEER:_
QUALITY ASSURANCE: _ ,ia,._'_'_
\
AEROJET PROPRIETAR Y DOCUMENT
On-line documents& documentsstamped "Controlled Document"in red, and placed inArea MPIBooks,


















































































V E_ W 3IO0_,_Hz
SPAN
SWP
"1.0. 00.'.H, H z
• ." '
L 30. E]dEB





















EII_OE: N__I_J_V_._0_'_ _d >d bl
ATTEN 30dB
RL 1 2. gdEBrn
CENTER 6. 87484ISHz
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TEST DATA SHEET£'(Sheet 1 of 4)
Functional. Testing ('Param_aph 4.2.t,)
Step
Functional Testing:






Potential Difference from + 15 V RTN to:
PLO Base Plate < 1.0 Vac


















17 to 20 dBm










TC3 = _/, _ *C
DR0 L/A =o.._ V
PLO L/A =_ V
N/A
Pc,sS
Freq.=_-'L9-90$St 6-_& GHz .iD_t,¢,_
P = _ dBm P-_#.s
VNII =. +/..C..C) V
VM2= --.f;.O._V
IM 1= _.-c_9 .n'_
IM2Current 100mAmax. IM2= ;9- q . mA
DRO L/A Voltage _ 19 _ / U DR0 L/A = -¢7 ,,_V /9_
PLO L/A Voltage PLO L/A = _f ,-aV Pa_
RF Output Power and 17 to 20 dBm 09oZ
Frequency 57.290344 _ + 3,00-tffte-
Baseplate Temp. (Tel) TC1 = 22 ±2"C
_p = (_..,_ dBm
Freq. = _-)- _.qb_e _vg"GHz
TCI = "-z:z., _ . *C
13 Frequency vs. Voltage





cLVoltag e- _- t.;...Z._ V









TEST DATA SHEET _'(Sheet 2 of 4)
Functional Testing (Para_aph 4.2.1)
•" Expected
A.E-26758A
• 21 Jan 98
Measured Pass/Fail•Step .Test
14 Frequency vs. Voltage
--+15 V Supplies
15 Spurious and Sub




-14.8 + 0.05 V,_ooI ¢_
57.290344 C.hr-I__.
17 to 20 dBm
- 2_ ,t6 -90 dBc
<,10 dBm
+Voltage= ,_rcr._ O
_Voltage = -' q. S'/ V
Freq. = ¢-7. "_c) _2 qt _ GHz
P= /q._ dBm
Pcv.,er of 11a __ e3Hz-_--_------
-'Tq, @ dBm
Load VSWR and Frequency Pulling
2:1 mismatch over 1_. N/A N/A
18
Worst Case Freq =
Operating Temperature
@ IoC baseplate
2:1 mismatch over D. N/A Worst Case Power = N/A
.°--4 dB Peak
TC 1 = 1 +_2°C
N/A
TC3 = 0 .,_6(._
•: .... 0 - 1V : DRO L/A = __.__q_a_V O_.x_
O-IV : PLO L/A = q_V _,,
Input Voltage and Current
N/A "
19
VMI Voltage VM1 = _-_f.0 V
IM2 Current
DRO L/A Voltage
+15 + 0.1 V
V'M2Voltage -15+0.1 V VM2= -tG0 V
IM1 Current 600 mA max. IM1 = @_"_ mA
100 mA max. IM2 = _-C rnA
DRO L/A = _ V
o IPLO L/A Voltage
RF Output Power 17 to 20 dBm,ooo z
Frequency 57.290344 _ +
Frequency vs. Voltage .
PLO L/A = q _ m.V
_..Power = _ dBm
Freq.= _'__q f_"_ ta_q GHz
%
+ 15 V Supplies +15.2 + 0.05 V +Voltage = t¢._, . V
.15.2+0.05V.oo_:_c.4t(Voltage= -,9.3, V
57.290344_H'g__: Freq.= _3.'a-ct03_'_ qq$ GHz
17 to 20 dBm Power = "2-0 dBm
Frequency vs. Voltage





57.290344 _-_ _ 200-kH_
17 to 20 dBm
_-Voltage = - tq,_ V p,,_
Freq.= C?.3-_0 "_t_ _V GHz I_:;_
Power= %o ,dBm _s
AE-26758A
21 Jan 98 ..-,..
gg r
TEST DATA SHEET _/(Sheet 3 of 4)









Power level of 114.58 GI-Iz
___z "_A _ / t- /. E,_7"
Expected
- Pea/_ -90 dBc
Measured Pass/Fail
<-10 dBm ,_.,.._,_,.,,._- -e....____,
signal
Load VSWR and Frequency Pulling
2:1 mismatch over 1L





TC1 = 44 +2°C
0- 1V
Worst Case Freq =
"_0 H'r..-
Worst Case Power =
dB P, k
TCI= Llq L_ o(.I
TC2= ctS', t oC._.
TC3 = L4/4..Co (___
DR6L/A= to_v
0- 1V PLO L/A =
Input Voltage and Current







-15 _ 0.1 V
600 mA max.
VM2= -/t_.O.V
IM1 = 5"t,'/ mA
IM2 Current 100 mA max. IM2 = 5"9. c/ mA
DRO L/A Voltage _ O ,4, / _ DRO L/A = D__../_._V
PLO L/A Voltage PLO L/A = _V
RF Output Power and
o/.(V
17 to 20 dBmooo; t
Frequency " 57.290344_¢I_±Lz00-1d_
Frequency vs. Voltage




Freq. = 5"7, _q_7 ._2_ _;_ GHz
2-.,
+15.2 + 0.05 V +Voltage = /_ _. V /0_aes
-15.2 ± 0.05 V.ooo_, a.,¢_Voltage = -/_'._ V /_a_
57.290344 __+ _ Freq. = _'_, 2qO _--_ tt_3Hz p_._
17 to 20 dBm, " Power = _ dBm /O.,_s
+14.8 ± 0.05 V +Voltage = re/. g'. V
-14.8 ± 0.05 V. _ a a4 _Voltage = ~ '_'/. f¢ V
57.290344 ._"2"± 2004d_ Freq. = J"). 9.._ _ -9 _; _GHz
17 to 20 dBm Powe r = /q..t/ dBm _,,_.#
" • •• :: ii¸¸¸ • • :;' i ¸ • •• ;• " • i; • > i • >• : ::: i ¸: =::: : :..• ::::•: ....




"F'_ctional Testing (Paragraph 4.2.1)
AE-26758A







Power level of 114.58 GHz
si_maal
Expected " Measured Pass#Fail
<-10 dBm j_M_J._L__L_ -- -
Load VSWR and Frequency Pulling
2:1 mismatch over 1X N/A
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Section 2A: Vibration - F03
Following is the data taken after acceptance level vibration testing for PLO SN F03.
Test Expected Value Post X axis Post Y axis
! Output Frequency 57.290344 GHz + 57.290327 57.290329
200 kHz GHz GHz





Both the frequency span of 300 Hz and the power difference of 0.08 dB are considered to
be changes not brought about by vibration stresses, but rather from experimental error.
The following pages contain the raw data further describing the test and the results for the
tests on PLO F03.

• t







TEST DATA SHEET 8
L_ted Functional Tes_(Paragraph 4.2.3)
Paragraph 4.2.3.2: ..













< 1.0 VacPower Supply RTN
Power Supply RTN < 1.0 Vac O, OOq {)l_,,
ExpectedTest
Voltage Meter 1 +15 + 0.1 V
Voltage Meter 2 -15 + 0.1 V
Current Meter 1 600 mA max.
Current Meter 2 100 mA max:##_C4.
Output Frequency 57.290344 _r'c'-_-O0"l_m
Output Power I8.5 dBm +1.5 dB
Measured Pass/Fail
* If used. N/A this line entry if not used in test. Example: If PLO is to be vibrated and unit tested "'in-place" after each
axis, check potential difference between shaker table and power supply RTN.
Shop Order No.: q_! (_1_"




TEST DATA SHEET 8

























-15 + 0.1 V
600 mA max.
I00 mA max.
57.290344 GHz +_I00 kHz
Output Power 18.5 dBm +1.5 dB / _, /
Measured Pass/Fail
* If used. N/A this line entry if not used in test. Example: If PLO is to be vibrated and unit tested "in-place" after each
axis, check potential difference between shaker table and power supply RTN.
CF
J
Shop Order No.: /._ /_/¢b
UnitSe alNo.:_
Test Engineer:




TEST DATA SHEET 8
imited Functional Test (Paragraph 4.2.3)










































57.290344 GHz +_100 kHz










* If used. N/A this line entry if not used in test. Example: If PLO is to be Vibrated and " " >umt tested "m-place" after each




Shop Order No.: t/Z_/d/_""
Unit Serial No.: /_"0 _)
Date:.,, _[_/'_///_ Y
Quality Assurance: -" /4_
_: @ e/7/q _
A-19
°.
TEST DATA SHEET 8











Power Supply RTN Test Platform *
Power Supply RTN Frequency Counter Chassis












+15 + 0.1 V
-15 _+0.1V
Current Meter 1 600 mA max.
Current Meter 2 100 mA max.
9
10 Output Power
Output Frequency 57.290344 GHz _100 kHz









* If used. N/A this line entry if not used in test. Example: If PLO is to be vibrated and unit tested "in-place" after each
axis, check potential difference between shaker table and power supply RTN.
1_ d, ¢
Shop Order No.: ¢ _ ] (_I _"
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The purpose of this memo is to present a summary of the acceptance level vibration testing
performed on the AMSU-A PIN 1348360-1 SIN's F03 and F04 PLO's on April 7, 1998.
,%
SUMMARY
The AMSU-A PIN 1348360-1 SIN's F03 and F04 PLOs were successfully tested to
acceptance level component random vibration loads per the Ref. 1 procedure. Test level was
at 13.6 Grms. Before and after each axis of random vibration, low level sine sweeps were run
to verify structural integrity of the component assembly. In addition, an electrical functional test
98%23279.doc
was performed, successfully, after each random vibration test axis. Maximum response of the
single triaxial response accelerometer mounted on the PLL/TCXO Assembly occurred for (1)
SIN F03 at the METSAT Y-Axis test, with Y-Axis response of 47.303 Grms, and (2). Maximur i_
peak 3o load, for the METSAT Y-Axis test at 1st fn of approximately 1026 Hz is estimated ai
56.9 g.
RESULTS
The Ref. 2 SIN F03 instrument was mounted per Ref. 1, Figure 5, "Test Fixture Axis
Orientation". Using METSAT orientation, the X-Axis was tested first, with a 0.25 g 20-2000
Hz pre-random sine sweep, the 13.6 Grms random, and a 0.25 g 20-2000 Hz post-random
sine sweep all run, followed by an electrical functional test. Subsequently, Z-Axis and Y-Axis
test sequences were also run. The same sequence of tests was run for Ref. 2 SIN f04. In all
instances the pre-random and post-random sine sweeps showed no changes in the frequency
responses before and after the random tests. Of greater significance, each electrical function
test, run after each test axis vibration sequence, was successful.
Table 1 summarizes the responses recorded per the control accelerometer and the triaxial
response accelerometer for SIN F03. Listed are total Grms responses along with an estimate
of the peak 3q_ response at 1st resonance, determined per half-power point method. Table 2
summarizes the same information for SIN F04.
The results of Table 1 compare to the Ref. 5, Table 1 values. However, there are som_
differences, which are probably due to (1) different units, and (2) different locations of thL
response accelerometers (see Ref. 1 and 5). For SIN F01, the response accelerometer was
mounted on the +Sun side of the upper PLO assembly (on the PLL assembly). For SIN F02,
the response accelerometer was moved to the +Velocity side of the upper PLO (PLL)
assembly. The difference in stiffness of the mounts may have contributed to the response
differences.
Note that this test continued using #6 mounting screws attaching the unit to the fixture adapter
plate (see Ref. 5 discussion).
Table 1 Analysis of SIN F03 Random Vibration Data
98%23279.doc
X-Axis Test
Total 1st fn 1st fn 1st Peak 1st Total Estimated
Accel. No. Response f(Iow) f(high) Resonance Resonance Peak g's
Grms Hz Hz g2/Hz Grms During Test
Control 13.590
X-Response 18.456 864 903 0.51 4.46 13.4
Y-Response 10.292 886 931 1.0 6.71 20.1
Z-Response 9.652 886 920 0.21 2.67 8.0
/
Z-Axis Test
Total 1st fn 1st fn 1st Peak 1st Total Estimated
Accel. No. Response f(Iow) f(high) Resonance Resonance Peak g's
Grms Hz Hz g2/Hz Grms During Test
Control 13.533
X-Response 13.898 1055 1079 1.75 6.48 19.4
Y-Response 7.147 1056 1088 0.72 4.8 14,4








" Total 1st fn 1st fn 1st Peak 1st Total Estimated
Response f(Iow) f(high) Resonance Resonance Peak g's
Grms Hz Hz g2/Hz Grms During Test
13.521
21.303 1027 1054 4.0 10.39 31.2
44.408 1022 1054 6.0 13.86 41.6
10.896 1022 1054 0.49 3.96 11.9
Table 2 Analysis of SIN F04 Random Vibration Data
X-Axis Test
Total 1st fn 1st fn 1st Peak 1st Total Estimated
Accel. No. Response f(Iow) f(high) Resonance Resonance Peak g's
Grms Hz Hz g2/Hz Grms During Test
Control 13.513
X-Response 21.552 875 894 0.60 3.38 10.1
Y-Response 11.190 881 914 2.0 8.12 24.4











1st fn 1st fn 1st Peak 1st Total Estimated
f(iow) f(high) Resonance Resonance Peak g's
Hz Hz g2/Hz Grms During Test
1038 1064 1.7 6.65 19.9
1041 1064 1.15 5.14 15.4
1035 1068 2.05 8.22 24.7
y-Axis Test _ 1st Total Estimated
Total 1st fn 1st fn 1st Peak
Accel. No. Response f(Iow) f(high) Resonance Resonance Peak g's
Grms Hz Hz g2/Hz Grms During Test
Control 13.522 14.06 42.2
X-Response 21.257 1003 1041 5.2
Y-Response 47.303 1011 1041 12 18.97 56.9
Z-Response 6.285 1041 1101 0.13 2.79 8:4
Figures 1-3 are SIN F03 plots of the in-axis responses for random vibration for the PLO for
each of the thi'ee test axes. A complete set of vibration data, including all sine sweep data, is
included with the Ref. 6 shop order. Figures 4-6 are SIN F04 plots of the in-axis responses for
random vibration for the PLO for each of the three test axes. A complete set of vibration data,
including all sine sweep data, is included with the Ref. 8 shop order.
CONCLUSIONS and RECOMMENDATIONS
It is concluded that the SIN F03 and S/N F04 PIN 1348360-1 PLO's successfullY passed the
Ref. 7 AMSU-A Instrument Component Random Vibration Tests.
j, H_lfner
MechanicalDesignaridAnalysis
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TEST DATA SHEET (DS2)
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Fundamental: 80.000 %, BB RMS: 509. mcyc
RemainingTime: 000:00:01
Test Range: 20.000, 2000.000 Hz
Points Per Sweep: 450




AMSU PLO S/O431615,P/N 1348360-1
PRE X SINE SWEEP S/N F03 METSAT









i _ i _
Sweep Number: 1.00










Test Range: 20.000, 2000.000 Hz






AMSU PLO S/O 431615,P/N 1348360-1
PRE X SINE SWEEP S/N F03 METSAT
SineTest Name: AMSU_A2,tmp




















Fundamental: 80.000 %, BB RMS: 509. mcyc
RemainingTime: 000:00:01
Test Range: 20.000, 2000.000 Hz
Points Per Sweep: 450
20 100 1000
Log Frequency (Hz)
AMSU PLO S/O 431615,PIN 1348360-1
PRE X SINE SWEEP S/N F03 METSAT

















Fundamental: 80.000 %, BB RMS: 509. mcyc
Remaining Time: 000:00:01
Test Range: 20.000, 2000.000 Hz








AMSU PLO S/O 431615,PIN 1348360-1










Fundamental: 80.000 %, BB RMS: 509. mcyc
Remaining Time: 000:00:01
Test Range: 20.000, 2000.000 Hz














AMSU PLO S/O 431615,P/N 1348360-1
PRE X SINE SWEEP S/N F03 METSAT























Test Range: 20.000, 2000.000 Hz





Tue Apr 07 1998
20 100
Log Frequency (Hz)
AMSU PLO S/O 431615,PIN 1348360-1
PRE X SINE SWEEP S/N F03 METSAT











Fundamental: 80.000 %, BB RMS: 509. mcyc
Remaining Time: 000:00:01
Test Range: 20.000, 2000.000 Hz
















AMSU PLO S/O 431615,PIN 1348360-1
PRE X SINE SWEEP S/N F03 METSAT
Sine Data Review Name: AMSU_A2.tmp
• "- "';" ;.'_'. _'_-i-
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80.00 %, RMS 509. mcyc
REFERENCE TABLE:



















Value -Alarm +Alarm -Abort +Abort
(Units) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB)
























Enable for Manual Mode:
Reference CSL Threshold:
CSL Count Threshold:
[:! LOOP CHECK -Noise Threshold: 30.00 mV RMS
Frequency: 100.00 Hz
Maximum Drive: i00.00 mV RMS







Channel Channel Loop Sensitivity
Number Type Check (mV/Units)
1 Control Yes i00.00
2 Auxiliary No 10.00
3 Auxiliary No I0.00
4 Auxiliary No 10.00
(Continued for Labels...)
Channel Channel Loop Sensitivity
Number Type Check (mV/Units)
1 . Control Yes 100.00
2 "Auxiliary No i0.00
3 Auxiliary No i0.00
4 Auxiliary No i0.00
(12 Inactive Channels)
Input Transducer Control Profile Measurement
Coupling Type Units Weighting Number Process
Nulled DC Acceler g 0.00 Fundamental
Nulled DC Acceler g Fundamental
Nulled DC Acceler g Fundamental

























Title 2: PRE X SINE SWEEP
















Enable Remote Communication: No
SHAKER LIMITS:
Enable Shaker Limits: No




















Fundamental: 80.000 %, BB RMS: 509. mcyc
Remaining Time: 000:00:00
Test Range: 20.000, 2000.000 Hz
Points Per Sweep: 450
A




AMSU PLO S/O 431615,PIN 1348360-1
POST X SINE SWEEP S/N F03 METSAT






















Fundamental: 80.000 %, BB RMS: 509. mcyo
RemainingTime: 000:00:00
Test Range: 20.000, 2000.000 Hz





AMSU PLO S/O 431615,P/N 1348360-1
POST X SINE SWEEP S/N F03 METSAT














Fundamental: 80.000 %, BB RMS: 509. mcyc
Remaining Time: 000:00:00
Test Range: 20.000, 2000.000 Hz










AMSU PLO S/O 431615,PIN 1348360-1
POST X SINE SWEEP S/N F03 METSAT
















Fundamental: 80.000 %, BB RMS: 509. mcyc
RemainingTime: 000:00:00
Test Range: 20.000, 2000.000 Hz












AMSU PLO S/O 431615,P/N 1348360-1
POST X SINE SWEEP S/N F03 METSAT










Fundamental:80.000 %, BBRMS: 509. mcyc
Remaining Time: 000:00:00
Test Range: 20.000, 2000.000 Hz














AMSU PLO S/O 431615,P/N 1348360-1












Fundamental: 80.000 %, BB RMS: 509. mcyc
Remaining Time: 000:00:00
Test Range:20.000, 2000.000 Hz















AMSU PLO S/O 431615,PIN 1348360-1
POST X SINE SWEEP S/N F03 METSAT





















Fundamental: 80.000 %, BB RMS: 509. mcyc
RemainingTime: 000:00:00
Test Range: 20.000, 2000.000 Hz









AMSU PLO S/O 431615,PIN 1348360-1
POST X SINE SWEEP S/N F03 METSAT
Sine Test Name: AMSU_A2..tmp
41CONTROL
1000 2000
i¸ _ i < ii i:i i! i :i_i i i! : :! :!k= !_ <_ _!__,i_


































































80.00 %, RMS 509. mcyc
REFERENCE TABLE:





















Active Frequency Range -
Minimum Frequency:
Maximum Frequency:
Value -Alarm +Alarm -Abort +Abort
(Units) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB)



















Noise Threshold: 30.00 mYRMS
Frequency: i00.00 HzMaximumDrive: 100.00 mVRMS













Channel Channel Loop Sensitivity
Number Type Check (mV/Units)•
1 Control Yes 100.00
2 Auxiliary No i0.00
3 Auxiliary No i0.00
4 Auxiliary No i0.00
(Continued for Labels...)
Input Transducer Control Profile Measurement
Coupling Type Units Weighting Number Process
Nulled DC Acceler g 0.00 Fundamental
Nulled DC Acceler g Fundamental
Nulled DC Acceler g Fundamental
Nulled DC Acceler g Fundamental
Channel Channel Loop Sensitivity Channel Documentation
Number Type Check (mY/Units) Label 1
i. Control Yes i00.00' CONTROL
2 "Auxiliary No i0.00 X AXIS
3 Auxiliary No 10.00 Z AXIS
4 Auxiliary No i0.00 Y AXIS
(12 Inactive Channels)
Label 2

















Title 2: POST X SINE SWEEP

















Enable Remote Communication: No
SHAKER LIMITS:
Enable Shaker Limits: No
End of Sine Test List
100
Sweep Number: 1.00




Fundamental: 80.000 %, BB RMS: 509. mcyo
Remaining Time: 000:00:00
Test Range: 20.000, 2000.000 Hz














AMSU PLO S/O 431615,P/N 1348360-1
PREY SINE SWEEP S/N F03 METSAT








Fundamental: 80.000 %, BB RMS: 509. mcyc
RemainingTime: 000:00:00
Test Range: 20.000, 2000.000 Hz




















AMSU PLO S/O431615,P/N 1348380-1
PRE Y SINE SWEEP S/N F03 METSAT












Fundamental: 80.000 %, BB RMS: 509. mcyc
RemainingTime: 000:00:00
Test Range: 20.000, 2000.000 Hz











• -, _ w
20 100 1000
Log Frequency (Hz)
AMSU PLO S/O 431615,P/N 1348360-1
PRE Y SINE SWEEP S/N F03 METSAT






















Fundamental: 80.000 %, BB RMS: 509. mcyc
20 100
Log Frequency (Hz)
AMSU PLO S/O 431615,P/N 1348360-1
PRE Y SINE SWEEP S/N F03 METSAT
Sine Test Name: AMSU_A2.tmp
Remaining Time:000:00:00




























Test Range: 20.000, 2000.000 Hz









AMSU PLO S/O 431615,P/N 1348360-1










Fundamental: 80.000 %, BB RMS: 509. mcyc
Remaining Time: 000:00:00
Test Range: 20.000, 2000.000 Hz
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AMSU PLO S/O 431615,PIN 1348360-1
PREY SINE SWEEP S/N F03 METSAT











Fundamental: 80.000 %, BB RMS: 509. mcyc
Remaining Time: 000:00:00
Test Range: 20.000, 2000.000 Hz


















AMSU PLO S/O 431615,P/N 1348360,1



























































































Value -Alarm +Alarm -Abort +Abort
(Units) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB)















































Loop Sensitivity Input Transducer Control Profile Measurement
Check (mV/Units) Coupling Type Units Weighting Number Process
Yes I00.00 Nulled DC Acceler g 0.00 Fundamental
No 10.00 Nulled DC Acceler g Fundamental
No i0.00 Nulled DC Acceler g Fundamental








Loop Sensitivity Channel Documentation
Check (mV/Units) Label I•
Yes I00.00 CONTROL
No i0.00 X AXIS
No i0.00 Z AXIS
No i0.00 Y AXIS
(12 Inactive Channels)
Label 2
















Title 2: PREY SINE SWEEP

















Enable Remote Communication: No
SHAKER LIMITS:
Enable Shaker Limits: No





N/c .no o3Hos,xvnvo,± 3^
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Loop Sensitivity Input Transducer Control
Check (mV/Units) Coupling Type
Yes i0.00 Null DC Acceler g
No I0.00 Null DC Acceler g
No 10.00 Null DC Acceler g
No i0.00 Null DC Acceler g
Loop Sensitivity Channel Documentation
Check (mV/Units) Label 1
Yes i0.00 CONTROL
No I0.00 UNIT X AXIS
No 10.00 UNIT Z AXIS























Title 2: X AXIS TEST









PHASE LOCK OSCILLATOR S/O 431618,S/O431615






Enable Level Schedule: No
REMOTE COMMUNICATION TABLE:
Enable Remote Communication: No
SHAKER LIMITS:
Enable Shaker Limits: No
End of Random Test
..-,..
100
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AMSU PHASE LOCK OSCILLATOR S/O 431618,S/O431615
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Test Range: 20.000, 2000.000 Hz
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AMSU PHASE LOCK OSCILLATOR S/O 431618,S/O431615















1VSlB _ 0988178t ' _-0988178t N/d 80-4'1704N/8 1831 81XVZ











































EQUAL I ZATI ON -
Start Level :
Initial Test Level:















































Slope -Alarm +Alarm -Abort +Abort
(dB/oct) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB)



























































Loop Sensitivity Input Transducer Control
Check (mY/Units) Coupling Type
Yes I0.00 Null DC Acceler g
No i0.00 Null DC Acceler g
No 10.00 Null DC Acceler g
No I0.00 Null DC Acceler g
Loop Sensitivity Channel Documentation
Check (mY/Units) Label 1
Yes I0.00 CONTROL
No i0.00 UNIT X AXIS
No 10.00 UNIT Z AXIS




Profile RMS Abc i
(Units;:
(12 Inactive Channels)
TRANSFER FUNCTION PAIR TABLE:
Enable H(f) Measurement: No
H(f) Response Reference Label
Pair Channel Channel
• i 3 2 3/CONTROL
2 4 2 4/C0NTROL





Title 2: Z AXIS TEST









PHASE LOCK OSCILLATOR S/O 431618,S/O431615









Enable Level Schedule: No
REMOTE COMMUNICATION TABLE:
Enable Remote Communication: No
SHAKER LIMITS:
Enable Shaker Limits: No



















Test Range: 20.000, 2000.000 Hz
Resolution: 5.000 Hz
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Log Frequency (Hz)
AMSU PHASE LOCK OSCILLATOR S/O 431618,S/O431615











Test Range: 20.000, 2000.000 Hz
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AMSU PHASE LOCK OSCILLATOR SIC 431618,$/0431615





































































AMSU PHASE LOCK OSCILLATOR S/O 431618,S/O431615
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Random Version 3.6.0 Test File Listing
File Name :
Current Date :
( _.ONTROL PARAMETERS :
DURATION -










Time at Initial Level:
Prestored Drive :
STARTUP / SHUTDOWN -
Startup Rate :


























_ 4 500 0.16
























































































Loop Sensitivity Input Transducer Control
Check (mY/Units) Coupling Type
Yes i0.00 Null DC Acceler g
No i0.00 Null DC Acceler g
No 10.00 Null DC Acceler g
No i0.00 Null DC Acceler g
•Loop Sensitivity Channel Documentation
Check (mV/Units) Label 1
Yes i0.00 CONTROL
No i0.00 UNIT X AXIS
No i0.00 UNIT Z AXIS







TRANSFER FUNCTION PAIR TABLE:
Enable H(f) Measurement: No
H(f) Response Reference Label
Pair Channel Channel
1 3 2 3/CONTROL
2" 4 2 4/CONTROL





Title 2: X AXIS TEST









PHASE LOCK OSCILLATOR S/O 431618,S/O431615
S/N F04,F03 P/N 1348360-1, 1348360






Enable Level Schedule: No
REMOTE COMMUNICATION TABLE:
Enable Remote Communication: No
SHAKER LIMITS:
Enable Shaker Limits: No
End of Random Test
•¸it•
100




Test Range: 20.000, 2000.000 Hz
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AMSU PHASE LOCK OSCILLATOR S/O 431618,S/O431615
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Y AXIS TEST S/N FO4,F03P/N 1348360-1, 1348360
Test Name: PLO.tmp
PHASE LOCK OSCILLATOR 8/0 431618,S/0431615
METSAT
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AMSU PHASE LOCK OSCILLATOR S/O 431618,S/O431615
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20 100 ": 1000
Log Frequency (Hz)
AMSU PHASE LOCK OSCILLATOR S/O 431618,S/O431615


























































































































































Sensitivity Input Transducer Control Profile RMS Abort- _ '!_
(mY/Units) Coupling Type Units Weighting Number (Units] _i_A_
I0.00 Null DC Acceler g 0.00
I0.00 Null DC Acceler g
i0.00 Null DC Acceler g
i0.00 Null DC Acceler g
Sensitivity Channel Documentation





TRANSFER FUNCTION PAIR TABLE:
Enable H(f) Measurement: No
H(f) Response Reference Label
Pair Channel Channel
1 3 2 3/CONTROL
2 4 2 4/CONTROL




Title 2: Y AXIS TEST









PHASE LOCK OSCILLATOR S/O 431618,S/0431615









Enable Level Schedule: No
REMOTE COMMUNICATION TABLE:
Enable Remote Communication: No
SHAKER LIMITS:
Enable Shaker Limits: No








Fundamental: 80.000 %, BB RMS: 509. mcyc
Remaining Time: 000:00:00















AMSU PLO S/O 431615,PIN 1348360-1
POST Z SINE SWEEP S/N F03 METSAT











Fundamental:80.000 %, BB RMS: 509. mcyc
RemainingTime: 000:00:00
Test Range: 20.000, 2000.000 Hz














AMSU PLO S/O 431615,P/N 1348360-1
POST Z SINE SWEEP S/N F03














Fundamental: 80.000 %, BB RMS: 509. mcyc
Remaining Time:000:00:00
Test Range: 20.000, 2000.000 Hz













AMSU PLO S/O 431615,P/N 1348360-1
POST Z SINE SWEEP S/N F03 METSAT









Fundamental: 80.000 %, BB RMS: 509. mcyc
Remaining Time: 000:00:00
Test Range: 20.000, 2000.000 Hz























AMSU PLO S/O 431615,P/N 1348360-1
POST Z SINE SWEEP S/N F03 METSAT










Fundamental: 80.000 %, BB RMS: 509. mcyc
Remaining Time:000:00:00

















AMSU PLO S/O 431615,P/N 1348360-1
POST Z SINE SWEEP S/N F03 METSAT
















Fundamental: 80.000 %, BB RMS: 509. mcyc
RemainingTime: 000:00:00
Test Range: 20.000, 2000.000 Hz










AMSU PLO S/0431615,P/N 1348360-1











Fundamental: 80.000 %, BB RMS: 509. mcyc
Remaining Time:000:00:00
Test Range: 20.000, 2000.000 Hz














AMSU PLO S/O 431615,P/N 1348360-1
POST Z SINE SWEEP S/N F03 METSAT



























































Sweep Duration (hhh:mm:ss): 000:03:19
Manual Override: Enable -
Record Manual Changes: Disable
SWEEP/COMPRESSION TABLE -
Segment Frequency Rate Compression
Number (Hz) (Oct/min) (%)
1 2000 2 90
REFERENCE TABLE:

















Maximum Velocity (0-pk) :
Maximum Displacement (pk-pk):
Value -Alarm +Alarm -Abort +Abort
(Units) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB)















































Loop Sensitivity Input Transducer Control Profile Measurement
Check (mY/Units) Coupling Type Units Weighting Number Process
Yes 100.00 Nulled DC Acceler g 0.00 Fundamental
No i0.00 Nulled DC Acceler g Fundamental
No 10.00 Nulled DC Acceler g Fundamental








Loop Sensitivity Channel Documentation
Check (mV/Units) Label 1
Yes 100.00 CONTROL
No i0.00 X AXIS
No i0.00 Z AXIS
No i0.00 Y AXIS
(12 Inactive Channels)
Label 2
















Title 2: POST Z SINE SWEEP

















Enable Remote Communication: No
SHAKER LIMITS:
Enable Shaker Limits: No


















Fundamental: 80.000 %, BB RMS: 509. mcyo
Remaining Time: 000:00:00
Test Range: 20.000, 2000.000 Hz
Points Per Sweep: 450
20 100
Log Frequency (Hz)
AMSU PLO S/O431615,P/N 1348360-1
PRE Z SINE SWEEP S/N F03 METSAT














Fundamental: 80.000 %, BB RMS: 509. mcyc
RemainingTime: 000:00:00
Test Range: 20.000, 2000.000 Hz








AMSU PLO S/O 431615,P/N 1348360-1 _.._=_ o
PRE Z SINE SWEEP S/N F03 METSAT _)"-'_
















Fundamental: 80.000 %, BB RMS: 509. mcyc
Remaining Time: 000:00:00
Test Range: 20.000, 2000.000 Hz
Points PerSweep: 450
_I/ I _V/









AMSU PLO S/O431615,P/N 1348360-1
PRE Z SINE SWEEP S/N F03 METSAT











Test Range:20.000, 2000.000 Hz
















AMSU PLO S/O 431615,P/N 1348360-1
PRE Z SINE SWEEP S/N F03 METSAT


















_, ,,A,..il "_'_" "-V"v_ "v'-_l_ " " %I
•_/_v',_ ,7 I V
_.,....,'
Remaining Time: 000:00:00
Test Range: 20.000, 2000.000 Hz








AMSU PLO S/O 431615,P/N 1348360-1
PRE Z SINE SWEEP S/N F03 METSAT














Fundamental: 80.000 %, BB RMS: 509. mcyc
RemainingTime: 000:00:00
• Test Range: 20.000, 2000.000 Hz












AMSU PLO S/O431615,P/N 1348360-1
PRE Z SINE SWEEP S/N F03 METSAT
















.J IJl I_ " ,h. _.,
Elapsed Time: 000:03:19
Filter Type: Proportional




Test Range: 20.000, 2000.000 Hz












AMSU PLO S/O 431615,P/N 1348360-1
PRE Z SINE SWEEP S/N F03 METSAT
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80.00 %, RMS 509. mcyc
REFERENCE TABLE:



















Value -Alarm +Alarm -Abort +Abort
(Units) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB)
















































Loop Sensitivity Input Transducer Control Profile Measurement
Check (mY/Units) Coupling Type Units Weighting Number Process
Yes i00.00 Nulled DC Acceler g 0.00 Fundamental
No i0.00 Nulled DC Acceler g Fundamental
No i0.00 Nulled DC Acceler g Fundamental








Loop Sensitivity Channel Documentation
Check (mY/Units) Label 1
Yes I00.00 CONTROL
No i0.00 X AXIS
No i0.00 Z AXIS
No i0.00 Y AXIS
(12 Inactive Channels)
Label 2
TRANSFER FUNCTION PAIR TABLE:
Enable H(f) Measurement: Yes
H(f) Response Reference Label
Pair Channel Channel .....
1 2 1 2/CONTROL
2 3 1 3/CONTROL





Title 2: PRE Z SINE SWEEP

















Enable Remote Communication: No
SHAKER LIMITS:
Enable Shaker Limits: No








Fundamental: 80.000 %, BB RMS: 509. mcyc
Remaining Time: 000:00:00
Test Range: 20.000, 2000.000 Hz














AMSU PLO S/O431615,P/N 1348360-1
POST Y SINE SWEEP S/N F03 METSAT








Fundamental: 80.000 %, BB RMS: 509. mcyc
Remaining Time: 000:00:00
Test Range: 20.000, 2000.000 Hz













AMSU PLO S/O 431615,P/N 1348360-1











Fundamental: 80.000 %, BB RMS: 509. mcyc
Remaining Time: 000:00:00

















AMSU PLO S/O 431615,P/N 1348360-1
POST Y SINE SWEEP S/N F03 MET,SAT
























Test Range: 20.000, 2000.000 Hz
Points Per Sweep: 450
" ; \I;_ _ A
l




AMSU PLO S/O 431615, P/N 1348360-1
POST Y SINE SWEEP S/N F03 METSAT











Fundamental: 80.000 %, BB RMS: 509. mcyc
Remaining Time:000:00:00
Test Range: 20.000, 2000.000 Hz
















AMSU PLO S/O431615,P/N 1348360-1












Fundamental: 80.000 %, BB RMS: 509. mcyc
Remaining Time:000:00:00
Test Range: 20.000, 2000.000 Hz
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20 100
Log Frequency (Hz)
AMSU PLO S/O 431615,P/N 1348360-1
POST Y SINE SWEEP S/N F03 METSAT













Fundamental: 80.000 %, BB RMS: 509. mcyo
RemainingTime: 000:00:00
Test Range: 20.000, 2000.000 Hz














AMSU PLO S/O 431615,P/N 1348360-1
POST Y SINE SWEEP $/N F03 METSAT
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Value -Alarm +Alarm -Abort +Abort
(units) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB)



















































Loop Sensitivity Input Transducer Control Profile Measurement
Check (mV/Units) Coupling Type Units Weighting Number Process
Yes i00.00 Nulled DC Acceler g 0.00 Fundamental
No 10.00 Nulled DC Acceler g Fundamental
No i0.00 Nulled DC Acceler g Fundamental








Loop Sensitivity Channel Documentation
Check (mY/Units) Label 1
Yes i00.00 CONTROL
No i0.00 X AXIS
No i0.00 Z AXIS





TRANSFER FUNCTION PAIR TABLE:
Enable H(f) Measurement: Yes
H(f) Response Reference Label
Pair Channel Channel
1 2 , 1 2/CONTROL
2 3 1 3/CONTROL




Title 2: POST Y SINE SWEEP

















Enable Remote Communication: No
SHAKER LIMITS:
Enable Shaker Limits: No
End of Sine Test List

Section 2B: Vibration - F04















Output Power 18.5 dBm + 1.5 dB 19.91 19.93 19.95
Both the frequency span of 100 Hz and the power difference of 0.04 dB are considered to
be changes not brought about by vibration stresses, but rather from experimental error.
The following pages contain the raw data further describing the test and the results for the
tests on PLO F04.

ti_ .
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TEST DATA SI-IEET S













Test Platform * < 1.0 Vac
Frequency Counter Chassis < 1,0 Vae








Voltage Meter 1 +15 _+0.1 V .t.lg'. 0 V
Voltage Meter 2 -15 + 0.1 V " t_. u V
Current Meter 1 600 mA max. ga._ mA
Current Meter 2 100 mA max:_at_,/_4_ _..
57.290344 _g'_"_Output Frequency
Output Power 18.5 dBm +1.5 dB
mA




* If used. N/A this line entry if not used in test. Example: If PLO is to be vibrated and unit tested "in-place" after each
axis, cheek potential difference between shaker table and power supply RTN.
Shop Order No.: q_igl _




TEST DATA SHEET 8














Voltage Meter 1 +15 + 0.1 V
Voltage Meter 2 -15 +_0.1 V
Current Meter 1 600 mA max.
Current Meter 2 100 mA max.
Output Frequency 57.290344 GHz _100 kHz









* If used. N/A this line entry if not used in test. Example: If PLO is to be _'ibrated and unit tested "in-place" after each
axis, check potential difference between shaker table and power supply RTN.
Shop Order No.: /'7t':_3 / _ (_"
Unit Serial No.: /'_ V
Date: _/7/_g
Test Engineer: __
Quality Assurance: _ _tt '/ '93
DCMC:
A-19
TEST DATA SHEET 8
d Functional Test (Parag-raph 4.2.3)










Power Supply R'IN Test Platform * < 1.0"Vat
Power Supply RTN Frequency Counter Chassis < 1.0 Vac











+15 + 0.I V
-15 __.0.1 V
Current Meter 1 600 mA max.
Current Meter 2 100 mA max. _'"7,"5R" mA
Output Frequency 57.290344 GHz 4-_100kHz








* If used. N/A this line entry if not used in test. Example-If PLO is to be vibrated and unit tested "in-place" after each







/,5_, ,q_R o ,. 1998





TEST DATA SHEET 8























Output Frequency 57.290344 GHz _100 kHz









* If used. N/A this line entry if not used in test. Example: If PLO is to be vibrated and unit tested "in-place" after each
axis, check potential difference between shaker table and power supply RTN.
,,4
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170:8611:98#279
AMSU-A Phase Lock Oscillator (PLO) Acceptance Vibration Testing of PIN
1348360-1, SIN's F03 and F04
D. F. Brown, R. V. Hauerwaas, L.T. Paliwoda, P. K. Patel, S. W. Reynolds,
D.L. Tran, Writer, File
1. "Advanced Microwave Sounding Unit (AMSU-A) Phase Lock Oscillator
Qualification/Acceptance Vibration Testing Procedure", Rev. 3, OC-426,
March 1998.
2. "PLO Assembly", Dwg. 1348360.
3. "Receiver Assembly A1-1", Dwg. 1356429.
4. "Shelf Assy, RF, Lower", Dwg. 1331555.
5. "AMSU-A Phase Lock Oscillator (PLO) Acceptance Vibration Testing of
PIN 1348360-1, SIN F02", IOM 170:8611:#1291, 9 Dec. 1997.
6. "Advanced Microwave Sounding Unit (AMSU-A) Phase Lock Oscillator,
PIN 1348360-1, SIN F03, Mfg. S/O 431615.
7. "Environmental Requirements AMSU-A Instrument Components", AE-
26578B, 16 March 1995.
8. "Advanced Microwave Sounding Unit (AMSU-A) Phase Lock Oscillator,
PIN 1348360-1, SIN F04, Mfg. S/O 431618.
PURPOSE
The purpose of this memo is to present a summary of the acceptance level vibration testing
performed on the AMSU-A P/N 1348360-1 SIN's F03 and F04 PLO's on April 7, 1998.
ii
SUMMARY
The AMSU-A PIN 1348360-1 SIN's F03 and F04 PLOs were successfully tested to
acceptance level component random vibration loads per the Ref. 1 procedure. Test level was
at 13.6 Grms. Before and after each axis of random vibration, low level sine sweeps were run
to verify structural integrity of the component assembly. In addition, an electrical functional test
98%23279.doc
was performed, successfully, after each random vibration test axis. Maximum response of the
single triaxial response accelerometer mounted on the PLL/TCXO Assembly occurred for (1)
SIN F03 at the METSAT Y-Axis test, with Y-Axis response of 47.303 Grms, and (2). Maximum
peak 3_ load, for the METSAT Y-Axis test at 1st fn of approximately 1026 Hz is estimated :
56.9 g.
RESULTS
The Ref. 2 S/N F03 instrument was mounted per Ref. 1, Figure 5, "Test Fixture Axis
Orientation". Using METSAT orientation, the X-Axis was tested first, with a 0.25 g 20-2000
Hz pre-random sine sweep, the 13.6 Grms random, and a 0.25 g 20-2000 Hz post-random
sine sweep all run, followed by an electrical functional test. Subsequently, Z-Axis and Y-Axis
test sequences were also run. The same sequence of tests was run for Ref. 2 SIN f04. In all
instances the pre-random and post-random sine sweeps showed no changes in the frequency
responses before and after the random tests. Of greater significance, each electrical function
test, run after each test axis vibration sequence, was successful.
Table 1 summarizes the responses recorded per the control accelerometer and the triaxial
response accelerometer for SIN F03. Listed are total Grms responses along with an estimate
of the peak 3q response at I st resonance, determined per half-power point method. Table 2
summarizes the same information for SIN F04.
The results of Table 1 compare to the Ref. 5, Table 1 values. However, there are some
differences, which are probably due to (1) different units, and (2) different locations of th
response accelerometers (see Ref. 1 and 5). For SIN F01, the response accelerometer was •
mounted on the +Sun side of the upper PLO assembly (on the PLL assembly). For S/N F02,
the response accelerometer was moved to the +Velocity side of the upper PLO (PLL)
assembly. The difference in stiffness of the mounts may have contributed to the response
differences.
Note that this test continued using #6 mounting screws attaching the unit to the fixture adapter
plate (see Ref. 5 discussion).
Table 1 Analysis of S/N F03 Random Vibration Data
"98%23279.doc
X-Axis Test
Total 1st fn 1st fn 1st Peak 1st Total Estimated
Accel. No. Response f(Iow) f(high) Resonance Resonance Peak g's
Grms Hz Hz g2/Hz Grms During Test
Control 13.590
K-Response 18.456 864 903 0.51 4.46 13.4
Y-Response 10.292 886 931 1.0 6.71 20.1
Z-Response 9.652 886 920 0.21 2.67 8.0
Z-Axis Test
Total 1st fn 1st fn 1st Peak 1st Total Estimated
Accel. No. Response f(Iow) f(high) Resonance Resonance Peak g's
Grms Hz Hz g2/Hz Grms During Test
Control 13.533
K-Response 13.898 1055 1079 1.75 6.48 19.4
Y-Response 7.147 1056 1088 0.72 4.8 14.4







Total 1st fn 1st fn 1st Peak 1st Total Estimated
Response f(Iow) f(high) Resonance Resonance Peak g's
Grms Hz Hz g2/Hz Grms During Test
13.521
21.303 1027 1054 4.0 10.39 31.2
44.408 1022 1054 6.0 13.86 41.6
10.896 1022 1054 0.49 3.96 11.9
Table 2 Analysis of S/N F04 Random Vibration Data
X-Axis Test
Total 1st fn 1st fn 1st Peak 1st Total Estimated
Accel. No. Response f(Iow) f(high) Resonance Resonance Peak g's
Grms Hz Hz g2/Hz Grms During Test
Control 13.513
X-Response 21.552 875 894 0.60 3.38 10.1
Y-Response 11.190 881 914 2.0 8.12 24.4
Z-Response 16.889 891 914 0.11 1.59 4.8
98%23279.doc
Z-Axis Test
Total 1st fn 1st fn 1st Peak 1st Total Estimated !
Peak g's ,"_Accel. No. Response f(Iow) f(high) Resonance Resonance





1038 1064 1.7 6.65 19.9
1041 1064 1.15 5.14 15.4
1035 1068 2.05 8.22 24.7
Y-Axis Test "
Total 1st fn 1st fn 1st Peak 1st Total Estimated
Accel. No. Response f(Iow) f(high) Resonance Resonance Peak g's
Grms Hz Hz g2/Hz Grms During Test
Control 13.522
X-Response 21.257 1003 1041 5.2 14.06 42.2
Y-Response 47.303 1011 1041 12 18.97 56.9
Z-Response 6.285 1041 1101 0.13 2.79 8.4
Figures 1-3 are SIN F03 plots of the in-axis responses for random vibration for the PLO for
each of the thi'ee test axes. A complete set of vibration data, including all sine sweep data, is
included with the Ref. 6 shop order. Figures 4-6 are SIN F04 plots of the in-axis responses for
random vibration for the PLO for each of the three test axes. A complete set of vibration data,
including all sine sweep data, is included with the Ref. 8 shop order.
CONCLUSIONS and RECOMMENDATIONS
It is concluded that the SIN F03 and SIN F04 PIN 1348360-1 PLO's successfully passed the
Ref. 7 AMSU-A Instrument Component Random Vibration Tests.
R.J, H_ffner t_
MechanicalDesignaridAnalysis













































































































































Test Range: 20.000, 2000.000 Hz





g2/Hz O.1 ....................... _I" _'_
DOF 200 _ _'- ........
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Tue Apr 07 1998
20 100
Log Frequency (Hz)
AMSU PHASE LOCK OSCILLATOR S/O 431618
X AXIS SYSTEM CHECKOUT S/N F04, PIN 1348360-1
Data Review Name: PLO.tmp



















Fundamental: 80.000 %, BB RMS: 509. mcyc
Remaining Time: 000:00:01
Test Range: 20.000, 2000.000 Hz
Points Per Sweep: 450
,, , , ,
.............................................................................................I .................................................t .....................t.................._.............t..........._ _ ..._......._......_.......................... ",-
2O 100
Log Frequency (Hz)
AMSU PLO S/O 431618,P/N 1348360-1









Fundamental: 80.000 %, BB RMS: 509. mcyc
Remaining Time: 000:00:01






















AMSU PLO S/O431618,P/N 1348360-1
PRE X SINE SWEEP S/N F04 METSAT





















Fundamental:80.000 %, BB RMS: 509. mcyc
20 100
Log Frequency (Hz)
AMSU PLO S/O 431618,P/N 1348360-1
PRE X SINE SWEEP S/N F04 METSAT
Sine Test Name: AMSU_A2.tmp
Remaining Time: 000:00:01
• Test Range: 20.000, 2000.000 Hz














Fundamental: 80.000 %, BB RMS: 509. mcyc
Remaining Time: 000:00:01
Test Range: 20000, 2000.000 Hz


















AMSU PLO S/O 431618, P/N 1348360-1
PRE X SINE SWEEP S/N F04 METSAT

























Log Frequency (Hz) _
AMSU PLO S/O 431618,P/N 1348360-1
PRE X SINE SWEEP S/N F04 METSAT




• Test Range: 20.000, 2000.000 Hz




























Fundamental: 80.000 %, BB RMS: 509. mcyc
100
Log Frequency (Hz)
AMSU PLO S/O 431618,P/N 1348360-1
PRE X SINE SWEEP S/N F04 METSAT




Test Range: 20.000, 2000.000 Hz




























Test Range: 20.000, 2000.000 Hz













AMSU PLO 8/O 431618,P/N 1348360-1
PRE X SINE SWEEP S/N F04 METSAT
Sine Test Name: AMSU_A2.tmp
4/CONTROL
1000 2O00


































































80.00 %, RMS 509. mcyc
L
REFERENCE TABLE:
Units for Acceleration, Velocity and Displacement: g, in/s, in
Segment Frequency Type Value
Number (Hz) (Units)
















-Alarm +Alarm -Abort +Abort
(dB) (dB) (dB) (dB)

































Channel Channel Loop Sensitivity
Number Type Check (mV/Units)
1 Control Yes 100.00
2 Auxiliary No 10.00
3 Auxiliary No 10.00
4 Auxiliary No i0.00
(Continued for Labels...)
Channel Channel Loop Sensitivity
Number Type Check (mV/Units)
I. Control Yes I00.00
2 Auxiliary No i0.00
3 Auxiliary No i0.00











Input Transducer Control Profile Measurement
Coupling Type Units Weighting Number Process
Nulled DC Acceler g 0.00 Fundamental
Nulled DC Acceler g Fundamental
Nulled DC Acceler g Fundamental























Title 2: PRE X SINE SWEEP

















Enable Remote Communication: No
SHAKER LIMITS:
Enable Shaker Limits: No
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AMSU PHASE LOCK OSCILLATOR S/B!_J:6_t_81i_,..
X AXIS TEST SIN F04, P/N 1348360_i_I:I_,T









Test Range: 20.000, 2000.000 Hz




























AMSU PHASE LOCK OSCILLATOR S/O 431618









Test Range: 20.000, 2000.000 Hz
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AMSU PHASE LOCK OSCILLATOR 0/O 431618
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PHASE LOCK OSCILLATOR S/O 431618
X AXIS TEST S/N F04, P/N 1348360-1 METSAT
Test Name: PLO.tmp
@®
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Random Version 3.6.0 Test File Listing
File Name: PLO

































































































































Loop Sensitivity Input Transducer
Check (mV/Units) Coupling Type
Yes i0.00 Null DC Acceler g
No I0.00 Null DC Acceler g
No i0.00 Null DC Acceler g
No i0.00 Null DC Acceler g
Loop Sensitivity Channel Documentation
Check (mV/Units) Label 1
Yes i0.00 CONTROL
No I0.00 UNIT X AXIS
No i0.00 UNIT Z AXIS








TRANSFER FUNCTION PAIR TABLE:
Enable_H(f) Measurement:
H(f) Response Reference












Title 2: X AXIS TEST









PHASE LOCK OSCILLATOR S/O 431618







Enable Level Schedule: No
REMOTE COMMUNICATION TABLE:
Enable Remote Communication: No
SHAKER LIMITS:
Enable Shaker Limits: No


















Fundamental: 80.000 %, BB RMS: 509. mcyc
RemainingTime: 000:00:01
Test Range: 20.000, 2000.000 Hz




AMSU PLO S/O431618,P/N 1348360-1
POST X SINE SWEEP S/N F04 METSAT










Fundamental: 80.000 %, BB RMS: 509. mcyc
Remaining Time: 000:00:01
Test Range: 20.000, 2000.000 Hz








..........................,................., _ ......_ ....._ .....,........,......_............................................_..................;;;_i;_............._............1,1111.,........._ ....,...........L_
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AMSU PLO S/O 431618, P/N 1348360-1
POST X SINE SWEEP £/N F04 METSAT






















Fundamental: 80.000 %, BB RMS: 509. mcyc
Remaining Time: 000:00:01
Test Range: 20.000, 2000.000 Hz
Points Per Sweep: 450
,, , , ,







AMSU PLO S/O 431618,PIN 1348360-1
POST X SINE SWEEP S/N F04 METSAT








Fundamental: 80.000 %, BB RMS: 509. rncyc
Remaining Time:000:00:01
Test Range: 20.000, 2000.000 Hz


















AMSU PLO S/O431618,P/N 1348360-1
POST X SINE SWEEP S/N F04 METSAT




























Fundamental: 80.000 %, BB RMS: 509. mcyo
RemainingTime: 000:00:01
Test Range:20.000, 2000.000 Hz
Points Per Sweep: 450







AMSU PLO S/O 431618,P/N 1348360-1
POST X SINE SWEEP S/N F04 METSAT





















Fundamental: 80.000 %, BB RMS: 509. mcyc
100
Log Frequency (Hz)
AMSU PLO S/O 431618,P/N 1348360-1
POST X SINE SWEEP S/N F04 METSAT
Sine Test Name: AMSU_A2.tmp
Remaining Time: 000:00:01
• Test Range: 20.000, 2000.000 Hz


























Fundamental: 80.000 %, BB RMS: 509. moyc
.;,_ i',_ I
Remaining Time: 000:00:01
• Test Range: 20.000, 2000.000 Hz













AMSU PLO S/O431618,P/N 1348360-1
POST X SINE SWEEP S/N F04 METSAT
Sine Test Name: AMSU_A2.tmp
4/CONTROL
1000 200O
























































































Value -Alarm +Alarm -Abort +Abort
(Units) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB)

















































Loop Sensitivity Input Transducer Control
Check (mY/Units) Coupling Type Units Weighting Number
Yes i00.00 Nulled DC Acceler g 0.00
No I0.00 Nulled DC Acceler g
No i0.00 Nulled DC Acceler g
No I0.00 Nulled DC Acceler g







Loop Sensitivity Channel Documentation
Check (mV/Units) Label 1
Yes I00.00 CONTROL
No i0.00 Z AXIS
No i0.00 X AXIS
























Title 2: POST X SINE SWEEP

















Enable Remote Communication: No
SHAKER LIMITS:
Enable Shaker Limits: No



















Fundamental: 80.000 %, BB RMS: 509. mcyc
RemainingTime: 000:00:00




AMSU PLO S/O 431618,P/N 1348360-1
PRE Z SINE SWEEP S/N F04 METSAT








Fundamental: 80.000 %, BB RMS: 509. mcyc
Remaining Time: 000:00:00






















AMSU PLO S/O 431618,P/N 1348360-1
PRE Z SINE SWEEP S/N F04 METSAT









Fundamental: 80.000 %, BB RMS: 509. mcyc
Remaining Time: 000:00:00
Test Range: 20.000, 2000.000 Hz
















AMSU PLO S/O 431618,P/N 1348360-1
PRE Z SINE SWEEP S/N F04 METSAT
Sine Test Name: AMSU_A2.tmp
i / \'_,!
.....," J V














Fundamental: 80.000 %, BB RMS: 509. mcyc
Remaining Time: 000:00:00
Test Range: 20.000, 2000.000 Hz













AMSU PLO S/O 431618,P/N 1348360-1
PRE Z SINE SWEEP S/N F04 METSAT






















Fundamental: 80.000 %, BB RMS: 509. mcyc
100
Log Frequency (Hz)
AMSU PLO S/0431618,P/N 1348360-1
PRE Z SINE SWEEP S/N F04 METSAT
Sine Test Name: AMSU_A2,tmp
Remaining Time: 000:00:00
• Test Range: 20.000, 2000.000 Hz










Fundamental: 80.000 %, BB RMS: 509.
Remaining Time: 000:00:00
• Test Range:20.000, 2000.000 Hz












AMSU PLO S/O 431618,P/N 1348360-1
PRE Z SINE SWEEP S/N F04 METSAT

















Fundamental: 80.000 %, BB RMS: 509. mcyc
Remaining Time: 000:00:00
Test Range: 20.000, 2000.000 Hz








AMSU PLO S/O 431618,PIN 1348360-1
PRE Z SINE SWEEP S/N F04 METSAT
Sine Test Name: AMSU_A2.tmp
4/CONTROL
1000 2O00

































































80.00 %, RMS 509. mcyc
{i, _ ,
REFERENCE TABLE:



















Value -Alarm +Alarm -Abort +Abort
(Units) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB)















































Channel Channel Loop Sensitivity
Number Type Check (mV/Units)
1 ° Control Yes 100.00
2 Auxiliary No I0.00
3 Auxiliary No I0.00











Input Transducer Control Profile Measurement
Coupling Type Units Weighting Number Process
Nulled DC Acceler g 0.00 Fundamental
Nulled DC Accelerg Fundamental
Nulled DC Acceler g Fundamental
























Title 2: PRE Z SINE SWEEP

















Enable Remote Communication: No
SHAKER LIMITS:
Enable Shaker Limits: No
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AMSU PHASE LOCK OSCILLATOR S/O 431618








'Test Range: 20.000, 2000.000 Hz





























AMSU PHASE LOCK OSCILLATOR S/O 431618
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AMSU PHASE LOCK OSCILLATOR S/O 431618
Z AXIS TEST S/N F04, P/N 1348360-1 METSAT
Test Name: PLO.tmp
UNITX AXIS
....... ..... i ........ " ....... - .....









Test Range: 20.000, 2000.000 Hz


















AMSU PHASE LOCK OSCILLATOR S/O 431618
Z AXIS TEST S/N F04, P/N 1348360-1 METSAT







••: • • • • i • " • • : i i!••,_ i !>!_i J:i! • _[












































































































.... !_°:_ _ i ¸¸ • ! _ i:! ::i !i ¸ _!i:/ i!i i!i!_!: _
DRIVESIGNAL-
Drive Clipping: Off
Loop Sensitivity Input Transducer
Check (mY/Units) Coupling Type
Yes i0.00 Null DC Acceler g
No I0.00 Null DC Acceler g
No i0.00 Null DC Acceler g
No i0.00 Null DC Acceler g









Number Type Check (mV/Units) Label 1
1 control Yes i0.00 CONTROL
2 Auxiliary No 10.00 UNIT Z AXIS
3 Auxiliary No i0.00 UNIT X AXIS
























Title 2: Z AXIS TEST









PHASE LOCK OSCILLATOR S/O 431618







Enable Level Schedule: No
REMOTE COMMUNICATION TABLE:
Enable Remote Communication: No
SHAKER LIMITS:
Enable Shaker Limits: No


















Fundamental: 80.000 %, BB RMS: 509. mcyc
Remaining Time: 000:00:00
• Test Range: 20.000, 2000.000 Hz
Points Per Sweep: 450
20 100
Log Frequency (Hz)
AMSU PLO S/O431618,P/N 1348360-1









Fundamental: 80.000 %, BB RMS: 509. mcyc
Remaining Time: 000:00:00
Test Range: 20.000, 2000.000 Hz



















AMSU PLO SiC 431618,P/N 1348360-1
POST Z SINE SWEEP 8/N F04 METSAT









Fundamental: 80.000 %, BB RMS: 509. rncyc
RemainingTime: 000:00:00
Test Range: 20.000, 2000.000 Hz
















AMSU PLO S/O 431618, P/N 1348360-1
POST Z SINE SWEEP S/N F04 METSAT





















Fundamental:80.000%, BB RMS: 509. mcyc
Remaining Time:000:00:00
Test Range: 20.000, 2000.000 Hz








AMSU PLO S/O 431618,P/N 1348360-1
POST Z SINE SWEEP S/N F04 METSAT

























AMSU PLO S/O 431618,P/N 1348360-1
POST Z SINE SWEEP S/N F04 METSAT
Sine Test Name: AMSU_A2.tmp
Q
RemainingTime: 000:00:00
Test Range:20.000, 2000.000 Hz










Fundamental: 80.000 %, BB RMS: 509. mcyc
Remaining Time: 000:00:00
Test Range: 20.000, 2000.000 Hz



















AMSU PLO S/O 431618,P/N 1348360-1
POST Z SINE SWEEP S/N F04 METSAT













Fundamental: 80.000 %, BB RMS: 509. mcyo
Remaining Time: 000:00:00
Test Range: 20.000, 2000.000 Hz






















AMSU PLO S/O 431618,P/N 1348360-1
POST Z SINE SWEEP S/N F04 METSAT
Sine Test Name: AMSU_A2.tmp
3/CONTROL
1000 200O




































































Units for Acceleration, Velocity and Displacement: g, in/s, in
Segment Frequency Type Value
Number (Hz) (Units)
















-Alarm +Alarm -Abort +Abort
(dB) (dB) (dB) (dB)


















































Loop Sensitivity Input Transducer Control Profile Measurement
Check (mV/Units) Coupling Type Units Weighting Number Process
Yes i00.00 Nulled DC Acceler g 0.00 Fundamental
No i0.00 Nulled DC Acceler g Fundamental
No i0.00 Nulled DC Acceler g Fundamental







4 Auxi I iary
Loop Sensitivity Channel Documentation
Check (mV/Units) Label 1
Yes 100.00 CONTROL
No i0.00 Z AXIS
No i0.00 X AXIS
No 10.00 Y AXIS
(12 Inactive Channels)
Label 2
TRANSFER FUNCTION PAIR TABLE:
Enable H(f) Measurement: Yes
H(f) Response Reference Label
Pair Channel Channel
1 2 1 2/CONTROL
2 3 1 3/CONTROL




Title 2: POST Z SINE SWEEP

















Enable Remote Communication: No
SHAKER LIMITS:
Enable Shaker Limits: No
End of Sine Test List
100
Sweep Number: 1.00




Fundamental: 80.000 %, BB RMS: 509. mcyc
RemainingTime: 000:00:00
Test Range: 20.000, 2000.000 Hz















AMSU PLO 8/O 431618,P/N 1348360-1












Fundamental: 80.000 %, BB RMS: 509. mcyc
Remaining Time:000:00:00
Test Range: 20.000, 2000.000 Hz
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AMSU PLO S/O 431618,PIN 1348360-1





















Fundamental: 80.000 %, BB RMS: 509. mcyo
RemainingTime: 000:00:00
Test Range: 20.000, 2000.000 Hz
Points Per Sweep: 450
I.
,IV V





AMSU PLO S/O431618,P/N 1348360-1
PRE Y SINE SWEEP S/N F04 METSAT























. l _ t _" _
20 100
Log Frequency (Hz)
AMSU PLO S/O431618,P/N 1348360-1
PRE Y SINE SWEEP S/N F04 METSAT
Sine Test Name: AMSU_A2.tmp
®
Remaining Time: 000:00:00
Test Range:20.000, 2000.000 Hz








Fundamental: 80.000 %, BB RMS: 509. mcyc
Remaining Time:000:00:00
Test Range: 20.000, 2000.000 Hz
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AMSU PLO S/O 431618,P/N 1348360-1
PRE Y SINE SWEEP S/N F04 METSAT


























AMSU PLO S/O431618,P/N 1348360-1
PRE Y SINE SWEEP $/N F04 METSAT




Test Range: 20.000, 2000.000 Hz

















Fundamental: 80.000 %, BB RMS: 509. mcyc
Remaining Time: 000:00:00
Test Range: 20.000, 2000.000 Hz








AMSU PLO S/O 431618,P/N 1348360-1









































































80.00 %, RMS 509. mcyc
!i¸¸ •,
REFERENCE TABLE:








































































Loop Sensitivity Input Transducer Control Profile Measurement
Check (mV/Units) Coupling Type Units Weighting Number Process
Yes 100.00 Nulled DC Acceler g 0.00 Fundamental
No i0.00 Nulled DC Acceler g Fundamental
No I0.00 Nulled DC Acceler g Fundamental








Loop Sensitivity Channel Documentation
Check (mV/Units) Label 1
Yes I00.00 CONTROL
No i0.00 Z AXIS
No I0.00 X AXIS
No 10.00 Y AXIS
(12 Inactive Channels)
Label 2
TRANSFER FUNCTION PAIR TABLE:
Enable H(f) Measurement: Yes
H(f) Response Reference Label
Pair Channel Channel
1 2 1 2/CONTROL
2 3 1 3/CONTROL






Title 2: PREY SINE SWEEP

















Enable Remote Communication: No
SHAKER LIMITS:
Enable Shaker Limits: No
End of Sine Test List
;i
IO0





Test Range: 20.000, 2000.000 Hz
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20 100 1000 2000
Log Frequency (Hz)
AMSU PHASELOCK OSCILLATOR S/O 431618
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Test Range: 20.000, 2000.000 Hz
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AMSU PHASE LOCK OSCILLATOR S/O 431618




rw LB. J lie






















Test Range:20.000, 2000.000 Hz

















AMSU PHASE LOCK OSCILLATOR S/O 431618-























































































































































Coupling Type Units Weighting Number
Null DC Acceler g 0.00
Null DC Acceler g
Null DC Acceler g
Null DC Acceler g
Channel Documentation







TRANSFER FUNCTION PAIR TABLE:
Enable H(f) Measurement: No
H(f) Response Reference Label
Pair Channel Channel
1 3 2 3/CONTROL
2" 4 2 4/CONTROL




Title 2: Y AXIS TEST









PHASE LOCK OSCILLATOR S/O 431618







Enable Level Schedule: No
REMOTE COMMUNICATION TABLE:
Enable Remote Communication: No
SHAKER LIMITS:
Enable Shaker Limits: No






















Fundamental: 80.000 %, BB RMS: 509. mcyc
Remaining Time:000:00:00
Test Range: 20.000, 2000.000 Hz
Points Per Sweep: 450
.......................................... : .............. r ............... _............. J...........
1000 2000
AMSU PLO S/O 431618,P/N 1348360-1
POST Y SINE SWEEP S/N F04 METSAT
















Test Range:20.000, 2000.000 Hz















AMSU PLO S/O 431618,P/N 1348360-1
POST Y SINE SWEEP S/N F04 METSAT I_'_ -_
















Fundamental: 80.000 %, BB RMS: 509. meyc
Remaining Time: 000:00:00
Test Range: 20.000, 2000.000 Hz













--'_ --q -- b
20 100
Log Frequency (Hz)
AMSU PLO S/O 431618,P/N 1348360-1
POST Y SINE SWEEP S/N F04 METSAT















Fundamental: 80.000 %, BB RMS: 509. mcyo
RemainingTime: 000:00:00
Test Range: 20.000, 2000.000 Hz












AMSU PLO S/O 431618,PIN 1348360-1
POST Y SINE SWEEP S/N F04 METSAT































AMSU PLO S/O 431618,P/N 1348360-1
POST Y SINE SWEEP S/N F04 METSAT









Fundamental: 80.000 %, BB RMS: 509. mcyc
Remaining Time: 000:00:00
• Test Range: 20.000, 2000.000 Hz



















AMSU PLO S/O 431618,P/N 1348360-1











Fundamental: 80.000 %, BB RMS: 509. mcyc
Remaining Time: 000:00:00
• Test Range: 20.000, 2000.000 Hz














AMSU PLO S/O 431618,PIN 1348360-1
POST Y SINE SWEEP S/N F04 METSAT






fSine Version 4.6.0 Test File Listing
File Name: AMSU_A2




























































80.00 %, RMS 509. mcyc
REFERENCE TABLE:



















Value -Alarm +Alarm -Abort +Abort
(Units) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dB)


















































Loop Sensitivity Input Transducer Control Profile Measuremen
Check (mV/Units) Coupling Type Units Weighting Number Process
Yes i00.00 Nulled DC Acceler g 0.00 Fundamenta
No i0.00 Nulled DC Acceler g Fundamenta
No i0.00 Nulled DC Acceler g Fundamenta








Loop Sensitivity Channel Documentation
Check (mY/Units) Label 1
Yes i00.00 CONTROL
No i0.00 Z AXIS
No i0.00 X AXIS
No I0.00 Y AXIS
(12 Inactive Channels)
Label 2















Title 2: POST Y SINE SWEEP

















Enable Remote Communication: No
SHAKER LIMITS:
Enable Shaker Limits: No
End of Sine Test List
?
Section 3A; Frequency and Power Hystersis - F03
This section contains data regarding frequency and power hysteresis. In three
temperature cycles, the maximum change in frequency was 4 kHz and the maximum
change in power of 0.08 dB, both neglectfully small.

i L _ :7: ?,: :;:!/? Y ,@ L- • • : • : :' /::': •!:'_ ::'!!i :• / : :i•• :::A:i • :.
AE-26758A












17 to 20 dBm
Signature
TEST DATA SHEET 7 (Sheet 1 of 3)
Temperature Cycling {Paragraph 4.2.2)
• . . . . | .........
Cycle 2 Cycle 3
b7.g.q00o31
57.2c/033Jo














TEST DATA SI:IEET 7 (Sheet 2 of 3)





Baseplate Temperature °C Actual Baseplate
Temperature TC1




60 +_2 Note 2
32 +_3 3 _ ," 30 o__...
22 +_2 Notes 1, 3 _ g 0
x2+_3(unitoft) i &, [ ° C
31.[,%
t//, 0 %
S_, 3 " C
JAg, ? _(
• +1531 Current
J2, o ;_/.&g. ¢ m ,O











2 +_3(Unit Off) "_" , (o _ C__
-I2-3 (UnitOff) --" I _ t _o C,.,
-22 +-3(unit Off) _ _._) _ %b .C_
-30 +9-CG.nit Off) Note 2 " "_- _;_ ,'-1 PC,
-30 --,-9_Note 4 "--- 7.. _I . _" _ C-
o(..
-20__.3 - t 8 .7 _-.o,t ,,_qz_,_ _ is.,,-, I-_,/.'_,.
-I0--3 -- _ . 7._ °C )_',b4 t D-Oh _a- 1_'o_-'] //- g_,_-
0*_3 • z- ° c t_.o_ ]._o_o,,,,_ _.o,_-_A
22__.2 Note 1 Z.. I . 0 °C- 15.03 / 51c_a - - 15. o_ J-_" _1_.
-_.o7 J -_1._8,,
NOTES:
1. Stabilize for minimum of 5 minutes. Record frequency output power and current as required for corresponding.
cycle number (reference Figure 12). After recording data, cycle de power and verify unit reacquires leek.
2. Minimum 4 hour dwell.at temperature.
3. Turn OFF unit power for transition to cold.. : • .
4. After soak, turn ON unit power, record temperature and currents.
Shop Order No.: _/f/_""
Unit Serial No.: /_--2Y
Date: tv//-_A_;>
TestEn_neer:. _ ._7._'_O




TEST DATA SHEET 7 (Sheet 2 of 3)








'ZT.. ? ° C
32*__3 52._' "e..
+15V Current -15V Current
15,oz /53z. ,,,_ -,s,=e/-_z7942 +_3_ . elZ. Z_ °C
60 +_2 Note 2 _'8 - q °C'-
42 *-.3 6/-2 ,oO _ _-
32 *_.3 9-2.,0,- o
22 *-2 Notes 1, 3 _._ c_ O.C..-
12._3 _mt off) 1,2, I "C
2 +_.3(UnitOff) _ ,.ff o
-12+_3 (Unit Off) --- I"L, & °d:
10+_3




/C, ol / :_,,-'_,,_
/S;ol / _2& y..za....
- ,a.o-r/-67 s'_







I_,O 4/4 7q.'_ _A
I_',_ qZdc'l 3 m4
iiG, oq'/4 qff ,._-
1_,o4 7%-_5-,14 A
NIA
15-.D7/6 I. (_ wtA
-t_,_/-(,,_,_:
-I _, It/- C_.av,
NOTES:
1. Stabilize for minimum of 5 minutes. Record frequency output power and current as required for corresponding




Minimum 4 hour dwell at temperature.
Turn OFF unit power for transition to cold.
After soak, turn ON unit power, record temperature and currents.
s_opOrderNo.:5tB I C_1g
Unit Serial No.: _ 0
Date: "¢_' /_:_'" 9 ¢_
i




TEST DATA SHEET 7 (Sheet 2 of 3)





Baseplate Temperature °C Actual Baseplate
Temperature TC1




22 +_2 Notes I, 3
12 _ (unit Oft')
2 *_3 (Unit Off)
-12 *_3 (Unit Off)
-22 ±3 (unit Off)
-30 ±2 CtJnit Off) Note 2





1%o I/5"3 t_ _.
14.ct7 /t ;97_¢vtA





¢ i_. o ,_/- Cn.to .
-16",o9/-67,_ff
o4/%,I,re/
- Ig, oCf /-/,9.17_(
- _._,nq/-i,,i,>_q_-_
N/A
2,, 3 ° C.- N/A N/A
-12, 7"_- NIA NIA
-._.,_.-.._C_._ NIA N/A
,-A2', 9 °c- -
-7-%7 -
--'z.[ ,o °C--
-lo +_3 - I 1, =T° C
0+_.3 - O.A °C
l o -,-_ ,_. 2. a _..
22+_2 Note 1 " _-"2. ,'_ °d
NOTES: .-




cycle number (reference Figure 12). After recording data, cycle dc power and verify unit reacquires lock.
Minimum 4 hourdwell at temperature.
Turn OFF unit power for transition to cold. -
After soak, turn ON unit power, record temperature and currents.
Shop OrderNo.: 4 _ I Ja I







• L • • •
. _-...





Baseplate Temperature °C Actual Baseplate
• Temperature TC1








22 +_2 Notes 1, 3
12 -*3 (Unit Off)
2 +-.3(Unit Off)
-12 _ (Unit Off)
-22 -*3 (Unit Off)
•-30 _*2 (U,nit Oft) Note 2















-2o_ -/q. 4 _c
-lO_*_ .. q. ,¢ "c_.
IO+_3 t b .. 7_ °C
22 __.2Note 1 Q__).. / 0(__.
NOTES:
I. Stabilize for minimum of 5 minutes. Record frequency output power and current as required for corresponding
cycle number (reference Fi_mare 12). After recording data, cycle dc power and verify unit reacquires lock.
2. Minimum 4 hour dwell at tempemtu'r.e'. ....
3. - Tum OFF unit power for transitiou to cold. ' gl_-,_"LO l {O/z_
4. After soak, turn ON unit power, record temperature and currents, t_O_
Shop Order No.: /f'_//_/_ "_





...TEST DATA SI_ET 7 (Shc_t 2 of3)
;. 4.z )
Baseplate TemperatUre°C




























/.5",02 _/5,_7 m A
sz8












I. Stabilizeforminimum of5 minutes.Recordfrequencyoutputpower and currentasrequiredforcorresponding
cyclenumber (referenceFibre 12).Afterrecordingdata,cycledcpower and verifyunitreacquires10ck.
2. Minimum 4 hour dwellattemperature."
3. Turn OPP unit power for transition to cold.
4. Aftersoak,turnON unitpower,recordtemperatureand currents. E_ _t _"_
Shop Order No.: .Z__,._<.//o//
UnitSerialNo.: /_),_
I
Quality Assurance: _ _'6 __ "[_0)








. /J .... .I
Baseplate Temperature *C




TEST DATA SHEET 7 (Sheet2 of3)
"" - . ,_,.. i"/."z'15" _ ,






22 +_2 Notes I, 3
12 _ (Unit Off)
2 +_3 (unit Off)
-12 ±3 (Unit Off)
-22 +_3 (Unit Off)
-30 _ (Un.it Off) Note 2.





























-/_/a/--ll,.c_,_22 ±2 Note 1
NOTES:
1. Stabilize for minimum of 5 minutes. Record frequency output power and current as required for corresponding
cycle number (reference Figure 12). After recording data, cycle de power and verify unit reacquires lock.
2." Minimum 4 hour dwell at temperature. __. _ _I_3. Turn OFF unit pOwer for transition to cold. : •
4. After soak, turn ON unit power, record temperature and cmrents.
Te.stEngineL _ _¢9 _
Quality Assm'anee: _o,/
_MC: (_ q"-_:" _





































































3/27/98 14:45 22.115 0.425
3/27/98 14:49 22.087 -4.76
3/27/98 14:53 22.08 -12.48
3128198 9:48 22.2 -23.29
3/28/98 9:52 21.135 -29.01
3/28/98 9:56 19.584 -32.575
3/28/98 10:00 17.542 -33.68
3/28/98 10:04 15.333 -34.336
3/28/98 10:08 13.069 -34.7885
3/28/98 10:12 10.806 -27.0155
3/28/98 10:16 8.4658 -27.7495
3/28/98 10:20 6.1113 -19.7105
3/28/98 10:24 5.4029 -18.058
3/28/98 10:28 2.9159 -6.677
3/28/98 10:32 2.1692 -3.5305
3/28/98 10:36 1.7913 -1.9195
3/28/98 10:40 1.5805 -1.085
3/28/98 10:44 1.4631 0.273
3/28/98 10:48 1.4074 0.4905
3/28/98 10:52 1.3635 0.7565
3/28/98 10:56 1.5177 -0.0075
3/28/98 11:00 1.5055 -0.0245
3/28/98 11:04 1.5148 -0.195
3/28/98 11:08 1.5162 0.0975
3/28/98 11:12 ,. 1.5006 0.132
3/28/98 11:16 1.4758 5.391
3/28/98 11:20 1.5357 14.479
3/28/98 11:24 1.527 24.905
3/28/98 11:28 2.554 30.7915
3/28/98 11:32 4.4315 32.8275
3/28/98 11:36 6.508 33.77
3/28/98 11:40 8.7123 34.3285
3/28/98 11:44 10.997 34.515
3/28/98 11:48 13.262 34.695
3/28/98 11:52 15.578 33.77
3/28/98 11:56 17.9 31.855
3/28/98 12:00 20.201 29.205
3/28/98 12:04 22.332 26.74
3/28/98 12:08 24.271 24.515
3/28/98 12:12 26.042 22.465
3/28/98 12:16 27.68 20.265
3/28/98 12:20 29.174 18.49
3/28/98 12:24 30.535 16.98
3/28/98 12:28 31.733 15.615
3/28/98 12:32 32.872 14.375
3/28/98 12:36 33.931 16.58
3/28/98 12:40 34.856 28.97
3/28/98 12:44 35.747 35.325
DAT35 Fo, 
Date/Time 6Te'_mp_ ]_'_£j °C/hour










3/26/98 14:43 22.821 -2.14
3/26/98 14:47 22.506 -0.735
3/26/98 14:51 22.422 -0.555
312619814:55 22.393 -0.39
312619814:59 22.359 -0.345
3/26/98 15:03 22.311 -0.08
3/26/98 15:07 22.315 -0.08
3/26/98 15:11 22.29 0.025
3/26/98 15:15 22.295 -0.11
3/26/98 15:19 22.299 -0.12
3/26/98 15:23 22.295 -0,245
3/26/98 15:27 22.273 -0.09
3/26/98 15:31 22.275 -0.08
312619815:35 22.246 0.085
3/26/98 15:39 22.255 0.075
3/26/98 15:43 22.259 -0.1
312619815:47 22.263 0.09
312619815:51 22.27 -0.055
3/26/98 15:55 22.239 0.07
3/26/98 15:59 22.281 -0.33
3/26/98 16:03 22.259 -0.435
3/26/98 16:07 22.253 4.55
3/26/98 16:11 22.215 3.32
3/27/98 8:59 22.172 -15.19
31271989:03 23.163 -31.54
3/27/98 9:07 22.879 -38.3
3/27/98 9:11 19.134 -29.33
3/27/98 9:15 16.855 -28.705
3/27/98 9:19 15.219 -31.804
3/27/98 9:23 13.268 -33.8435
3/27/98 9:27 11.114 -29.748
3/27/98 9:31 8.8582 -27.362
31271989:35 6.4993 -19.56
3/27/98 9:39 5.1644 -14.504
3/27/98 9:43 3.3858 -6.6
3/27/98 9:47 2.5873 -3.1965
3/27/98 9:51 2.2636 -1.8455
3/27/98 9:55 2.0658 -1.2755
Page 1
• i ¸¸ _ •
DAT35
3128198 12:48 37.247 32.175
3128198 12:52 40.65 17.105
3128198 12:56 42.812 7.45
312819813:00 43.682 3.67
312819813:04 44.071 1.94
3/28/98 13:08 44.302 1.025
312819813:12 44.416 0.635
3/28/98 13:16 44.459 0.62
3/28/98 13:20 44.507 0.4
3/28/98 13:24 44.543 0.22
3/28/98 13:28 44.583 -0.26
3/28/98 13:32 44.587 -0.385
3/28/98 13:36 44.587 -0.315
312819813:40 44.531 -0.055
3/28/98 13:44 44.51 0.07
3/28/98 13:48 44.524 -0.675
312819813:52 44.52 -8.735
312819813:56 44.524 -18.99
3/28/98 14:00 44.389 -28.93
3/28/98 14:04 42.773 -32.095
312819814:08 40.726 -33.405
3/28/98 14:12 38.603 -34.385
3/28/98 14:16 36.354 -34.01
3/28/98 14:20 34.045 -28.43
312819814:24 31.726 -2.25
3/28/98 14:28 ', 29.552 4.36
3/28/98 14:32 28.359 5.45
4/13/98 17:21 31.276 -16.195
4/13/98 17:25 30.424 -15.57
4/13/98 17:29 29.449 -19.005
4/13/98 17:33 28.037 -16.73
4/13/98 17:37 27.31 -15.095
4113198 17:41 25.648 -7.885
4113/98 17:45 24.691 -3.67
4/13/98 17:49 24.291 -1.8
4/13/98 17:53 24.071 -0.815
4113198 17:57 23.957 -0.465
4/13/98 18:01 23.931 -0.47
4/13/98 18:05 23.908 -0.41
4/13/98 18:09 23.864 -0.12
4/13/98 18:13 23.837 0.045
4/13/98 18:17 23.826 0.15
4/13/98 18:21 23.84 0.23
4/13/98 18:25 23.846 0.14
4/13/98 18:29 23.856 0.035
4/13/98 18:33 23.886 -0.07
4/13/98 18:37 23.874 0.055
4113/98 18:41 23.863 0.205
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































4/13198 20:09 51.909 26.675
411319820:13 53.825 24.74
411319820:17 55.73 18.89
4/13/98 20:21 57.244 13.625
4/13/98 20:25 58.773 7.12
4113/98 20:29 59.508 4.2
4113/98 20:33 59.969 2.38
4/13/98 20:37 60.197 1.455
4/13/98 20:41 60.348 0.79
4113/98 20:45 60.445 0.59
4113/98 20:49 60.488 0.43
4/13/98 20:53 60.506 0.4
4113/98 20:57 60.563 0.1
4113/98 21:01 60,574 0.03
411319821:05 60.586 0.145
4/13/98 21:09 60.583 0.065
4/13/98 21:13 60.58 0.16
4/13/98 21:17 60.615 -0.015
4/13/98 21:21 60.596 -0.015
4113/98 21:25 60.612 0.005
4/13/98 21:29 60.612 0.005
4113/98 21:33 60.593 0.1
4/13/98 21:37 60.613 0.115
4/13/98 21:41 60.613 0.115
_ 4/13/98 21:45 60.613 0.115
4113/98 21:49 60.636 -0.075
4/13/98 21:53 60.636 0.015
4/13/98 21:57 60.636 0.11
4/13/98 22:01 60.621 0.085
4/13/98 22:05 60.639 0.11
4/13/98 22:09 60.658 -0.09
4/13/98 22:13 60.638 0.215.
411319822:17 60.661 0.035
4/13/98 22:21 60.64 0.235
4/13/98 22:25 60.681 -0.185
4/13/98 22:29 60.668 0.075
4/13/98 22:33 60.687 -0.215
4/13/98 22:37 60.644 0.195
4/13/98 22:41 60.683 -0.005
4113/98 22:45 60.644 0.105
4/13/98 22:49 60.683 -0.075
4113/98 22:53 60.682 0.025
4/13/98 22:57 60.665 -0.07
4/13/98 23:01 60.668 -0.085
4113/98 23:05 60.687 -0.065
4/13/98 23:09 60.651 0.21
4113/98 23:13 60.651 0.21





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































-29.551 0.055 4/14/985:53 -29.96 0.11
-29.579 -0.07 4/14/985:57 -29.931 0.115
-29.565 -0.285 4/14/986:01 -29.944 0.095
-29.54 -0.25 41141986:05 -29.938 0.07
-29.593 0.015 41141986:09 -29.908 -0.02
-29.622 0.145 4114/98 6:13 -29.925 -0.145
-29.59 -0.035 4/14/98 6:17 -29.924 0.035
-29.59 0.175 41141986:21 -29.912 -0.095
-29.593 0.17 4/14/98 6:25 -29.954 -0.09
-29.597 0.195 41141986:29 -29.917 -0.25
-29.555 0.12 41141986:33 -29.931 -0.15
-29.559 0.07 41141986:37 -29.972 0.225
-29.558 -0.01 41141986:41 -29.967 0.015
-29.531 -0.095 41141986:45 -29.961 0.035
-29.545 0.13 41141986:49 -29.927 -0.08
-29.56 0.105 41141986:53 -29.964 0.08
-29.55 0.05 41141986:57 -29.954 -0.01
-29.519 -0.105 41141987:01 -29.943 -0.37
-29.539 -0.085 4/14/98 7:05 -29.948 -0.11
-29.54 -0.06 4/14/98 7:09 -29.956 0.21
-29.54 -0.06 41141987:13 -30.017 0.4
-29.556 0.16 41141987:17 -29.97 0.065
-29.552 2.15 4/14/98 7:21 -29.914 -0.15
-29.552 8.575 4/14/98 7:25 -29.937 0.02
-29.524 17.175 4/14/98 7:29 -29.957 0.035
-29.122 24.05 . _ 4/14/98 7:33 -29.944 0.03
-27.837 26.69 41141987:37 -29.933 -0.195
-26.089 27.285 4/14/98 7:41 -29.95 -0.235
-24.312 27.845 4/14/98 7:45 -29.938 -0.2
-22.499 28.425 4/14/98 7:49 -29.972 -0.075
-20.632 28.695 4/14/98 7:53 -29.997 0.055
-18.743 28.67 4/14/98 7:57 -29.978 -0.07
-16.814 28.57 41141988:01 -29.987 -0.05.
-14.893 28.381 41141988:05 -29.986 -0.015
-13.009 28.4305 41141988:09 -29.992 0.015
-11.1 28.301 4/14/98 8:13 -29.997 0.025
-9.2168 28.2455 41141988:17 -29.989 -0.035
-7.3229 28.2075 4/14/98 8:21 -29.989 0.18
-5.4398 28.18445 4/14/98 8:25 -29.992 0.055
-3.5677 28.286 4/14/98 8:29 -29.996 0.075
-1.6814 28.385 4/14/98 8:33 -29.953 -0.115
0.19709 28.30805 4/14/98 8:37 -29.981 -0.05
2.0895 28.317 4/14/98 8:41 -29.981 -0.36
.3.9956 28.3525 4/14/98 8:45 -29.976 0.02
5.8587 28.5115 4/14/98 8:49 -29.991 -0.105
7.7529 28.6205 41141988:53 -30.053 0.225
9.6661 28.5195 41141988:57 -29.972 -0.07
11.561 28.435 4/14/98 9:01 -30.012 -0.105






























































































































































































































































4114/98 14:25 60.341 -0.03 4/14/98 12:25 29.055 28.025
4/14/98 14:29 60.336 -0.065 4114198 12:29 30.892 28.21
4114198 14:33 60.347 -0.165 4/14/98 12:33 32.774 28.255
4114198 14:37 60.335 -0.07 4/14/98 12:37 34.66 28.345
4114198 14:41 60.323 0.14 4/14/98 12:41 36.534 28.44
4114198 14:45 60.314 0.04 4114198 12:45 38.425 28.395
4114198 14:49 60.321 0.065 4/14/98 12:49 40.329 28.455
4114198 14:53 60.351 -0.125 4/14/98 12:53 42.222 28.43
4114198 14:57 60.322 0.095 4/14/98 12:57 44.104 28.465
4114198 15:01 60.334 0.075 4/14/98 13:01 46.02 28.495
4114198 15:05 60.326 -0.02 4/14/98 13:05 47.908 28.53
4114198 15:09 60.341 -0.06 4/14/98 13:09 49.797 28.715
4114198 15:13 60.349 0.05 •411419813:13 51.719 28.755
411419815:17 60.322 0.05 4/14/98 13:17 53.614 26.97
411419815:21 60.329 0.19 4/14/98 13:21 55.54 25.555
411419815:25 60.359 0.16 4/14/98 13:25 57.47 16.675
411419815:29 60.332 0.175 4/14/98 13:29 59.008 7.01
411419815:33 60.367 -0.1 4/14/98 13:33 60.651 -1.63
411419815:37 60.391 -0.285 4/14/98 13:37 60.805 -2.655
4/14/98 15:41 60.367 -0.035 4/14/98 13:41 60.41 -0.82
411419815:45 60.347 0.005 4/14/98 13:45 60.325 -0.32
4/14/98 15:49 60.334 0.105 4/14/98 13:49 60.274 -0.38
411419815:53 60.36 -0.07 4/14/98 13:53 60.246 -0.265
4/14/98 15:57 60.348 0.06 4/14/98 13:57 60.261 -0.265
411419816:01 60.355 0 4/14/98 14:01 60.198 0.06
4/14/98 16:05 ,, 60.346 0.1 .... 4/14/98 14:05 60.193 -0.1
411419816:09 60.36 -0.035 4/14/98 14:09 60.208 -0.18
4/14/98 16:13 60.355 -0.07 4/14/98 14:13 60.21 -0.12
411419816:17 60.366 -0.13 4/14/98 14:17 60.173 0.04
411419816:21 60.353 -0.025 4/14/98 14:21 60.172 0.2
4/14/98 16:25 60.341 -0.02 4/14/98 14:25 60.186 0.065
4/14/98 16:29 60.34 0.005 4/14/98 14:29 60.181 0.13
4/14/98 16:33 60.348 0.065 4/14/98 14:33 60.212 0.025
4114198 16:37 60.337 0.14 4/14/98 14:37 60.199 -0.16
4114198 16:41 60.341 0.14 4/14/98 14:41 60.207 -0.05
4114198 16:45 60.361 -0:055 4/14/98 14:45 60.217 -0.055
4114198 16:49 60.365 -0.075 4/14/98 14:49 60.167 0.16
4/14/98 16:53 60.369 -0.115 4/14/98 14:53 60.197 -0.125
4/14/98 16:57 60.35 0.105 4/14/98 14:57 60.206 0
4/14/98 17:01 60.35 -0.19 4/14/98 15:01 60.199 -0.02
4/14/98 17:05 60.346 -0.06 4/14/98 15:05 60.172 0.17
4/14/98 17:09 60.371 -0.17 4/14/98 15:09 60.206 0.135
411419817:13 60.312 0.215 4/14/98 15:13 60.195 0.05
411419817:17 60.334 0.105 4/14/98 15:17 60.206 0.05
4/14/98 17:21 60.337 0.105 4/14/98 15:21 60.233 -0.005
4/14/98 17:25 60.355 -2.96 4/14/98 15:25 60.205 0.16
4/14/98 17:29 60.355 -8.97 4/14/98 15:29 60.216 0.08
4/14/98 17:33 60.358 -17 4/14/98 15:33 60.232 -0.1





































































































-26.125 4/14/98 15:41 60.232 -0.035
-27.495 4114/98 15:45 60.212 0.1
-28.045 4114198 15:49 60.218 0.105
-28.34 4114198 15:53 60.225 -0.07
-28.285 4/14/98 15:57 •60,232 -0.035
-28.245 4114198 16:01 60.239 -0.095
-28.585 4114198 16:05 60.211 0
-28.66 4/14/98 16:09 60,225 -0.13
-28.81 4114198 16:13 60.22 0.025
-28.335 4/14/98 16:17 60.211 -0.03
-28.61 4/14/98 16:21 60.199 0.165
-28.575 4/14/98 16:25 60.225 -0.115
-28.97 4/14/98 16:29 60.205 -0.09
-28.96 4/14/98 16:33 60.232 -0.03
-24.745 4114198 16:37 60.202 0.14
-23.915 4/14/98 16:41 60.187 0.135
-19.035 4/14/98 16:45 60.226 0.04
-15.975 4/14/98 16:49 60,23 0.02
-8.165 4/14/98 16:53 60.214 0.18
-3.845 4/14/98 16:57 60.234 -0.09
-1.835 4/14/98 17:01 60.234 0
-0.815 4/14/98 17:05 60.25 0.03
-0.375 4114198 17:09 60.216 0.025
-0.245 4/14/98 17:13 60.234 -0.07
-0.245 4/14/98 17:17 60.256 -0.085
-0.185 .... _ 4/14/98 17:21 60.221 0.01
0.02 4/14/98 17:25 60.22 -3.74
0.125 4/14/98 17:29 60.239 -10.52
-0.065 4114198 17:33 60.223 -18.85
-2.45 4/14/98 17:37 59.472 -24.25
-11.77 4/14/98 17:41 58.135 -26.93
-21.105 4/14/98 17:45 56.453 -28.115
-28.3 4/14/98 17:49 54.622 -28.175.
-28.39 4/14/98 17:53 52.749 -28.375
-28.315 4/14/98 17:57 50.83 -28,215
-28.345 4/14/98 18:01 48.987 -28.57
-28.5 4/14/98 18:05 47.074 -28.515
-28.7655 4/14/98 18:09 45.187 -28.695
-28.584 4/14/98 18:13 43.273 -28.645
-28.735 4/14/98 18:17 41.371 -28.675
-28.507 4/14/98 18:21 39.448 -28.545
-28.7524 4/14/98 18:25 37.544 -28.815
-29.1975 4/14/98 18:29 35.636 -28.695
-28.799 4/14/98 18:33 33.739 -28.79
-28.5092 4/14/98 18:37 31.781 -24.575
-27.668 4/14/98 18:41 29.897 -24.15
-28.0315 4/14/98 18:45 27.981 -18.44
-28.0445 4/14/98 18:49 26.866 -14.75



























































































































































































































































4/15/98 0:13 -30.658 -0.33
4115/98 0:17 -30.68 0.225
4115198 0:21 -30.784 0.7
4115/98 0:25 -30.724 0.705
4115198 0:29 -30.635 0.1
4115/98 0:33 -30.644 0.305
4/15/98 0:37 -30.583 -0.275
4/15/98 0:41 -30.615 -0.125
41151980:45 -30.583 -0.34
4/15/98 0:49 -30.638 -0.08
4/15/98 0:53 -30.64 -0.09
4/15/98 0:57 -30.651 -0.19
4115198 1:01 -30.654 -0.1
4/15/98 1:05 '30.658 0.015
4115198 1:09 ,30.689 0.01
4/15/98 1:13 -30.674 0.15
4/15/98 1:17 -30.655 -0.085
4115/98 1:21 -30.687 0.035
4115198 1:25 -30.644 0.01
4115/98 1:29 -30.672 0.01
4115/98 1:33 -30.68 -0.23
4115198 1:37 -30.642 -0.11
4115/98 1:41 -30.67 5.035
4115/98 1:45 -30.726 13.7
4115/98 1:49 -30.664 22.55
4/15/98 1:53 ,, -29.663 26.665
4115/98 1:57 -27.986 27.495
4115198 2:01 -26.154 27.715
4115198 2:05 -24.33 27.84
4/15/98 2:09 -22.487 28.19
4/15/98 2:13 -20.611 28.425
4115/98 2:17 -18.762 28.625
4/15/98 2:21 -16.849 28.645
41151982:25 -14.926 28.438
41151982:29 -13.037 28.23
4/15/98 2:33 -11.12 28.195
4/15/98 2:37 -9.2384 28.1845
4115/98 2:41 -7.391 28.5235
4/15/98 2:45 -5.481 28.28955
4115/98 2:49 -3.6015 28.386
4/15/98 2:53 -1.6863 28.263
4115/98 2:57 0.17691 28.36045
4/15/98 3:01 2.0757 28.367
4/15/98 3:05 3.9663 28.355
4/15/98 3:09 5.849 28.43
41151983:13 7.7491 28.2945
41151983:17 9.6373 28.2785
4115/98 3:21 11.535 28.205






















































































































































15.293 27.19 4/15/98 1:29 -30.93 0.005
17.176 19.955 4/15/98 1:33 -30.939 -0.345
19.115 11.36 4115/98 1:37 -30.924 0.01
20.731 4.295 4115/98 1:41 -30.929 5.745
21.167 2.485 4/15/98 1:45 -31.008 15.11
21.387 1.425 4115/98 1:49 -30.922 23.955
21,59 0.43 4115/98 1:53 -29.78 27.595
21.664 0.285 4/15/98 1:57 -27.986 27.84
21.672 0.39 4/15/98 2:01 -26.131 27.83
21.676 0.33 4/15/98 2:05 -24.261 27.95
21.721 0.12 4/15/98 2:09 -22.418 28.3
21.75 4.045 4/15/98 2:13 -20.565 28.645
21.742 11.26 4/15/98 2:17 -18.671 28,735
21.745 19.555 4/15/98 2:21 -16.758 28.75
22.559 24.57 4115/98 2:25 -14.836 28,657
23,994 26.65 4/15/98 2:29 .12.924 28.4425
25.656 27.73 4/15/98 2:33 -11.008 28.409
27.473 27.985 4115/98 2:37 -9,1046 28,286
29.324 28.075 4115/98 2:41 -7.2355 28.4035
31.202 28.085 4/15/98 2:45 -5.3262 28.49755
33.07 28.29 4/15/98 2:49 -3.4474 28.4845
34.939 28.345 4/15/98 2:53 -1.5548 28.471
36.819 28.405 4/15/98 2:57 0.37331 28.45545
38.728 28.31 4115/98 3:01 2.2495 28.4635
40.608 28.36 4/15/98 3:05 4.1394 28.558
42.5 28.3 .... _ 4/15/98 3:09 6.0644 28.523
44.39 28.315 4/15/98 3:13 7.9422 28.599
46.28 28.42 4/15/98 3:17 9.851 28.475
48.16 28.33 4/15/98 3:21 11.769 28.4
50.053 28.13 4115/98 3:25 13.662 28.73
51.964 28.12 4/15/98 3:29 15.546 25,09
53.826 26.385 4/15/98 3:33 17.449 16.92
55.679 24.865 4115/98 3:37 19.408 8.23.
57.588 19.33 4115/98 3:41 20.564 3.15
59.103 11.435 4/15/98 3:45 20.833 1.97
60.652 0.715 4/15/98 3:49 21.054 1.005
61.454 -4.535 4/15/98 3:53 21.194 0.43
61.39 -4.84 4/15/98 3:57 21.227 0.39
60.795 -2.215 4/15/98 4:01 21.255 0.185
60.547 -1.055 4/15/98 4:05 21.28 0.125
60.422 -0.53 4/15/98 4:09 21.305 0.115
60.352 -0.3 4/15/98 4:13 21.292 4.36
60.336 -0.02 4/15/98 4:17 21.305 11.68
60.316 -0.035 4115/98 4:21 21.328 19.985
60.292 0.185 4115/98 4:25 22.164 24.9
60.332 -0.015 4115/98 4:29 23.641 26.88
60.309 0.025 4115/98 4:33 25.325 27.855
60.329 -0.13 4/15/98 4:37 27.144 28.205
60.329 -0.085 4115/98 4:41 29.017 28.29
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4/15/9811:41 "- 44.28 -8.65
4115/98 11:45 43.246 -4.475
4/15/98 11:49 43.248 -8.795
4/15/98 11:53 42.55 -13.185
4/15/98 11:57 42.351 -20.535
4/15/98 12:01 41.489 -25.305
4/15/98 12:05 39.913 -26.675
4115/98 12:09 38.244 -27.78
4/15/98 12:13 36.428 -28.385
4/15/98 12:17 34.578 -28.865
4115/98 12:21 32.688 -29.075
4/15/98 12:25 30.751 -25.07
4/15/98 12:29 28.805 -23.4
4/15/98 12:33 26.873 -17.305
4/15/98 12:37 25.737 -13.275
4/15/98 12:41 24.125 -6.97
4/15/98 12:45 23.412 -4.67
4115/98 12:49 23.082 -3.655
4/15/98 12:53 22.731 -2.125
4/15/98 12:57 22.478 -0.98
4/15/98 13:01 22.351 -0.325
4115/98 13:05 22.306 -0.305
4/15/98 13:09 22.282 0.04






































































































4115198 13:2.1 22.29 -0.29
4115198 13:25 22.228 3.055
4115/98 13:29 22.249 2.655
4115198 13:33 22.232 2.26
4115198 13:37 22.839 -1.17
4115198 13:41 22.78 2.045
4115/98 13:45 22.684 3.645
4/15/98 13:49 22.605 4.315
4/15/98 13:53 23.189 -10.37
4/15/98 13:57 23.413 -21.73
4/15/98 14:01 23.468 -32.355
4/15/98 14:05 21.115 -30.215
4/15/98 14:09 19.067 -26.855
4/15/98 14:13 16.997 -19.18
4/15/98 14:17 15.072 -17.86
4/15/98 14:21 13.696 -19.7185
4/15/98 14:25 13.161 -26.3835
4/15/98 14:29 11.5 -27.348
4115198 14:33 9.7523 -27.8275
4/15/98 14:37 7.8843 -27.831
4/15/98 14:41 6.0304 -28.0332
4/15/98 14:45 4.1868 -28.128
4/15/98 14:49 2.3181 -28.227
4/15/98 14:53 0.42377 -28.2114
4/15/98 14:57 "- -1.4388 -25.5465
4/15/98 15:01 -3.3273 -26.221
4/15/98 15:05 -5.2185 -27.6025
4115/98 15:09 -6.5481 -30.9845
4/15/98 15:13 -8.5715 -30.5875
4/15/98 15:17 -10.739 -29.56
4/15/98 15:21 -12.745 -29.04
4/15/98 15:25 -14.689 -27.52
4115198 15:29 -16.651 -24.295
4/15/98 15:33 -18.553 -22.84
4/15/98 15:37 -20.193 -20.71
4/15/98 15:41 -21.51 -17.91
4/15/98 15:45 -23.121 -24.03
4115/98 15:49 -24.335 -22.62
4/15/98 15:53 -25.092 -21.14
4/15/98 15:57 -27.927 -8.825
4/15/98 16:01 -28.859 -3.775
4/15/98 16:05 -29.32 -1.53
4/15/98 16:09 -29.692 0.575
4/15/98 16:13 29.614 0.075
4/15/98 16:17 -29.626 0.09
4/15/98 16:21 -29.577 -0.08
4/15/98 16:25 -29.599 -0.255





































































































4/15/98 16:33 -29.593 -0.2 4115198 14:33 6.9882 -28.2195
4/15/98 16:37 -29.65 0,045 4/15/98 14:37 5.087 -27.7899
4/15198 16:41 -29.653 0.02 4115/98 14:41 3.2432 -27.9935
4115/98 16:45 -29.633 -0.215 4115198 14:45 1.3443 -28.2025
4115198 16:49 -29.641 -0.12 4115198 14:49 -0.47097 -29.0747
4115198 16:53 -29,649 -0.145 4115198 14:53 -2.3555 -28.6175
4/15/98 16:57 -29.676 -0.075 4/15/98 14:57 -.4.2962 -28.399
4/15/98 17:01 -29.665 -0.1 4/15/98 15:01 -6.2859 -27.9755
4115/98 17:05 -29.678 -0.025 4/15/98 15:05 -8.079 -28.69
4115198 17:09 -29.691 -0.07 4/15/98 15:09 -9.976 -29.315
4/15/98 17:13 -29.685 -0.3 411519815:13 -11.881 -29.24
4/15/98 17:17 -29.683 -0.155 411519815:17 -13.817 -28.755
4/15/98 17:21 -29.705 0.07 4/15/98 15:21 -15.839 -28.455
4/15/98 17:25, -29.745 0.39 4115/98 15:25 -17.729 -28.65
411519817:29 -29.714 0.265 4/15/98 15:29 -19.568 -29.22
4/15/98 17:33 -29.691 0.08 4/15/98 15:33 -21.53 -23.59
4115/98 17:37 -29.667 0.01 4115/98 15:37 -23.459 -22.63
4/15/98 17:41 -29.661 -0.065 4/15/98 15:41 -25.412 -19.025
4/15/98 17:45 -29.675 0.055 4/15/98 15:45 -26.248 -t6.94
4/15/98 17:49 -29.665 -0.23 4/15/98 15:49 -27.985 -9.175
411519817:53 -29.674 -0.01 4/15/98 15:53 -29.217 -3.45
4115/98 17:57 -29.664 -0.025 4115/98 15:57 -29:636 -2.395
4/15/98 18:01 -29.711 0.035 4/15/98 16:01 -29.82 -0.965
4/15/98 18:05 -29.676 0.01 4/15/98 16:05 -29,907 -0.47
4/15/98 18:09 -29.669 -0.09 4/15/98 16:09 -30.115 0.46
4/15/98 18:13 ', -29.704 -0.02 ...... _ 4115198 16:13 -30.013 0.43
4/15/98 18:17 -29.674 -0.17 4/15/98 16:17 -30.001 0.325
4/15/98 18:21 -29.687 0.03 4/15/98 16:21 -30.023 0.51
4115/98 18:25 -29.708 O.15 4115/98 16:25 -29.927 0.095
4/15/98 18:29 -29.708 -1.105 4/15/98 16:29 -29.936 0.125
4/15/98 18:33 -29.681 -0.385 4/15/98 16:33 -29.921 0.035
4/15/98 18:37 -29.678 -0.09 4/15/98 16:37 -29.908 -0.07
4/15/98 18:41 -29.929 1.475 4/15/98 16:41 -29.911 -0.095.
4/15/98 18:45 -29.758 0.715 4/15/98 16:45 -29.914 -0.22
4/15/98 18:49 -29.696 0.41 4/15/98 16:49 -29.922 0.23
4/15/98 18:53 -29.634 0.12 4/15/98 16:53 -29.93 0.085
4/15/98 18:57 -29.615 -0.05 4i15/98 16:57 -29.958 0.165
4/15/98 19:01 -29.614 0.345 4/15/98 17:01 -29.876 -0.335
4/15/98 19:05 -29.61 0.035 4/15/98 17:05 -29.913 -0.025
4115/98 19:09 -29.625 0.295 4115/98 17:09 -29.925 0.045
4/15/98 19:13 -29.545 -0.18 4/15/98 17:13 -29.943 -0.185
4/15/98 19:17 -29.603 0.175 4/15/98 17:17 -29.918 -0.035
4/15/98 19:21 -29.566 -0.08 4/15/98 17:21 -29.916 -0.165
4/15/98 19:25 -29.581 -0.08 4/15/98 17:25 -29.98 0.395
4/15/98 19:29 -29.568 -0.24 4/15/98 17:29 -29.925 -0.09
4/15/98 19:33 -29.582 -0.265 4/15/98 17:33 -29.949 0.08
4115/98 19:37 -29.597 -0.19 4115/98 17:37 -29.901 -0.11
4115/98 19:41 -29.616 -0.8 4115/98 17:41 -29.943 -0.065




















































-29.635 -0.065 4115/9817:49 -29.923
-29.776 0.615 4/15/9817:53 -29.956
-29.663 6.14 4115/9817:57 -29.922
-29.648 15.28 411519818:01 -29.969
-29.653 24.5 411519818:05 -29.957
-28.435 27.905 4115/9818:09 -29.95
-26.592 28.05 411519818:13 -29.962
-24.753 28.42 411519818:17 -29.979
-22.854 28.2 4/15/9818:21 -29.968
-20.982 28.545 411519818:25 -29.966
-19.069 28.28 4115/9818:29 -29.989
-17.214 28.4 4/15/9818:33 -29.963
-15.273 28.0035 4115/9818:37 -30.007
-13.413 28.1945 4/15/9818:41 -30.258
-11.534 28.241 411519818:45 -30.11
-9.6723 28.319 411519818:49 -30.072
-7.7741 28.2065 411519818:53 -30.009
-5.8858 28.20915 4115/9818:57 -29.967
-4.0085 28.3125 4/15/9819:01 -29.943
-2.1328 28.3815 4/1519819:05 -29.962
-0.2439728.47085 4/15/9819:09 -30
1.654 28.366 4/15/9819:13 -29.991
3.5435 28.3905 411519819:17 -29.908
5.4502 28.374 4/15/9819:21 -29.941
7.3272 28.489 4115/9819:25 -30.003
: 9.2216 28.372 ......... 4/15/98 19:29 -29.896
4.
11.125 28.4 411519819:33 -29.934
13.025 28.385 4115/98 19:37 -29.949
14.896 28.48 4/15/98 19:41 -29.921
16.805 27.705 4/15/98 19:45 -29.94
18.702 22.265 4115/98 19:49 -29.94
20.592 13.46 4115/98 19:53 -30.081
22.346 5.755 4/15/98 19:57 -30.039
23.155 1.835 4/15/98 20:01 -29.93
23.284 -1.815 4115/98 20:05 -29.911
23.497 -3.4 4/15/98 20:09 -28.552
23.522 -3.94 411519820:13 -26.685
22.921 -0.99 4/15/98 20:17 -24.777
22.817 -0.56 4/15/98 20:21 -22.923
22.734 -0.145 411519820:25 -21.051
22.723 2.77 4/15/98 20:29 -19.114
22.705 10.105 4/15/98 20:33 -17.214
22.705 18.38 4/15/98 20:37 -15.318
23.277 24.695 4/15/98 20:41 -13.503
24.726 26.505 4115/98 20:45 -11.579
26.381 27.545 4/15/98 20:49 -9.6723
28.216 27.625 4/15/98 20:53 -7.7741
30.027 28.015 4115/98 20:57 -5.8858




















































4115/98 23:05 33.741 28.3
4/15/98 23:09 35.63 28.305
4/15/98 23:13 37.509 28.39
4/15/98 23:17 39.401 28.3
4/15/98 23:21 41.291 28.27
4/15/98 23:25 43,187 28.3
4/15/98 23:29 45.061 28.375
4115/98 23:33 46.945 28.35
4115198 23:37 48.847 28.03
4/15/98 23:41 50.736 27.445
4115/98 23:45 52.615 26.425
4115/98 23:49 54.453 22.975
4/15/98 23:53 56.225 17.045
4115198 23:57 57.9 10.19
4/16/98 0:01 59.048 5.205
4/16/98 0:05 59.634 2.66
4/16/98 0:09 59.938 1.33
4/16/98 0:13 60.089 0.705
4/16/98 0:17 60.166 0.355
4/16/98 0:21 60.204 0.26
4/16/98 0:25 60.23 0.225
4/16/98 0:29 60.237 0.27
4/16/98 0:33 60.256 0.06
4/16/98 0:37 60.275 0.165
4/16/98 0:41 60.291 -0.035
4/16/98 0:45 ,. 60.268 0.07
4/16/98 0:49 60.308 -0.11
4/16/98 0:53 60.284 -0.17
4/16/98 0:57 60.282 -0.135
4116/98 1:01 60.286 0.06
4/16/98 1:05 60.25 0.25
4/16/98 1:09 60.255 0.11
4/16/98 1:13 60.298 -0.125
4/16/98 1:17 60.3 -0.155
4116/98 1:21 60.277 0.055
4116/98 1:25 60.273 -0.005
4/16/98 1:29 60.269 0.015
4/16/98 1:33 60.288 0.11
4/16/98 1:37 60.272 0.115
4/16/98 1:41 60.272 0.015
4/16/98 1:45 60.31 •-0.19
4116/98 1:49 60.295 -0.02
4/16/98 1:53 60.275 -0.06
4116/98 1:57 60.272 -0.04
4116198 2:01 60.291 -0.205
4/16/98 2:05 60.263 0.03
4/16/98 2:09 60.264 0.125
4/16/98 2:13 60.25 0.18
4116/98 2:17 60.269 0.085
4115/98 21:05 -2.067 28.5935
4115198 21:09 -0.15659 28.46495
4115/98 21:13 1.7192 28.4695
4115198 21:17 3.6517 28.491
4115/98 21:21 5.5364 28.583
4/15/98 21:25 7.4131 28.5895
4115/98 21:29 9.3499 28.4705
4115/98 21:33 11.253 28.495
4/15/98 21:37 13.131 28.485
4/15/98 21:41 15.044 28.68
4/15/98 21:45 16.952 27.175
4/15/98 21:49 18.828 19.455
4115/98 21:53 20.78 10.965
4115/98 21:57 22.387 3.475
4/15/98 22:01 22.719 2.15
4115/98 22:05 22.973 1,09
4115/98 22:09 23.082 0.545
4/15/98 22;13 23.149 0.21
4/15/98 22:17 23,191 0.15
411519822:21 23.191 -0,04
4/15/98 22:25 23.191 0.27
4/15/98 22:29 23.221 4.325
4115/98 22:33 23.183 12.055
4/15/98 22:37 23.245 20.42
4/15/98 22:41 24.086 25.37
4115/98 22:45 25.594 27.175
4/15/98 22:49 27.329 27.895
4/15/98 22:53 29.16 28.185
4115/98 22:57 31.029 28.265
4115/98 23:01 32.908 28.345
4/15/98 23:05 34.797 28.335
4115/98 23:09 36.682 28.54
4/15/98 23:13 38.577 28.53.
4115/98 23:17 40.464 28.645
4115/98 23:21 42.39 28,41
4115/98 23:25 44.283 28.435
41i 5/98 23:29 46.193 28.51
4115/98 23:33 48.072 28.685
4115/98 23:37 49.97 28.85
4115/98 23:41 51.895 26.8
4115/98 23:45 53.809 24.82
4115/98 23:49 55.74 18.38
4/15/98 23:53 57.255 12.375
4/15/98 23:57 58.773 5.345
4/16/98 0:01 59.416 2.495
4/16/98 0:05 59.73 1.02
4116/98 0:09 59.842 0.65
4/16/98 0:13 59.915 0.32



















































-0.09 4/16/98 0:21 59.972 0.07
0.02 4/16/98 0:25 59.979 0.035
0.02 4116198 0:29 59.986 -0.02
0.22 4116198 0:33 59.986 O.155
-0.095 4/16/98 0:37 59.986 0.16
-0.1 4116198 0:41 59.982 0.06
-0.13 4/16/98 0:45 60.017 -0.03
0.105 4/16/98 0:49 60.018 0.08
0.205 4/16/98 0:53 59.994 0.025
0.13 4/16/98 0:57 60.011 -0.035
-0.01 4/16/98 1:01 60.034 -0.13
-0.1 4/16/98 1:05 59.999 -0.04
-0.255 4116/98 1:09 60.004 O.11
-0.12 4/16/98 1:13 60.008 -0.03
-0.215 4/16/98 1:17 59.991 0.135
0.12 4/16/98 1:21 60,026 -0.14
0.29 4/16/98 1:25 60.002 0
0.265 4/16/98 1:29 60.018 0.015
-0.02 4/16/98 1:33 59.998 0.015
-0.085 4/16/98 1:37 60.002 0.11
-0.095 4/16/98 1:41 60.021 -0.08
-0.015 4/16/98 1:45 60.001 0
-0.06 4116198 1:49 60.024 -0.115
-0.05 4/16/98 1:53 60.005 -0.06
0.055 4/16/98 1:57 60.001 0.06
-0.08 ............ 4/16/98 2:01 60.001 -0.015
-5.495 4116198 2:05 59.993 0.03
-14.64 4/16/98 2:09 60.013 -0.07
-24.015 4/16/98 2:13 59.998 0.09
-27.96 4/16/98 2:17 59.999 0.085
-28.62 4/16/98 2:21 59.999 0.005
-28.75 4/16/98 2:25 60.016 -0.08
-29.025 4116/98 2:29 60.016 -0.175.
-28.89 4/16/98 2:33 60 0.03
-28.82 4/16/98 2:37 60 0.005
-28.605 4/16/98 2:41 59.981 0.095
-28.505 4/16/98 2:45 60.006 -0.13
-28.49 41161982:49 60.001 0.105
-28.54 4/16/98 2:53 60 0.01
-28.685 4/16/98 2:57 59.98 0.125
-28.755 4/16/98 3:01 60.022 -0.205
-28.76 4/16/98 3:05 60.002 -0.005
-28.69 4/16/98 3:09 60.005 -0.055
-28.735 4/16/98 3:13 59.981 0.075
-28.655 4/16/98 3:17 60.001 -0.02
-28.755 4/16/98 3:21 59.994 0.02
-28.71 4/16/98 3:25 59.996 -0.005
-28.835 4116/98 3:29 59.997 -0.025









































































































































































































4/16/988:53 -30.573 -0.18 4/16/986:53 -15.484 -28.535
4116/98:57 -30.583 -0.185 4116/986:57 -17.361 -28.8
4/16/989:01 -30.606 -0.1 4/16/987:01 -19.274 -28.6
41161989:05 -30.609 -0.025 4/16/987:05 -21.191 -28.575
4/16/989:09 -30.62 -0.165 4/16/987:09 -23.121 -20.59
4/16/98 9:13 -30.626 -0.18 4/16/98 7:13 -24,994 -22.57
4/16/98 9:17 -30.614 -0.345 41161987:17 -26.906 -16.89
4/16/98 9:21 -30.653 -0.155 4/16/98 7:21 -27.239 -17.23
4116198 9:25 -30.662 0.1 4/16/98 7:25 -29,508 -6.67
4/16/98 9:29 -30.683 0.04 4/16/98 7:29 -30.284 -3.395
4/16/98 9:33 -30.684 0.115 4/16/98 7:33 -30.685 -1.46
4/16/98 9:37 -30.642 -0.02 4/16/98 7:37 -30.842 -0.59
4/16/98 9:41 -30.675 -0.02 4/16/98 7:41 -30.963 -0,09
4/16/98 9:45 -30.661 -0.11 4/16/98 7:45 -30.977 0.11
4116198 9:49 -30.646 0.005 41161987:49 -30.96 - 2:251
4/16/98 9:53 -30.679 -0.325 4/16/98 7:53 -30.981 3.4
4/16/98 9:57 -30.683 0.005 41161987:57 -30.955 2.34
4/16/98 10:01 -30.645 -0.09 4/16/98 8:01 -30.51 -0.915
4/16/98 10:05 -30.744 0.385 4/16/98 8:05 .30.301 -2.565
4/16/98 10:09 -30.682 -1.155 4/16/98 8:09 -30.487 -1.965
4/16/98 10:13 -30.663 -0.355 4/16/98 8:13 -30.693 -1.085
4/16/98 10:17 -30.667 0.035 4/16/98 8:17 -30.814 -0.395
4/16/98 10:21 -30.913 1.2 4/16/98 8:21 -30.88 -0.265
4/16/98 10:25 -30,734 0.495 4/16/98 8:25 -30.91 0.255
4/16/98 10:29 -30.66 -0.145 4/16/98 8:29 -30.893 0.065
4/16/98 10:33 '- -30.673 0.3 ........... 4/16/98 8:33 -30.933 0.3
4/16/98 10:37 -30.635 0.15 4/16/98 8:37 -30.859 -0.25
4/16/98 10:41 -30.689 0.345 4/16/98 8:41 -30.88 -0.11
4/16/98 10:45 -30,613 0.005 4/16/98 8:45 -30.873 -0.2
4/16/98 10:49 -30.605 0.005 4/16/98 8:49 -30.909 0.105
4/16/98 10:53 -30,62 0.005 4/16/98 8:53 -30.902 0.055
4/16/98 10:57 -30.612 -0.025 4/16/98 8:57 -30.913 0.055
4/16/98 11:01 -30.604 -0.155 4/16/98 9:01 -30.888 0.015.
4/16/98 11:05 -30.619 0.05 4/16/98 9:05 -30.891 -0.025
4/16/98 11:09 -30.617 -0.09 4/16/98 9:09 -30.902 -0.165
4/16/98 11:13 -30.635 -0.17 4/16/98 9:13 -30.885 -0.18
4/16/98 11:17 -30.609 -0.26 4/16/98 9:17 -30.896 -0.11
4/16/98 11:21 -30.635 -0.085 4/16/98 9:21 -30.935 -0.04
4/16/98 11:25 -30.669 -1.54 4/16/98 9:25 -30.921 -0.135
4/16/98 11:29 -30.661 2.435 4/16/98 9:29 -30.918 -0.08
4/16/98 11:33 -30.652 8.625 4/16/98 9:33 -30.943 0
4/16/98 11:37 -30.977 18.565 4/16/98 9:37 -30.948 -0.14
4/16/98 11:41 -30.174 23.57 4/16/98 9:41 -30.934 -0.02
4/16/98 11:45 -28.927 26.57 4/16/98 9:45 -30.943 -0.115
4/16/98 11:49 -27.264 29.675 4/16/98 9:49 -30.976 0.125
4/16/98 11:53 -25.46 28.32 4/16/98 9:53 -30.938 -0.325
4/16/98 11:57 -23.613 21.015 4/16/98 9:57 -30.966 0.01
• 4/16/98 12:01 -21.329 11.525 4/16/98 10:01 -30.951 -0.09
!_: i _ 4/16/98 12:05 -19.796 10.35 4/16/98 10:05 -31.003 -0.085
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4/16/98 12:09 -19.41 16.365
4116198 12:13 -19.024 23.385
4/16/98 12:17 -17.726 26.505
4/16/98 12:21 -16.137 29.89
4/16/98 12:25 -14.347 24.332
4/16/98 12:29 -12.425 16.401
4/16/98 12:33 -10.159 5.7465
4/16/98 12:37 -9.4806 2.363
4/16/98 12:41 -9.1448 0.7215
4/16/98 12:45 -9.0097 0.8085
4/16/98 12:49 -9.008 6.593
4/16/98 12:53 -9.0005 14.308
4/16/98 12:57 -8.848 22.1745
4/16/98 13:01 -7.6894 25.4165
4/16/98 13:05 " -6.1389 29.04645
4/16/98 13:09 -4.4131 25.25025
4/16/98 13:13 -2.6061 20.8205
4/16/98 13:17 -0.32961 17.83055
4/16/98 13:21 0.63695 21.79025
4/16/98 13:25 1.558 26.051
4116/98 13:29 3.2365 28.463
4/16/98 13:33 4.995 28.54
4/16/98 13:37 6.7682 20.319
4/16/98 13:41 8.9291 11.1495
4116/98 13:45 10.703 7.6
4/16/98 13:49 ":- 10.832 14.575
4/16/98 13:53 11.159 21.595
4/16/98 13:57 12.223 25.205
4/16/98 14:01 13.747 27.02
4/16/98 14:05 15.478 27.655
4/16/98 14:09 17.264 24.36
4/16/98 14:13 19.151 15.255
4/16/98 14:17 21.009 7.205
4/16/98 14:21 22.136 2.165
4/16/98 14:25 22.202 2.66
4/16/98 14:29 22.45 7.035
4116/98 14:33 22.569 14.465
4/16/98 14:37 22.734 22.56
4116198 14:41 23.857 26.085
4116/98 14:45 25.462 27.35
4/16/98 14:49 27.246 27.87
4/16/98 14:53 29.074 28.05
4/16/98 14:57 30.932 28.23
4/16/98 15:01 32.82 28.16
4116/98 15:05 34.684 28.275
4/16/98 15:09 36.578 28.225
4116/98 15:13 38.452 28.325
4/16/98 15:17 40.339 28.345






































































































4116198 15:25 44.117 28.27 4116198 13:25
411619815:29 46.008 28.125 4/16/98 13:29
4/16/98 15:33 47.903 28.07 4/16/98 13:33
4/16/98 15:37 49.771 28.185 4/16/98 13:37
4/16/98 15:41 51.633 26.745 4116198 13:41
4/16/98 15:45 53.517 25.35 4116198 13:45
4/16/98 15:49 55.408 19.915 4/16/98 13:49
4/16/98 15:53 56.982 14.03 4116198 13:53
4/16/98 15:57 58.587 7.235 4/16/98 13:57
4/16/98 16:01 59.391 3.655 4/16/98 14:01
4/16/98 16:05 59.788 2.03 4/16/98 14:05
4/16/98 16:09 60.034 1.065 4/16/98 14:09
4/16/98 16:13 60.122 0,68 4116198 14:13
4/16/98 16:17 60.194 0.37 4/16/98 14:17
4/16/98 16:21 60.247 0.065 4/16/98 14:21
4/16/98 16:25 60.258 0.14 4116198 14:25
4/16/98 16:29 60.268 0.11 4/16/98 14:29
4/16/98 16:33 60.26 0.15 4/16/98 14:33
4/16/98 16:37 60.286 0.1 4/16/98 14:37
4/16/98 16:41 60.29 -0.035 4/16/98 14:41
4/16/98 16:45 60.29 0.14 4/16/98 14:45
4/16/98 16:49 60.306 -0.135 4/16/98 14:49
4/16/98 16:53 60.283 0.06 4/16/98 14:53
4/16/98 16:57 60.318 -0.02 4/16/98 14:57
4/16/98 17:01 60.279 0.06 4/16/98 15:01
4/16/98 17:05 ,. 60.295 0.175 ...... 4/16/98 15:05
4/16/98 17:09 60.314 -0.035 4/16/98 15:09
4116/98 17:13 60.291 0.08 4116/98 15:13
4/16/98 17:17 60.33 -0.22 4/16/98 15:17
4/16/98 17:21 60.307 -0.1 4/16/98 15:21
4/16/98 17:25 60.307 0.1 4/16/98 15:25
4/16/98 17:29 60.286 -0.005 4/16/98 15:29
4/16/98 17:33 60.287 0.09 4/16/98 15:33
4/16/98 17:37 60.327 -0.1 4/16/98 15:37
4/16/98 17:41 60.285 0.085 4/16/98 15:41
4/16/98 17:45 60.305 0.195 4/16/98 15:45
4/16/98 17:49 60.307 0.05 4/16/98 15:49
4/16/98 17:53 60.302 0.15 4/16/98 15:53
4/16/98 17:57 60.344 -0.06 4/16/98 15:57
4/16/98 18:01 60.317 -0.025 4/16/98 16:01
4/16/98 18:05 60.332 -0.09 4/16/98 16:05
4/16/98 18:09 60.332 -0.04 4/16/98 16:09
4/16/98 18:13 60.312 -0.06 4/16/98 16:13
4116198 18:17 60.314 0.025 4/16/98 16:17
4/16/98 18:21 60.324 -0.125 4/16/98 16i21
4/16/98 18:25 60.3 0.07 4/16/98 16:25
4/16/98 18:29 60.319 0.055 4/16/98 16:29
4/16/98 18:33 60.299 0.135 4/16/98 16:33






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































4/16/98 19:57 59.914 -0.13
4/16/98 20:01 59.917 -0.225
4/16/98 20:05 59.881 -3.53
4/16/98 20:09 59.888 -12.31
4/16/98 20:13 59.872 -22.265
4/16/98 20:17 59.175 -29.025
4/16/98 20:21 57.426 -30.015
4/16/98 20:25 55.419 -29.34
4/16/98 20:29 53.37 -28.505
4/16/98 20:33 51.423 -28.38
4/16/98 20:37 49.551 -28.48
4116/98 20:41 47.669 -28.765
4/16/98 20:45 45.747 -28.585
4/16/98 20:49 43.855 -28.63
4/16/98 20:53 41,916 -28.555
4/16/98 20:57 40.03 -28.655
4/16/98 21:01 38.129 -28.75
4116/98 21:05 36.205 -28.605
4/16/98 21:09 34.299 -28.655
4/16/98 21:13 32.379 -28.88
4/16/98 21:17 30.484 -28.865
4/16/98 21:21 28.568 -28.87
4/16/98 21:25 26.603 -28.575
4/16/98 21:29 24.711 -28.805
4116/98 21:33 22.794 -28.705
4116/98 21:37 20.888 -28.78
4/16/98 21:41 18.95 -28.565
4/16/98 21:45 17.053 -28.805
4/16/98 21:49 15.132 -28.537
4/16/98 21:53 13.237 -28.654
4/16/98 21:57 11.292 -28.4345
4/16/98 22:01 9.4246 -28.7995
4/16/98 22:05 7.5062 -28.918.
4/16/98 22:09 5.6051 -28.8404
4/16/98 22:13 3.6647 -28.958
4/16/98 22:17 1.7226 -28.541
4/16/98 22:21 -0.16298 -28.8281
4/16/98 22:25 -2.1269 -28.512
4/16/98 22:29 -3.9856 -28.878
4/16/98 22:33 -5.9286 -28.102
4/16/98 22:37 -7.8293 -28.0335
4/16/98 22:41 -9.7612 -27.849
4/16/98 22:45 -1 t .549 -28.335
4116/98 22:49 -13.436 -28.62
4/16/98 22:53 -15.331 -28.59
4116/98 22:57 -17.216 -28.635
4/16/98 23:01 -19.16 -28.425
4/16/98 23:05 -21.049 -25.515




4/17/98 1:17 -29.672 0.045
4117/98 1:21 -29.639 -0.22
4117/98 1:25 -29.653 -0.07
4/17/98 1:29 -29.663 -0.175
4/17/98 1:33 -29.683 0.14
4/17/98 1:37 -29.667 -0.195
4/17/98 1:41 -29.698 -0.04
4117198 1:45 -29.655 -0.135
4/17/98 1:49 -29.706 0.12
4117198 1:53 -29.706 0.025
4/17/981:57 -29.682 -0.07
4/17/98 2:01 -29.682 -0.05
4/17/98 2:05 -29.701 -0.05
4/17/98 2:09 -29.696 -0.075
4/17/98 2:13 -29.692 -0.095
41171982:17 -29.711 0.14
4/17/98 2:21 -29.711 -0.125
41171982:25 -29.711 0.02
4117/98 2:29 -29.683 -0.23
41171982:33 -29.736 0.135
4/17/98 2:37 -29.707 0.09
41171982:41 -29.729 0.18
4/17/98 2:45 -29.709 -0.06
4/17/98 2:49 -29.689 -0.06
4/17/98 2:53 _ -29.693 -0.06
4/17/98 2:57 -29.721 0.035
4117198 3:01 -29.701 -0.105
4/17/98 3:05 -29.705 -0.015
4117198 3:09 -29.714 -0.13
4/17/98 3:13 -29.722 0.24
4117198 3:17 -29.708 -0.085
41171983:21 -29.74 4.04
4/17/98 3:25 -29.674 12.955
41171983:29 -29.725 22.395
4/17/98 3:33 -28.932 27.705
41171983:37 -27.083 27.835
4/17/98 3:41 -25.246 28.115
41171983:45 -23.391 28.395
4/17/98 3:49 -21.516 28.445
4/17/98 3:53 -19.623 28.44
41171983:57 -17.712 28.33
4117/98 4:01 -15.827 28.615
4117/98 4:05 -13.935 28.4035
4/17/98 4:09 -12.046 28.3665
4/17/98 4:13 -10.104 28.134
4/17/98 4:17 -8.2543 28.3215
4/17/98 4:21 -6.3727 28.19295







































































































4/17/98 4:29 -2.59 28.289
4/17/98 4:33 -0.73411 28.50505
41171984:3"7 1.2037 28.3175
4/17/98 4:41 3.0678 28.531
41171984:45 4.9669 28.4855
4/17/98 4:49 6.8672 28.449
4/17/98 4:53 8.774 28.335





4/17/98 5:17 20.097 28.56
41171985:21 22.006 28.79
41171985:25 23.932 28.595
4117/98 5:29 25.809 28.605
41171985:33 27.764 28.31
4/17/98 5:37 29.651 28.41
41171985:41 31.53 28.385
4117/98 5:45 33.426 28.355
4/17/98 5:49 35.333 28.305
4117/98 5:53 37.207 28.48
4/17/98 5:57 39.097 28.43
4/17/98 6:01 40.994 28.425
4/17/98 6:05 42.903 28.325
41171986:09 ..' 44.783 28.445
4/17/98 6:13 46.679 28.32
4/17/98 6:17 48.568 28.22
4/17/98 6:21 50.472 28.02
4117/98 6:25 52.343 28.055
4/17/98 6:29 54.212 26.105
4/17/98 6:33 56.076 23.885
41171986:37 57.954 16.11
4117/98 6:41 59.433 6.2
4117/98 6:45 60.853 -1.865
4/17/98 6:49 61.176 -3.95
4/17/98 6:53 60.673 -1.515
4117/98 6:57 60.48 -0.82
41171987:01 60.386 -0.31
4/17/98 7:05 60.37 -0.34
41171987:09 60.316 -0.13
4/17/98 7:13 60.324 -0.29
41171987:17 60.302 -0.105
4117/98 7:21 60.29 0.045
4/17/98 7:25 60.266 0.08
4/17/98 7:29 60.281 -0.005
4/17/98 7:33 60.299 -0.04
4/17/98 7:37 60.282 0.005
4/17/98 7:41 60.28 0.145
4/17/98 2:29 -29.871 0.005
4/17/98 2:33 -29.853 0.135
4117/98 2:37 -29.894 0.205
4117/98 2:41 -29.87 0.3
4117/98 2:45 -29.826 -0.06
4/17/98 2:49 -29.853 -0.18
4/17/98 2:53 -29.81 -0.18
4/17/98 2:57 -29.838 -0.085
4/17/98 3:01 -29.889 0.245
4/17/98 3:05 -29.846 -0.13
4/17/98 3:09 -29.855 -0.125
4/17/98 3:13 -29.84 0.01
4/17/98 3:17 -29.872 0.15
4/17/98 3:21 -29.88 4.505
4117/98 3:25 -29.838 13.54
4117/98 3:29 -29.842 22.865
4117/98 3:33 -28.979 27.94
4/17/98 3:37 -27.13 28.185
4/17/98 3:41 -25.269 28.345
4/17/98 3:45 -23.391 28.28
4/17/98 3:49 -21.493 28.105
4/17/98 3:53 -19.6 28.1
4/17/98 3:57 -17.735 28.22
4/17/98 4:01 -15.872 28.62
4/17/98 4:05 -13.98 28.6285
4/17/98 4:09 -12.091 28.7025
4/17/98 4:13 -10.148 28.4645
4/17/98 4:17 -8.2543 28.4315
4117/98 4:21 -6.3505 28.1913
4117/98 4:25 -4.4551 28.403
4117/98 4:29 -2.568 28.504
4/17/98 4:33 -0.71224 28.7197
4117/98 4:37 1.2255 28.6385.
4/17/98 4:41 3.1328 28.527
4/17/98 4:45 5.0317 28.4815
4117/98 4:49 6.9532 28_334
4117/98 4:53 8.8382 28.334
4/17/98 4:57 10.728 28.355
4/17/98 5:01 12.62 28.43
4/17/98 5:05 14.505 28.48
4/17/98 5:09 16.399 28.345
4/17/98 5:13 18.306 28.44
4/17/98 5:17 20.201 28.45
4/17/98 5:21 22.068 28.79
4/17/98 5:25 23.994 28.9
4117/98 5:29 25.891 28.705
4117/98 5:33 27.826 28.61
4/17/98 5:37 29.774 28.405











































































































































































































4/17/98 11:01 56.648 -16.685 4/17/98 9:01 59.877 -0.04
4/17/98 11:05 55.162 -15.19 4/17/98 9:05 59.885 -0.155
4/17/98 11:09 54.349 -19.415 4117198 9:09 59.871 0.03
4/17/98 11:13 53.311 -23.155 4117198 9:13 59.869 -0.06
4/17/98 11:17 52.124 -26.335 4117198 9:17 59.854 0.23
4117198 11:21 50.466 -30.09 4/17/98 9:21 59.877 0.14
4117/98 11:25 48.68 -33.745 4117/98 9:25 59.857 0.205
4117/98 11:29 46.857 -35.97 4/17198 9:29 59.9 0.025
4/17/98 11:33 44.448 -34.13 41171989:33 59.905 -0.08
4/17/98 11:37 41.931 -31.585 4/17/98 9:37 59.898 -0.01
4/17/98 11:41 39.663 -29.92 4/17/98 9:41 59.905 -0.03
4117/98 11:45 37.622 -29.43 4117/98 9:45 59.889 0.005
4/17/98 11:49 35.614 -29.04 4/17/98 9:49 59.896 0.05
4/17/98 11:53 33.679 -28.95 4/17/98 9:53 59.899 -0,13
4/17/98 11:57 31.736 -28.98 4/17/98 9:57 59.89 -0.02
4/17/98 12:01 29.806 -28.905 4/17/98 10:01 59.906 -0.05
4/17/98 12:05 27.889 -28.855 4/17/98 10:05 59.873 0.04
4/17/98 12:09 25.94 -28.655 4/17/98 10:09 59.886 0.08
4/17/98 12:13 24.025 -28.55 4/17/98 10:13 59.896 0.1
4/17/98 12:17 22.118 -28.54 4/17/98 10:17 59.881 0.125
4/17/98 12:21 20.209 -28.56 4/17/98 10:21 59.902 -0.02
4/17/98 12:25 18.315 -28.585 4/17/98 10:25 59.916 -0.08
4/17/98 12:29 16.41 -28.595 4/17/98 10:29 59.906 0
4/17/98 12:33 14.497 -28.6235 4/17/98 10:33 59.898 0.09
4/17/98 12:37 12.598 -28.5485 4/17/98 10:37 59.9 -1.69
4/17/98 12:41 .: 10.691 -28.561 .... 4/17/98 10:41 59.906 -7.655
4/17/98 12:45 8.7723 -28.5765 4/17/98 10:45 59.916 -16.385
4/17/98 12:49 6.8883 -28.698 4/17/98 10:49 59.562 -24.21
4/17/98 12:53 4.9788 -28.5353 4/17/98 10:53 58.375 -26.32
4/17/98 12:57 3.057 -28.4615 4/17/98 10:57 56.639 -24.47
4/17/98 13:01 1.1487 -28.5385 4/17/98 11:01 54.72 -21.76
4/17/98 13:05 -0.72826 -28.6562 4/17/98 11:05 53.111 -15.84
4/17/98 13:09 -2.6353 -28.9445 4/17/98 11:09 51.745 -15.95.
4/17/98 13:13 -4.559 -28.635 4/17/98 11:13 50.368 -19.615
4/17/98 13:17 .-6.4595 -28.6825 4/17/98 11:17 49.943 -28.93
4/17/98 13:21 -8.4242 -28.339 4/17/98 11:21 48.555 -32.4
4/17/98 13:25 -10.286 -28.465 4/17/98 11:25 46.445 -31.78
4/17/98 13:29 -12.196 -28.62 4/17/98 11:29 44.157 -30.115
4/17/98 13:33 -14.092 -28.795 4/17/98 11:33 42.075 -29.23
4/17/98 13:37 -15.979 -28.92 4/17/98 11:37 40.089 -29.065
4117198 13:41 -17.92 -28.71 4/17/98 11:41 38.134 -28.785
4/17/98 13:45 -19.851 -28.615 4/17/98 11:45 36.229 -28.795
4/17/98 13:49 -21.763 -19.515 •4117198 11:49 34.276 -28.805
4/17198 13:53 -23.662 -21.51 4/17/98 11:53 32.377 -29.025
4/17/98 13:57 -25.574 -16.41 4/17/98 11:57 30.47 -28.95
4/17/98 14:01 -25.666 -18.335 4/17/98 12:01 28.515 -28.675
4/17/98 14:05 -27.964 -7.61 4/17/98 12:05 26.572 -28.415
4/17/98 14:09 -28.856 -3.675 4/17/98 12:09 24.68 -28.735




























4/17/9815:57 '- -29.631 0.115
4/17/98 16:01 -29.609 0.135
4/17/98 16:05 -29.611 0.16
4/17/98 16:09 -29.608 0.04
4/17/98 16:13 -29.582 0.06
4/17/98 16:17 -29.579 0.04
4/17/98 16:21 -29.6 0.04
4117/98 16:25 -29.57 -0.33
4/17/98 16:29 -29.571 -0.315
4/17/98 16:33 -29.592 -0.08
4117/98 16:37 -29.636 0.295
4/17/98 16:41 -29.634 0.135
4/17/98 16:45 -29.608 -0.045
4/17/98 16:49 -29.577 -0.155
4/17/98 16:53 -29.607 0.035
4/17/98 16:57 -29.617 0.085
4117/98 17:01 -29.608 -0.075
4/17/98 17:05 -29.6 -0.085
4/17/98 17:09 -29.6 -0.095
4/17/98 17:13 -29.623 0.135
4/17/98 17:17 -29.617 0.07
4/17/98 17:21 -29.619 -0.035
4117/98 17:25 -29.596 -0.26























































































































































-29.626 0.18 4/17/98 15:33 -29.868 0.595
-29.648 0.01 4/17/98 15:37 -29.791 0.255
-29.629 0.085 4117/98 15:41 -29.777 0.27
-29.59 -0.035 4117198 15:45 -29.749 0.12
-29.646 0.11 4117198 15:49 -29.74 0.07
-29.612 0.01 4117198 15:53 -29.723 0.09
-29.597 0.035 4117/98 15:57 -29.725 0.235
-29.624 0.125 4/17/98 16:01 -29.726 0.135
-29.61 0.13 4/17/98 16:05 -29.705 -0.19
-29.59 4.65 411719816:09 -29,678 -0.315
-29.599 13.825 411719816:13 -29.699 0,06
-29.584 22.865 411719816:17 -29,743 -0.08
-28.66 27.67 411719816:21 -29.741 0:16
-26.834 27.885 4117/98 16:25 -29.687 -0.215
-25.011 28.22 411719816:29 -29.759 0.39
-23.126 28.165 411719816:33 -29,709 0.04
-21.257 28.395 4/17/98 16:37 -29.73 -0.29
-19.367 28.39 4/17/98 16:41 -29.681 -0.095
-17.493 28.445 4117/98 16:45 -29.701 0.07
-15.578 28.2295 411719816:49 -29.788 0.43
-13.689 28.258 4117/98 16:53 -29.7 0.035
-11.804 28.265 411719816:57 -29.687 -0.03
-9.9321 28.407 411719817:01 -29.702 -0.075
-8.0374 28.194 4/17/98 17:05 -29.693 -0.205
-6.151 28.31165 411719817:09 -29.693 -0.215
-4.2507 28.209 .... _ 4/17/98 17:13 -29.717 0.015
-2.3986 28.4365 4117/98 17:17 -29.734 -0.165
-0.48867 28.20635 4/17/98 17:21 -29.736 -0.15
1.3911 28.3495 4/17/98 17:25 -29.714 -0.26
3.2887 28.33 4117/98 17:29 -29.767 O.105
5.1526 28.442 4117/98 17:33 -29.766 -0,06
7.061 28.425 4117/98 17:37 -29.766 O.135
8.9547 28.4115 4117/98 17:41 -29.746 0.085.
10.841 28.505 4/17/98 17:45 -29.778 0.205
12.746 28.445 4/17/98 17:49 -29.739 0.105
14.637 28.525 4/17/98 17:53 -29.729 -0.105
16.542 28.085 4i17/98 17:57 -29.737 0.03
18.435 23.725 4117/98 18:01 -29.718 0.01
20.342 17.015 4/17/98 18:05 -29.75 1.065
22.159 2.545 4117/98 18:09 -29.731 9.445
23.18 -5.58 4/17/98 18:13 -29.716 18.365
23.745 -8.6 4/17/98 18:17 -29.537 26.915
22.668 -3.7 4117/98 18:21 -27.842 27.73
22.064 -1.265 4/17/98 18:25 -26.043 28.29
22.025 -1.45 4117/98 18:29 -24.154 28.27
21.928 -1.325 4117/98 18:33 -22.296 28.445
21.811 -1.035 4/17/98 18:37 -20.385 28.335
21.735 -0.825 4117/98 18:41 -18.5 28.445
21.663 -0.76 4/17/98 18:45 -16.607 28.385
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4117/98 20:49 21.604 -0.57
4/17/98 20:53 21.57 -0.505
4/17/98 20:57 21.511 -0.31
411719821:01 21.49 -0.19
4/17/98 21:05 21.469 -0.085
4/17/98 21:09 21.449 -0.09
4117/98 21:13 21.452 0
4117/98 21:17 21.452 0
4/17/98 21:21 21.431 0.105
4117/98 21:25 21.452 0.105
4/17/98 21:29 21.452 0.21
4/17/98 21:33 21.452 0.19
4117/98 21:37 21.473 0.295
4117/98 21:41 21.494 0.275
4117/98 21 '.45 21.49 0.4
4/17/98 21:49 21.532 0.31
4117/98 21:53 21.549 0.31
4/17/98 21:57 21.57 0.31
4/17/98 22:01 21.594 0.32
4/17/98 22:05 21.611 0.315
4117/98 22:09 21.632 0.29
4/17/98 22:13 21.658 0.215
4/17/98 22:17 21.674 0.22
4117/98 22:21 21.69 0.335
4/17/98 22:25 21.701 0.365
4117/98 22:29 • 21.718 0.265
4/17/98 22:33 21.757 0.275
4/17/98 22:37 21.774 0.2
4/17/98 22:41 21.771 0.425
4/17/98 22:45 21.812 0.19
4/17/98 22:49 21.814 0.235
4117/98 22:53 21.856 0.105
4/17/98 22:57 21.85 0.195
4117/98 23:01 21.861 0.22
4117/98 23:05 21.877 0.225
4/17/98 23:09 21.889 0.245
4/17/98 23:13 21.905 0.25
4/17/98 23:17 21.922 0.23
4/17/98 23:21 21.938 0.155
4/17/98 23:25 21.955 0.13
4/17/98 23:29 21.968 0.04
4117/98 23:33 21.969 0.075
4117/98 23:37 21.981 0.08
4/17/98 23:41 21.976 0.165
4117/98 23:45 21.984 0.17
4/17/98 23:49 21.997 0.065
4/17/98 23:53 22.009 -0.035
4/17/98 23:57 22.018 -0.015



























































































































































































































































4/17/98 22:05 21.757 0.31
4/17/98 22:09 21.757 0.29
4/17/98 22:13 21.804 0.21
4/17/98 22:17 21.819 0.12
4/17/98 22:21 21.815 0.125
4/17/98 22:25 21.846 0.16
4/17/98 22:29 21.843 0.26
4117198 22:33 21.84 0.28
4/17/98 22:37 21.878 0.2
411719822:41 21.895 0.115
4/17/98 22:45 21.896 0.29
4/17/98 22:49 21.918 0.13
4/17/98 22:53 21.918 0.21
411719822:57 21.954 0.09
4/17/98 23:01 21o944 0.225
4/17/98 23:05 21.96 0.12
4/17/98 23:09 21,972 0.04
4/17/98 23:13 21.989 0.04
4/17/98 23:17 21.984 0.025
4/17/98 23:21 21.98 0.05
4/17/98 23:25 21.997 0.02
4/17/98 23:29 21.989 0.14
4/17/98 23:33 21.99 -0.03
4117/98 23:37 22.001 0.08
4/17/98 23:41 22.017 -0.04
4117/98 23:45 21.984 0.065
4/17/98 23:49 22.017 -0.14
4117/98 23:53 22.009 -0.035
4/17/98 23:57 21.997 0.09
4/18/98 0:01 21.989 -0.01
4/18/98 0:05 22.002 -0.01
4/18/98 0:09 22.015 -0.115
4/18/98 0:13 21.987 -0.015
4/18/98 0:17 22 0.005
4/18/98 0:21 21.992 -0.015
4/18/98 0:25 21.984 -0.01
4118/98 0:29 22.001 -0.135
4/18/98 0:33 21.989 -0.115
4/18/98 0:37 21.982 -0.015
4118/98 0:41 21.974 -0.01
4/18/98 0:45 21.966 -0.01
4/18/98 0:49 21.979 -0.01
4/18/98 0:53 21.972 -0.12
4/18/98 0:57 21.964 -0.015
4/18/98 1:01 21.977 -0.135
4/18/98 1:05 21.948 0.075
4/18/98 1:09 21.961 -0.03
4/18/98 1:13 21.95 0.005
4/18/98 1:17 21.963 -0.095
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DAT35
4/18/98 3:21 21.925 -0.095
4118198 3:25 21.921 -0.11
4118/98 3:29 21.908 -0.08
4118198 3:33 21.906 -0.19
4/18/98 3:37 21.899 0.015
4/18/98 3:41 21.892 -0.055
4118/98 3:45 21.868 O.18
4118198 3:49 21.902 -0.12
4/18/98 3:53 21.881 -0.06
4/18/98 3:57 21.904 -0.215
4/18/98 4:01 21.878 -0.04
4/18/984:05 21.869 -0.015
4118/98 4:09 21.861 -0.015
41181984:13 21.87 -0.08
4/18/98 4:17 21.866 -0.1
4/18/98 4:21 21.858 -0.185
4/18/98 4:25 21.854 -0.08
4/18/98 4:29 21.846 -0.08
4/18/98 4:33 21.821 0.025
4/18/98 4:37 21.838 0.005
4/18/98 4:41 21.83 -0.095
41181984:45 21.826 -0.095
4/18/98 4:49 21.839 -0.095
4/18/98 4:53 21.811 -0.08
4118/98 4:57 21.807 -0.08
4/18/98 5:01 ": 21.82 -0.165
4/18/98 5:05 21.795 -0.055
4/18/98 5:09 21.791 -0.035
4/18/98 5:13 21.787 -0.035
4/18/98 5:17 21.784 -0.04
41181985:21 21.784 -0.125
4118/98 5:25 21.78 -0.105
4118/98 5:29 21.776 -0.085
4/18/98 5:33 21.759 0
4118/98 5:37 21.759 0
4/18/98 5:41 21.759 0
4118/98 5:45 21.759 0
4/18/98 5:49 21.759 -0.005
4/18/98 5:53 21.759 0.025
4/18/98 5:57 21.759 -0.06
4/18/98 6:01 21.758 -0.02
4118/98 6:05 21.764 -0.03
4/18/98 6:09 21.747 -0.025
4/18/98 6:13 21.754 0.04
4/18/98 6:17 21.758 0.03
4/18/98 6:21 21.742 0.175
4/18/98 6:25 21.762 -0.02
4/18/98 6:29 21.764 -0.125
4/18/98 6:33 21.777 -0.07
4118198 1:21 21.955 -0.095
4118198 1:25 21.951 -0.095
4118198 1:29 21.944 -0.1
4/18/98 1:33 21.936 -0.08
41181981:37 21.932 -0.075
41181981:41 21.924 -0.075
4/18/98 1:45 21.92 0.055
4/18/98 1:49 21.917 -0.08
4/18/98 1:53 21.909 0
4/18/98 1:57 21.931 -0.13
41181982:01 21.901 0,055
41181982:05 21.909 -0.075
4/18/98 2:09 21.905 -0.075
4/18/98 2:13 21.912 -0.05
4/18/98 2:17 21.894 -0.005
4/18/98 2:21 21.89 -0.01
4/18/98 2:25 21.902 -0.215
4/18/98 2:29 21.893 -0.17
4118/98 2:33 21.888 -0.085
4/18/98 2:37 21.859 0.015
4118/98 2:41 21.859 -0.03
41181982:45 21.871 -0.03
41181982:49 21.862 -0.025
4118/98 2:53 21.853 0
4/18/98 2:57 21.865 -0.1
4/18/98 3:01 21.857 -0.1
41181983:05 21.853 -0.12
4/18/98 3:09 21.845 -0.225
4/18/98 3:13 21.837 -0.1
4/18/98 3:17 21.829 -0.125
4/18/98 3:21 21.8 0.01
4/18/98 3:25 21.817 -0.005
41181983:29 21.804 -0.08.
4/18/98 3:33 21.802 0.015
4/18/98 3:37 21.816 -0.09
4/18/98 3:41 21.788 0.05
4/18/98 3:45 21.805 -0.13
4118/98 3:49 21.798 -0.015
4/18/98 3:53 21.798 -0.165
4118/98 3:57 21.779 -0.11
4/18198 4:01 21.795 -0.25
4118/98 4:05 21.765 -0.015
4118/98 4:09 21.757 0.085
4/18/98 4:13 21.745 -0.08
41181984:17 21.762 0.005
4/18/98 4:21 21.774 -0.18
4/18/98 4:25 21.729 0.025
4118/98 4:29 21.763 -0.08
4118/98 4:33 21.738 -0.08
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_ , 4/18/986:37 21.758 0.02
4118/986:41 21.739 0.115
















4118/98 7:49 24.485 -14.35
4/18/98 7:53 24.357 -14.51
4/18/98 7:57 22.111 -4.18
4/18/98 8:01 21.615 -2.18
4118/98 8:05 21.455 -1.6
4118/98 8:09 21.275 -0.785
4/18/98 8:13 21.179 -0.215
4/18/988:17 ', 21.135 0.11
4118198 8:21 21.118 0.155
41181988:25 21.136 0.045
4/18/98 8:29 21.157 -0.085
4/18/98 8:33 21.149 -0.09
4/18/98 8:37 21.145 0.01
4/18/98 8:41 21.14 -0.07
41181988:45 21.131 -0.02
4/18/98 8:49 21.147 0.205
4118/98 8:53 21.126 0.525
4/18/98 8:57 21.127 0.49
4/18/98 9:01 21.188 0.245
4/18/98 9:05 21.231 0.085
4/18/98 9:09 21.225 0.18
4/18/98 9:13 21.237 0.045
4/18/98 9:17 21.248 0.005
4/18/98 9:21 21.261 0.105
4/18/98 9:25 21.246 0.21
4/18/98 9:29 21.249 0.115
4118198 9:33 21.282 0.14
4118/98 9:37 21.288 -0.15
4/18/98 9:41 21.272 -0.02
4/18/98 9:45 21.31 -8.15
•_ _ 4/18/98 9:49 21.258 -15.735
41181984:37 21.734 -0.1
4/18/98 4:41 21.747 -0.1
4/18/98 4:45 21.722 0.005
41181984:49 21.714 -0.095
41181984:53 •21.727 -0.075
4118/98 4:57 21.723 -0.075
4/18/98 5:01 21.695 -0,06
4/18/98 5:05 21.712 -0.165
4118/98 5:09 21.708 -0.04
41181985:13 21.683 -0.035
41181985:17 21.679 -0.035
4/18/98 5:21 21.7 -0.12
4118/98 5:25 21.676 0
4118/98 5:29 21.672 0.02
4/18/98 5:33 21.676 0
4/18/98 5:37 21.676 0
4118/98 5:41 21.676 0
4118/98 5:45 21.676 0
4/18/98 5:49 21.676 -0.01
4/18/98 5:53 21.676 0.13
4118/98 5:57 21.676 0.04
4/18/98 6:01 21.674 -0.015
4/18/98 6:05 21.702 -0.035
4118/98 6:09 21.684 0.085
4/18/98 6:13 21,671 0.035
4/18/98 6:17 21.695 -0.07
4/18/98 6:21 21.701 -0.04
4118/98 6:25 21.678 0,085
4/18/98 6:29 21.681 0.185
4/18/98 6:33 21.693 0.035
4/18/98 6:37 21.695 0.125
4/18/98 6:41 21.718 -0.095
4/18/98 6:45 21.7 0.01.
4118/98 6:49 21.72 -0.065
4/18/98 6:53 21.699 0.07
4/18/98 6:57 21.702 0.07
4/18/98 7:01 21.707 0.165
4/18/98 7:05 21.713 0.15
4/18/98 7:09 21.716 -0.055
4/18/98 7:13 21.74 0.05
4/18/98 7:17 21.743 -0.03
4/18/98 7:21 21.705 0.195
4118/98 7:25 21.75 -0.01
4118/98 7:29 21.737 0.225
4118/98 7:33 21.744 6.85
4118/98 7:37 21.748 9.75
4118/98 7:41 21.782 -1.875
4118/98 7:45 23.114 -11.89























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































4/18/98 16:25 25.318 -0.605
4/18/98 16:29 25.258 -0.44
411819816:33 25.235 -0.325
4/18/98 16:37 25.197 -0.2









































































Section 3B; Frequency and Power Hystersis - F04
This section contains data regarding frequency and power hysteresis. In three
temperature cycles, the maximum change in _equency was 3 kHz and the maximum
change in power of 0.35 dB, both neglectfully small.















17 to 20 dBm
TEST DATA SHEET 7 (Sheet 1 of 3)
Temperature Cycling (Paragraph 4.2.2)
• ,_" . " " " . t
Cycle 1 Cycle 2












Unit Serial No.: _ t'z/
Test En=,_ineer: _
A-16
: :;i :: ¸ tl • : :: •
¢
TEST DATA SHEET 7 (Sheet 2 of 3)









22 +_2 Notes 1, 3
12 +_3 (Unit Off)
2 +_.3(Unit Off)
+I53/Current





lq,o_/c2-/_vw& - I_',o_/_. 7 _A
-12 +_3(Unit Off)
-22 +_3(Unit Off)








1. Stabilize for minimum of 5 minutes. Record frequency output power and current as required for corresponding
cycle number (reference Figure 12). After recording data, cycle de power and verify unit reacquires lock.
2. Minimum 4 hour dwell at temPera.ture..
3. . . Turn OFF unit power for transition to cold.




Shop Order No.: _/_I _/P
 . tse alNo.


































-/5.o5 , g?. z/,¢,,_
- /_c,aa .go. ¢e,_r_
-22 +_3('Unit Off) "7- _2,aq, C) "_(_.,
-30 _ (Unit Off) Note 2 : -- 3t9, 0 o(,.,
-30 +_.2Note 4 -- _l, O _ C_.,























-I 5,%g LS"C, _6-.
/- s,
NOTES:
I. Stabilize for minimum of 5 minutes. Record frequency output power and current as required for corresponding
cycle number (reference Fi_mare 12). After recording data, cycle de power and verify unit reacquires lock.
2. Minimum 4 hour dwell at temperature.
3. Turn OFF unit power for transition to cold.
4. After soak, turn ON unit power, record temperature and currents.
Shop Order No.: J/"_/_ /




lTEST DATA SHEET 7 (Sheet 2 of 3)
TempemmreCycling (Paragraph 4.2.2)
AE-26758A
2i J_ 9S •
:)
• CYCLE# '_
Baseplate Temperature *C Actual Baseplate +I5"V Current ,15V Cui-rent
Temperature TC1
















-22 _ (Unit Off)
-30 _ (unit Off) Note 2





-|t .el o c.
-I/.6 °C
IU,ol/'S%_ _ ¢.,.
tS.ol I I 5 <_6 ,,_
15. o z 153_;,.o,











i.c, ,,_/..ci7 _ pr





1. Stabilize for minimum of 5 minutes. Record frequency output power and current as required for corresponding
cycle number (reference Figure 12). After recording data, cycle de power and verify unit reacquires lock.
2. Minimum 4 hour dwell at temperature.
3. Turn OFF unit power for transition to cold.





Shop Order No.: 4 a) lbl




TEST DATA SHEET 7 (Sheet 2 of 3)




Baseplate Temperature °C Actual Baseplate +15V Current -15V Current
Temperature TC1








22 +_2 Notes 1, 3
12 +_3(Unit Off)
2 +_.3(Unit Off)
-12 _ (Unit Off)
-22 +_3(Unit Off)
-30 +.*.2(Unit Off) Note 2






































1. Stabilize for minimum of 5 minutes. Record frequency output power and current as required for corresponding




Minimum 4 hour dwell at temperature.
Turn OFF unit power for transition to cold.
After soak, turn ON unit power, record temperature and currents.















CYCLE# 5 ¢;kO" I oF
Baseplate Temperature *C








22 +_2 Notes 1, 3
12 +_3(unit Off)
2 _ (Unit Off)
-12 ±3 (unit Off)
-22 ±3 (unit Off)
-30 _ (unit Off) Note 2











- 2q- 0 Yc..:
- 2.g. i _C..
-2_i. g" C...
- i2 ,I °6
i0, 7°c..
N_>_ ...... " O. a _.,.<_
22 ±2 _,7' ,_,
+15V Current
fC.o 2/(q'-,g _%Y4
I_. .i)2 /.5_3 m















Ig, OT.-LSo g vet A
1%o2'/St_tm
N/A
- iq.O_/gz.tl _ A
•-J_-.O_ /- 5 3,17ml
- _ 0_/-_.7,_
Stabilize for minimum of 5 minutes. Record frequency output power and current as required for corresponding
cycle number (reference Fi_mare 12). After recording data, cycle de power and verify unit reacquires lock.
2. Minimum 4 hour dwell at temperature.
3. Turn OFF unit power fortransitiontocold. _t_)_ 2_ I%]_
4. After soak, turn ON unit power, record temperature and currents. -t_ O_,
.r
l- t;








TEST DATA SHEET 7 (Sheet 2 of 3)
.%¢m.peratureCycling (Paragraph 4.2.2)
CYCLE. #,£2' . O-Z77-_x:2:_-/ "'_"_'_#'_"_C?Jffa_ _"_"/ffl011Ct'_
Baseplate Temperature *C Actual B&seplate
Temperature TC1








22 *_2 Notes I, 3
12 *_3 (Unit Off)
2 *-.3 (Unit Off)
-12 ±3 (Unit Off)
-22 *_3 (Unit Off)













22 ±2 Note 1 ,._,2,, g "_
_,,7,0, _oc
-IO._°c
+15V Current " ' . " -15V Current








I E , o R /So (,m ,O
/s; o N /._CIX-_ /9











_1£ o 0_/-.f-'6, £_ _





1. Stabilize for minimum of 5 minutes. Record frequency output power and current as required for corresponding
cycle number (reference Figure 12). After recording data, cycle de power and verify unit reacquires lock.
2. Minimum 4 hour dwell at temperature.





TEST DATA SHEET 7 (Sheet3 ofB)








" t.q. t i
S_, 7__c..
6 0 .q _c..
r_ l, O "a/




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































4113/98 18:49 23.885 -0.035
4/13/98 18:53 23.904 0.04
4/13/98 18:57 23.869 4.67
4/13/98 19:01 23.878 12.015
4/13198 19:05 23.912 20.38
411319819:09 24.803 .24.79
4/13/98 19:13 26.281 26.57
4/13/98 19:17 27.988 27.47
4/13/98 19:21 29.761 27.925
4113/98 19:25 31.595 28.22
4113/98 19:29 33.482 28.2
4/13/98 19:33 35.346 28.275
4113/98 19:37 37.239 28.27
4/13/98 19:41 39.122 28.3
4/13/98 19:45 41.001 28.315
4113/98 19:49 42.893 28.31
4/13/98 19:53 44.782 28.285
4/13/98 19:57 46.664 28.285
4/13/98 20:01 48.555 28.205
4/13/98 20:05 50.439 28.01
4113198 20:09 52.321 25.875
4113198 20:13 54.196 23.66
4/13/98 20:17 56.041 17.915
4113/98 20:21 57.496 12.365
4113198 20:25 58.928 6.345
4/13/98 20:29 59.624 3.33
4/13/98 20:33 59.969 1.8
4/13/98 20:37 60.197 0.875
4/13/98 20:41 60.29 0.5
4/13/98 20:45 60.329 0,495
4/13/98 20:49 60.372 0.14
4113198 20:53 60.39 0.115
4/13/98 20:57 60.428 0.005
4/13/98 21:01 60.4 0.03
4113198 21:05 60.413 0.045
4113198 21:09 60.429 -0.03
4/13/98 21:13 60.406 0.065
4113198 21:17 60.422 • 0.085
4113/98 21:21 60.423 0.08
4113/98 21:25 60.419 O.1
4113198 21:29 60.439 -0.1
4/13/98 21:33 60.439 0
4/13/98 21:37 60.439 0.015
4/13/98 21:41 60.419 0.115
4/13/98 21:45 60.439 0.015
4113/98 21:49 60.442 O.125
4113198 21:53 60.442 -0,075
4/1'3/98 21:57 60.442 0.015







































































































,,• i ¸¸ 4/13/98 22:05 60.427 0.205
4/13/98 22:09 60.445 0.01
4/13/98 22:13 60.464 -0.07
4/13/98 22:17 60.468 0.035
4/13/98 22:21 60.447 0.14
4113/98 22:25 60.45 0.105
4113198 22:29 60.475 -0.025
4/13/98 22:33 60.475 -0.12
4/13/98 22:37 60.471 -0.095
4/13/98 22:41 60.47 0.095
4113198 22:45 60.451 0.105
4/13/98 22:49 60.452 0.115
4113/98 22:53 60.489 -0.17
4113/98 22:57 60.472 -0.165
4113198 23:01 60.475 -0.085
4113./9823:05 60.455 0.03
4113/98 23:09 60.439 0.015
4/13/98 23:13 60.458 0.11
4113/98 23:17 60.461 -0.1
4113/98 23:21 60.442 0.095
4113/98 23:25 60.48 -0.115
4113/98 23:29 60.441 0.175
4113/98 23:33 60.461 0.095
4/13/98 23:37 60.457 0.055
4/13/98 23:41 60.476 -0.04
4/13/98 23:45 60.48 -0.105
4/13/98 23:49 60.468 0.125
4/13/98 23:53 60.468 0.175
4/13/98 23:57 60.459 0.16
4114198 0:01 60.493 -0.085
4/14/98 0:05 60.503 -0.12
4/14/98 0:09 60.491 -0.04
4/14/98 0:13 60.476 -0.045
4/14/98 0:17 60.479 -0.025
4/14/98 0:21 60,483 -2.64
4/14/98 0:25 60.467 -7.955
4/14/98 0:29 60.474 -13.395
411.41980:33 59.955 -15.965
4/14/98 0:37 58.876 -15.235
4/14/98 0:41 57.795 -13.86
4/14/98 0:45 56.762 -12.64
4/14/98 0:49 55.829 -12.35
4114/98 0:53 55.023 -11.735
4/14/98 0:57 54.234 -14.05
4/14/98 1:01 53.359 -14.97
4/14/98 1:05 52.676 -19.555
4/14/98 1:09 51.424 -14.78
4/'14/98 1:13 50.365 -11.28
4114198 1:17 48.765 -4.19
4/13198 20:05 50.006 28.62"
4/13/98 20:09 51.909 26.675
411319820:13 53.825 24.74
4/13/98 20:17 55.73 18.89
4/13/98 20:21 57.244 13.625
4/13/98 20:25 58.773 7.12
4/13198 20:29 59.508 4.2
4/13/98 20:33 59.969 2.38
4/13198 20:37 60.197 1.455
4/13/98 20:41 60.348 0.79
411319820:45 60.445 0.59
4/13/98 20:49 60.488 0.43
411319820:53 60.506 0.4
4/13/98 20:57 60.563 0.1
4113198 21:01 60.574 0.03
4113/98 21:05 60.586 0.145
411319821:09 60.583 0.065
411319821:13 60.58 0.16
4/13/98 21:17 60.615 -0.015
411319821:21 60.596 -0.015
4/13/98 21:25 60.612 0.005
4/13/98 21:29 60.612 0.005
4/13/98 21:33 60.593 0.1
4/13/9821:37 60:613 0.115
4/13198 21:41 60_613 0_115
4/13/98 21:45 60.613 0.115
4/13/98 21:49 60.636 -0.075
411319821:53 60.636 0.015
4/13/98 21:57 60.636 O.11
4/13/98 22:01 60.621 0.085
4113198 22:05 60.639 0.11
4113/98 22:09 60.658 -0.09
4113/98 22:13 60.638 0.215
4/13/98 22:17 60.661 0.035
4/13/98 22:21 60.64 0.235
4/13/98 22:25 60.681 -0.185
4113/98 22:29 60.668 0.075
4/13/98 22:33 60.687 -0.215
4/13/98 22:37 60.644 O.195
4113/98 22:41 60.683 -0.005
4113/98 22:45 60.644 0.105
4113/98 22:49 60.683 -0.075
4113/98 22:53 60.682 0.025
4/13/98 22:57 60.665 -0.07
411319823:01 60,668 -0.085
4/13/98 23:05 60.687 -0.065
4113/98 23:09 60.651 0.21
4113/98 23:13 60.651 0.21
4/13/98 23:17 60.674 -0.1
Page 4


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































4/16198 8:53 -30.573 -0.18
4116/98 8:57 -30,583 -0.185
4/16/98 9:01 -30,606 -0.1
4/16/98 9:05 -30.609 -0,025
4116198 9:09 -30.62 -0_165
• 4/16/98 9:13 -30,626 -0.18
4/16/98 9:t7 -30.614 -0.345
4/16/98 9:21 -30.653 -0.155
4/16/98 9:25 -30.662 0.1
4/16/98 9:29 -30.683 0.04
4/16/98 9:33 -30.684 0.115
4/16/98 9:37 -30,642 -0.02
4/16/98 9;41 -30,675 -0,02
4/16/98 9:45 -30.661 -0.11
4/16/98 9:49 -30.646 0.005
4116/98 9:53 -30.679 -0.325
4/16/98 9:57 -30.683 0.005
4/16/98 10:01 -30.645 -0.09
4/16/98 10:05 -30.744 0.385
4/16/98 10:09 -30.682 -1.155
4/16/98 10:13 -30.663 -0,355
4/16/98 10:17 -30.667 0.035
4116/98 10:21 -30.913 1.2
41t6/98 10:25 -30.734 0.495
4/16/98 10:29 -30.66 -0,145
4/16/98 10:33 -30.673 0.3
4/16/98 10:37 -30,635 0.15
4/16/98 10:41 -30.689 0.345
4/16/98 10:45 -30.613 0.005
4116/98 10:49 -30.605 0.005
4/16198 10:53 -30.62 0.005
4116/98 10:57 -30.612 -0,025
4/16/98 11:01 -30,604 -0.155
4/16/98 11:05 -30.619 0.05
4/16/98 11:09 -30.617 -0.09
4/16/98 11:13 -30.635 -0.17
4116198 11:17 -30.609 -0.26
4116/98 11:21 -30.635 -0:085
4/16/98 11:25 -30.669 -1.54
4116/98 11:29 -30.661 2.435
4116/98 11:33 -30.652 8.625
4/16/98 11:37 -30.977 18.565
4116198 11:41 -30.174 23.57
4116/98 11:45 -28.927 26.57
4/16/98 11:49 -27.264 29.675
4116/98 11:53 -25.46 28.32
4/16/98" 11:57 -23.613 21.015
4/16/98 12:01 -21.329 11.525























































































































































-19.41 16.365 4/16/98 10:09
-19.024 23.385 4116198 10:13
-17.726 26.505 4116/98 1O:17
-16.137 29.89 4116198 10:21
-14.347• • 24,332 4116198 10:25
-12.425 16.401 • ' • 4116198 10:29
• -10.159 5.7465 4/16198 10:33
-9.4806 2.363 4/16/98 10:37
-9.1448 0.7215 4/16/98 10:41
-9.0097 0.8085 4/16/98 10:45
-9.008 6.593 " 4/16/98 10:49
-9.0005 • 14.308 4/16/98 10:53
-8.848 22.1745 4/16/98 10:57
-7.6894 25.4165 4/16/98 11:01
-6.1389 29,04645 4/16/98 11:05
-4.4131 25.25025 4116198 11:09
-2.6061 20.8205 4/16/98 11:13
-0.32961 17.83055 4/16/98 11:17
0.63695 21.79025 4/16/98 11:21
1.558 26.051 4/16/98 11:25
3.2365 28.463 4116198 11:29
4.995 28.54 4/16/98 11:33
6.7682 20.319 -_ ..... .... 4/16/98 11:37
8.9291 11.1495 4/16/98 11:41
10.703 7.6 4/16/98 11:45
10.832 14.575 4/16/98 11:49
11.159 21.595 4/16/98 11:53
12.223 25.205 4/16/98 11:57
13.747 27.02 4/16/98 12:01
15.478 27.655 4116198 12:05
17.264 24.36 4116198 12:09
19.151 15.255 4/16/98 12:13
21.009 7.205 4/16/98 12:17
22.136 2.165 4/16/98 12:21
22.202 2.66 4/16/98 12:25
22.45 7,035 4116/98 12:29
22.569 • 14.465 4/16/98 12:33
22.734 22.56 4116198 12:37
23.857 26.085 4/16/98 i2:41
25.462 27.35 4116198 12:45
27.246 27.87 4116/98 12:49
29.074 28.05 4/16/98 12:53
30.932 28.23 4/16/98 12:57
32.82 28.16 4/16198 13:01
34.684 28.275 4116198 13:05
36.578 28.225 4116198 13:09
38.452 28.325 4116198 13:13
40.339 28.345 4/16/98 13:17






































































































4/16/98 15:25 44.117 28.27
4/16/98 15:29 46.008 28.125
4116/98 15:33 47.903 28.07
4116198 15:37 49.771 28.185
4/16/98 15:41• 5.1.633 26.745
4116198 15:45 53.517 25.35
4/16/98 15:49 55.408 19.915
4/16/98 15:53 56.982 14.03
4/16/98 15:57 58.587 7.235
4/16/98 16:01 59.391 3.655
4116/98 16:05 59.788 2.03
4/16/98 16:09 60.034 1.065
4/16/98 16:13 60.122 0.68
4116198 16:17 60.194 0.37
4116198 •16:21 60.247 0.065
4/16/98 16:25 60.258 0.14
4116198 16:29 60.268 0.11
4/16/98 16:33 60.26 0.15
4116/98 16:37 60.286 0.1
4/16/98 16:41 60.29 -0.035
4116198 16:45 60.29 0.14
4/16/98 16:49 60.306 -0.135
4116198 16:53 60.283 0.06
4116198 16:57 60.318 -0.02
4116198 17:01 60.279 0.06
4116198 17:05 60.295 0.175
4/16/98 17:09 60.314 -0.035
4116198 17:13 60.291 0.08
4116198 17:17 60.33 -0.22
4116198 17:21 60.307 -0.1
4116/98 17:25 60.307 0.1
4116/98 17:29 60.286 -0.005
4116198 17:33 60.287 0.09
4/16/98 17:37 60.327 -0.1
4116198 17:41 60.285 0.085
4116198 17:45 60.305 0.195
4116198 17:49 60.307 0.05
4116198 17:53 60.302 0.15
4116/98 17:57 60.344 -0.06
4116198 18:01 60.317 -0.025
4116/98 18:05 60.332 -0.09
4116/98 18:09 60.332 -0.04
4116198 18:13 60.312 -0.06
4/16/98 18:17 60.314 0.025
4116198 18:21 60.324 -0.125
4116198 18:25 60.3 0.07
4116/9_ 18:29 60.319 0.055
4/16/98 18:33 60.299 0.135
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i ¸ _i: ' iii _ i • _ i_¸ ! i i _ i _ _il _ : : _
DAT35
4/18/98 16:25 25.318 -0.605
4118/98 16:29 25.258 -0.44
4/18/98 16:33 25.235 -0.325
4118/98 16:37 25.197 -0.2













































































































Section 4A EMI/RE02 Testing
"NOT REQUIRED"
This test was not performed for PLO F03. Qualification set by FO 1 testing.

Section 4B EMI/RE02 Testing
'_qOT REQUIRED"
This test was not performed for PLO F04. Qualification set by F01 testing.
r
r
Section 5A; Frequency and Power Hvstersis - F03
This section contains the results of a full functional test over temperature taken after the
PLO (F03) was subjected to thermal cycling under vacuum and vibration.

, o .¢F






TEST DATA Sl=IEET£'(Sheet 1 of 4)
Functional. Testing (Paragraph 4.2.1)
..._1
_ A,M--_.,,,.,,t Cv_t_ cpz"
Paragraph 4.2_ 1.3, Functional Testing:
Step ' Test Expected










< 1.0 Vac . o_"O
< 1.0 Vac










Input Voltage and Current
< 1.0 Vae
<10 "2 torr












TC1 = 2/. ¢' *C #,3,_xs
TCR = 2[, q *C N/A
TC3 =. 7[.q *C N/A
DRO L/A = _ ,,aV
PLO L/A = s-- "_2(
Y:s 




+15 + 0.1 V VIVI1 = I_-.0_. V
-15+0.1V VM2= -Iff.oq V
IV1 Current 600 mA max. IM1 = _.[ mA
IM2 Current 100 mA max. IM2 = (_6.& mA
DRO L/A Voltage ¢¢q-V-- O _ / _ DR0 L/A = f;_ _V
PLO L/A Voltage _ O _ / V PL0 L/A = _t4 _V
17 to 20 dBm. a¢az_
57.290344 _r_ _+_0.ht-_




Freq. = _'_ "_t0 _'6" _-I GHz
Baseplate Temp. (TC1) TC1 = 22 ±2°C TC1 = "--.'x. ! __ *C
Frequency vs. Voltage
-+ 15 V Supplies +15.2 + 0.05 V +Voltage = _-t_-,x'_V
_x_.t.
-15.2 +0.05 Vooo& 6_,,;aVoltage =, _,q'.XoV
57.290344DI__+.200-k_ Freq.= _'_. 2'_'_L_I_"GHz
17 to 20 dBm P = de"¢'¢ dBm
/9_.s







TEST DATA SHEET _(Sheet 2 of 4)
Functional Testing (Paragraph 4_2.1)
2Y'_,_ z-Z..-./ _y,./,:.,j oPT'-(Con0:
Test Expected Measured Pass/Fail
AE-26758A
21 Jan 98
14 Frequency vs. Voltage
± 15 V Supplies
15 Spurious and Sub
161 Power level of 114.58 GHz
signal
17
+14.8 ± 0.05 V
-14.8 + 0.05 VOO07 " a,
57.29O344 OhI Z___.
17 to 20 clBm
- 2oo 4_ -90 dBe
<-10 dBm
Load VSWR and Frequency Pulling
+Voltage = i¢4, _ V
_Voltage = -t_,/,_'l V
Freq. = _7"/. "J..qo _3_ ('_ GHz
P= /_._ dBm





2:1 mismatch over 1k
2:1 mismatch over 1X
Operating Temperature
@ I*C baseplate
Input Voltage and Current
NIA
N/A
TCI = 1 +_2°C
0- 1V
0- 1V
Worst C.as.e Freq =
/ H-z.
Worst Case Power =




TC2 = ],_ o(_.. N/A
TC3 = 0. ¢ '_{--
DRO IdA = _V
PLO L/A = _/_ _V
N/A
VM1 Voltage VMI = _-/_,0 V+15 + 0.1 V /0_s
VM2 Voltage -15 + 0.1 V VM2 = - is-. Q V P.-<s
IM1 Current 600 mA max. IM1 = 6"D7 mA ./#_






I7 to 20 dBm 0ooze _
57.290344 ___
Frequency vs. Voltage
DRO IdA = Oe ,_V
PLO L/A = _._...._W_,_IV
_Power = /-A _-/ dBm
Freq. = -_>-_¢-d _r'_¥"7 GHz
+ 15 V Supplies +15.2 + 0.05 V +Voltage = ._:a'-- ),. V "_-_x
-15.2 __.0.05 V.oee:t o_ t_V°ltag e =- --"5".>- V .,_:¢
57.290344_Tr.I,_±200-Pct_Xz Freq.= S'-P._'zO..._v" _ GHz
17 to 20 dBm Power= /-z._-_" dBm ,,,_
Frequency vs. Voltage
± 15 V Supplies +14.8 ± 0.05 V +Voltage= (6,.f V ,"_¢:r
-14.8 ± 0.05 V. o,,,a. _ ,_.-Voltage =, -'_- e V
57.290344 _ ± 200-td_ Freq. =. s-Y: -_'e* "x._/7





2! Jan 98 "± "
' c L
" TEST DATA SHEET _/(Sheet3 of4)





19 Spurious and Sub













Load VSWR and Frequency Pulling
2:1 mismatch over 1X





TC1 = 44 _20C
Worst Case Freq =
Worst Case Power =
TC1 = q3,q "-(_.,
TC2= qq._*_
TC3 = t.lc_, { _(..
0 - 1V DRO L/A = .,'iO/......_V
0- 1V PLO L/A= _o_v
Input Voltage and Current
V/vll Voltage +15 _ 0.1 V VM1 = /_ O V






IMI = nmIM1 Current 600 mA max. /)_,:
IM2 Current 100 mA max. IM2 = g _' mA /9_¢
DRO L/A Voltage _ O _ / V DRO L/A = _ V /(Xs:
PLO L/A Voltage PLO I./A = _ V
17 to 20 dBm Ooa_" a./
57.290344 _ +
RFOu_utPowerand (_Power = /_./:dBm
Freq. = _-7. 9.qo:;2._._OGH zFrequency
Frequency vs. Voltage
+ 15 V Supplies +15.2 + 0.05 V +Voltage =./i'. Z V
-15.2 + 0.05 Vo_, a ¢_Voltage = -,_C.. _V
57.290344_,P/__+2flO.kI=I-_ Freq.=.¢9._oO3_g(_O GHz
17 to20 dBm Power = If/,t3_ dBm
Frequency vs. Voltage
_+.15 V Supplies +14.8 + 0.05 V +Voltage = /q. rl V fl..¢
-14.8_+0.05V._a_._ _-Voltage= -'t/.UV /o
57.290344_+200--Iff_ Freq.= .._"9. _vo2_2gdOGHz _








TEST DATA SHEET f(Sheet 4 of 4)





"lest Expected Measured Pass/Fail
Spurious and Sub -_:_0 _ -90 dBc"22
CConO Power level of 114.58 GHz
sisal
<-I0 dBm
Load VSWR and Frequency Pulling
dBm
2:1 mismatch over 1X
2:1 mismatch over 1L
N/A
N/A
Worst Case Freq =




Shop Order No.: L/Z/_/5--
_,,. ¢_._: _o ....
Unit Serial No.: _3























































































































































VAVG 53 MKR --93. 67dBm
IOdB/ 57.:433582044GHz
,,,4P<R 1































































1 4."7 1 104GHz SPAN



































MY<R --g3. 3 3 _EB rn
5_.: "7 i "742_ i Gb-lz
sbp Or,L,_ l,l_b_s_ _












•_RBW 3. OkHz -x--VEBW 3. OkHz
SP AN l _ 0 0 10b_Hz






















































































. ,i ., III
Ii1 i!f
lOdB/













"l t iilit l!,, !!illill,ti lllt,,ll tiit
.-I
•" _, _
I1 I I '!
III I'i, ;!'fti
CENTER 6. 8"7485GHz




























VAV_ 1013 lv1KF--£ --g3. 50dBrr_
5_. 7 1 43 ! OOSHz
















..................... ] .................................................... i............................_ L........... :......_L ...................._, ................. 2.
CENTER
--x--R EB W :::B.
56. 714.31000Hz






eL 30. OdEB VAV_ 4_
RL_ C3dBm 1 0 c:]_ /
.........................I ..............r'_ ......I ..........................J ............................................_..............................,i = ........
' . I - [ ! .,_.,0,t:
i
I 1
1 'lvll_ R i
se_peoeis_o sH=
--_3L oo [,::dBm .
t
.................... I................... i.': ........................................................= .......
b.....................I.......................................................
I • !






......................... I..........................!.........................._..................................................................................................................... ._---4 ................
I
I I , J ,
-" ! J I I
i ,...,,_.._4._,.__ _,_,.,_ _.-_X,._._ ,_,,_.,¢_4,,_,_,._. .... . _ ............................... ....... .. ...... 4_................................................._',, ,,_.._ _X,_ ._,',-',,..,,A_,_"',".,% _2:... .. _ ........... ..................................................................., _ , __,,, ,_4y_,,_, _, .,,,,_. ,t,,_._,_W,.,_ ' _"_"_ _..
1 I L
• , " t " ! I
, ............. J .......................:.., .......
......................i....................J ...........................- ...................................... -.J
CENTER
--'A-R B W _.
5_. 860E_51_O13Hz SPAN 500. OlkHz
OkHz .-x-.',/BW S, ,OkHz SWP -14.1::_me
CL 30. 0_
O_BmRL
......................... I............................ ! ; ................................................. r
VAV r'_ 25 MKR --.gt3. 33dBm







L....................' , I .....i
' i I i ,i , I t
,,,........................................i=-....................................! .....fl ..........
I








•t..................... _................ H ....................... - .................... !................... F .............. "'J" '-'--'_---_--'_i
.-...................-I........................i!--..............._ t _ ' , _#.l
• 1 " I i •
' !
I i ! , ,
i _ . ' _ _ i
. ! • ', i ; l ! , _ l
t L .............. t ............... !............... 4 ................ $-- .................. _L................ #....................... .,.............. 4 .................. 4
' i _ I l , 1 ,t
! I _ I ! , i !
......................................!................_ ......................i ..........# ........................_...............7...................J :"..............._...............-4! ! I , i " !
' t i i t ! Ii i
i i • _" I
......................................! ; .............J .........!................_................







...........................................Z ................I ..............................................: .............:.......................
,IMKRI i
I
57. i1471E]8_D ,GHz ; <











57. 1 4.7 1080GHz



















1.................... }.......................... " ..................................................... !................................................................. ............... _............................... 1...............
} / i |
L.................... J.......................I.,.....L.....................l ................................... ;.__.i............................................................................ L............ __I
CENTER 57. i 471080GHz SPAN 500. OkHz





3_. 63_B ',/AV_ 3_ MP,,'I.R --g3. 33_rn
........................1................................................................ _.................................................1........7" ...................................................... 7............................
: ti t _ . I
!i /! op t(_r C,__
7









- -_. _ c_.**___I
i i








i I i i I |
I I I t _ ' '
' " . ................... -J .................... } " _ "l.................................... J







....................... .................I ............................... .1 ................................... i
i • _ I I
1
I
t • . I
I.......... i
I.




[.------__o N ....: !....i ....................................
,-........................F .........":---.:.. .....4 ............................................., .............._- - -














.................................................... ;"i............... i ...........
i
.....................................d- ....i ............' ......
I i __ M I,--4I
.............. , .............................. -_J........................ ! .................
........t ........................i .........."_............................! .....................................:"_ J..........................
I ; I !i , i , i i
; I _ i ', I
i ! ' ' t
.I........ _ l ._ l .. J l
_ F:' E::I "0_
._..,J




•-'x-,R E3 W 3.
V/%VG _L2-_ MFIR --92. ,__'=-CdBm
i L]dB/" 5?" '. 8_323--C.'0k4-_
• I !!
' o.t_.
i ' S_,op o-_,e-s__
........................................ ".-7 ....................... T ................... : ................ -_ .................... ! .................. _ _ !
i i I_E".;-
.................... ;- .... ! ......... ......,_............. ,.................................... _'............. _i ......_zT_._--I---..
. _ _ _ _, :_ "7 r_L3 G F.4_.-_.
: ...................................................................... !............................................. _................................................................................................ ; ........................
• I l /'_
' : T_._p _ <. '
_o_; - i.............. i ............ _...... -.
_ , ; r i "_! - • '




............ ;' -._Z - -' ......... _--'! ...........
! i ': i ,
. ........................ i .................... t_ ............... i ..................................... _-"................................ ................................. " ..... : ................ :' .................
{ " !
" : ....... ....... I ........ + • _ .... _ .............. t ..... •...................
I f
, i
," ....................... ............... ! .................. i ................... i ..................... _ ................
l
,_. ,..., ,4. H --':-- S P A I",4 5 L3 _ L_7P,, H -:-:
t ,
L3 I-<,m =< ee %' _ W _ _ t_ k-t z:u . _c_;-,W P :1.:4 E3 m 9
L 30. OdEB
























50. O0 I.kH z
i










































.............. " ............. i '_ .......... :_:_'_.'..':'._: i:"
• ____
........£......._:_L.__....._..................._ __








































d_S • M _.3/X,-x-
H V dS ;::: H S 17 _.; O 5 __.
> :? ":i
•z t-is4 CSO E /v__ _
,"_ __ ! __
i
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Section 5B; Frequency and Power Hystersis - F04
This section contains the results of a full functional test over temperature taken after the




Para_a >h4.2:1.3, Functional Testing:
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6B f_.,
TEST DATA SHEET£'(Sheet 1 of 4)















Test I Expected I Measured
Potential Difference from _ 15 V RTN to:
; Pass/Fail
PLO Base Plate < 1.0 Vac ,0_tl
Spectrum Analyzer < 1.0 Vac •0_Co'
Frequency Counter Chassis < 1.0 Vac •0q t/
Power Meter Chassis < 1.0 Vac .0,¢'I/








TC1 = 22 ± 2 °C
• -v-oA I Vi
Yes
,0_. 64-
57.290344 _ + _)-hI,.!-_ "
TCI= "tI.¢' .*C
TC-'2= ZL q *C
TC3 = _'_ 19 _ *C
DR0 L/A =__V




Freq. = ¢_ 2¢0 _qo t4oo GHz
N/A
N/A
PLO Power I7 to 20 dBm P =/'L n_,, dBm /_...¢_
Input Voltage and Current
VM1 Voltage +15_+0.1V V'MI= *_',o( V
VM2 Voltage -15 ± 0.1 V VM2 = - _ o__ V








+ 15 V Supplies
' 600 mA max.
100 rnA max.
o /,/ v
17 to 20 dBmo¢oZ64
57.290344 0/-I'Z ±.20046ff_-
TCI = 22 ±20C
IM2 = '_"?.q
DRO UA = 6q _,V
PLO IdA = _,V
(P= lq._l dBm
Freq. = _-'9. ;L_o _o _-_')GHz
TC1 = -2"Z..n_ *C
+I5.2±0.05V [ +Voltage= {_.zl V
-15.2 ± 0.05 Vooo_ _f/_.Voltage = ;- '_. t,/ .V
57.290344 __+_|Freq. =   .GrU




TEST DATA SHEET #(Sheet 2 of 4)





Test 1 Expected " Measured Pass/Fail
Frequency vs. Voltage







Power level of 114.58 GHz
sig'nal
-14.8 + 0.05 V0OO_ "
57.290344 GHZ"+_
17 to 20 dBm
- 2t_ 4.6 -90 dBc
<-10 dBm Pc,.ver ef ! 1n g_ GHz -_.
_'_6/ dBm
Load VSWR and Frequency Pulling
18
19




2:1 mismatch over 1L N/A Worst Case Power = N/A















IM2 Current I00 mA max.










IM1 = S":s'- mA
IM2 = S'_--G mA
DRO L/A = l_O-_V
PLO L/A = G__ V
,Power :--_ dBm "2.O_,.ff/,_
Freq. = _ _<o _z_ ¢,¢- GHz
_ar
+ 15 V Supplies
Frequency vs.Voltage
+15.2--. 0.05 V +Voltage = _'_.'_ V
.15.2 + 0.05 V._,_ a4 i_V01tage = --"#- Z.V
57.290344_r.I-__+_ Freq.= g">._,_oxa_'_' OHz
17 to 20 dBm Power =_dBm "Zc)
/_,d.
+_15 V Supplies +14.8 + 0.05 V +Voltage = _'z_. f V
-14.8_+0.05Vo**_._%-Voltage= _'_,¢ V
57.290344_q_ + _ Freq. = 5_Z _ _ 9' OHz
17 to 20 dBm













19 Spurious and Sub





- P-_O/a -90 dBc
<-10 dBm
_6 C, dBm
Load VSWR and Frequency Pulling
2:1 mismatch over lk
I
2:1 mismatch over 1_.
Operating Temperature
@ +44"C Baseplate
Input Voltage and Current
N/A
NIA
TCI = 44 _+2"C
0- 1V
0- 1V
Worst Case Freq =























' 100 mA max.
._rV O,_ ! t/
17 to20 dBmo_ _ a¢
VM1 = +t_'.o V
VM2 = -_s".o V
IMI = _-'_tl mA
IM2= 5_- "i' mA
DRO L/A = • i_.0 V
PLO L/A = _ V
,Power= _0 dBm
Freq. = $'9.3.a0 "3_"9 GHz57.290344 _ _+
Frequency vs. Voltage
+ 15 V Supplies +15.2 _+0.05 V +Voltage = _'_'-.'x V _)_3
-15.2_+0.05 v.o_, _ _,v;.Voltage= -,¢_, v _,s
57.290344Q_r'_.+_.2£1O&H-z. Freq.= _').a.,)o7"3-] GHz /9_,_
I7 to 20 dBm Power = o_.0 dBm
Frequency vs. Voltage
-+.15 V Supplies +14.8 + 0.05 V +Voltage = _. ,_ V
-14.8_+0.05V._¢.4b-Voltage=-t,_._ V p,_
57.290344 _xg'+ _ Freq. = f)._.¢lo 3_"2 GHz _s_
17to20dBm Power= "20 dBm [J._
A- 1,¢/'492.7..
v_0 C...
TEST DATA SHEET f¢(Sheet 4 of 4)
Functional Testing (Paragraph 4.2.I)
AE-26758A
21 Jan 98
_h4.2.i.3(C0nt): Pas_ 2"Z,.,_ol _vc/._,g _Pf




Power level of 114.58 GHz
signal
-_o ,4, -90 crBc
<-10 dBm
;4
dBm p<,_ s "
Load VSWR and Frequency Pulling
2:1 mismatch over 1X N/A Worst Case Freq = NIA
2:1 mismatch over 1L N/A
4"- tqz_
Worst Case Power = N/A
Shop Order No.: L\_I &t
Unit Serial No.: ,:,-oth
TestEngin:er: "_V_c,_Ck _eff_-[_
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Section 6A: AM/FM Noise Levels - F03
The following pages contain the results of the AM and FM Noise tests for PLO F03. The
plot of the FM Noise Test shows that (f) [dBc/I-Iz] falls under -100 dBc/Hz at all
frequencies more than 1 MHz from the carrier. The plot of the AM noise test shows that
outside of 1 MHz, AM noise is less than -132.

[ZH]_ "s^ [ZH/mSp] (_)N
1401 141 HOOT HOT )![ OOl
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Section 6B: AMfFM Noise Levels - F04
The following pages contain the results of the AM and FM Noise tests for PLO F04. The
plot of the FM Noise Test shows that (f) [dBc/Hz] falls under -100 dBc/Hz at all
frequencies more than 1 MHz from the carrier. The plot of the AM noise test shows that
outside of 1 MI-Iz, AM noise is less than -135.
L •




3.2.1.5.6 Frequency drift caused by aging. The frequency drift caused by aging shall be as estimated over the instrument
life specified in 3.2.3.2.
3.2.1.6 RE output power. The radio frequency (RF) output power shall be between 11 dBm and 20 dBm.
3.2.1.7 Output power stability. The output power stability is the sum of power variations with temperature, bias voltage,
hysteresis, and load, and power •drift caused by aging over the specified ranges and duration in 3.2.1.5.2 through 3.2.1.5.6
The overall output power variation shall be no greater than ___1.5decibels (dB).
3.2.1.8 Load VSWR. With a load VSWR of 2.0:l or less applied to the output the unit shall meet all specified requirements,
No damage or performance degradation shall occur to the unit at any VSWR, including short- and open-circuit conditions.
3.2.1.9 AM noise. The double sideband (DSB) amplitude modulation (AM) noise in a 1 Hz bandwidthshall be a minimum
of 130 dB minimum below the carrier at all frequencies greater than I MHz away from the carrier frequency.
3.2.1.10 FM noise. The frequency modulation (FM) noise in a 1 Hz bandwidth shall be a minimum of I00 dB belo,:v the
carrier at all frequencies greater than 1 MHz away from the carrier frequency.
3.2.1.11 Spurious and subharnzonic signals. Spurious and subharmonic outputs shall be a minimum of 90 dB below the RF
output power.
3.2.1.12 Harnzonics. All harmonic signals shall be a minimum of 30 dB below the RF output power.
3.2.1.13 Microphonics. The unit shall meet the requirements of 2.2.1.5 when subjected to the random vibration level of I0 "'_
g"/Hz from 20 Hz to 200 Hz and the sinusoidal vibration level of 0. I g peak-to-peak from 20 Hz to 120 Hz.
3.2.1.14 Warm-up time. The maximum warm-up time of theunit shall not exceed 30 minutes:.
3.2.1.15 Grounding and shielding. The DC bias sl_all be returned to its power source via an electrically isolated ground
terminal. Shielded conductors shall be used to prevent undesired radiation and to shield circuits from stray electric fields.
3.2.1.16 Input voltage protection. The unit shall be internally protected to prevent damage/performance degradation caused
by an intermittent short circuit on any input voltage. The unit shall not suffer damage as a result of momentary application of
two times the designated input voltage.
3.2.1.17 Reverse polarity protection. The unit shall be protected against the application of a reverse polarity voltage to the
input terminals.
3.2.1.18 Electromagnetic interference (EM1) control. The unit shall be designed to ensure a minimum of 90 dB attenuation
from the metallic structure enclosure, RF connectors, joints and power lines, or any other lead penetrating the case over the
frequency range from DC to 8.0 GHz.
3.2.2 Physical characteristics
3.2.2.1 Configuration and envelope dimensions. The configuration, dimensions, tolerances, mounting provisions, and other
physical details of the unit shall be as shown in drawings 1348360 and 1348325.
. . . , " . •
3.2.2.2 Weight. The weight of the unit shall not exceed 2.0 pounds. This weight is inclusive of the reference crysta
oscillator defined in drawing 1348325.
r
3.2.3 Operability
-3.2.3.1 Reliability. The unit shall be designed to have a reliability of not less than 0.979 during a three-year operational life







: PHASE LOCK LOOP K_VCO Method: MEASURED
: 10 Hz
: 40.E+6 Hz K_vco : I04.7E+3 Hz/Volt
: 4 Loop Suppr. : NOT VERIFIED
Carrier Freq_ 57.29E+9 Hz
Det. In Freq: 310.06E+6 Hz
Entered Kvco: 100.E+3 Hz/Volt
Genter Voltg: 0 Volts
Tune Range : 5 Volts
Ph. Detector: 5 TO 1600 MHz
K_phi Method: MEASURED
K_phi., _ 261.E-3 V/Rad
Closd PLL BW: 5.444E+3 Hz
Pk Tune Rnge: 415.3E+3 Hz
Assumed Pole: 150.E+3 Hz
UUT : USER'S SRCE, MAN
Ref. Srce : 8662A S¥_
Ext. Tmbase : NOT IN USB'
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Measurement Parameter Summary
as. Type : AM NOISE
_t_rt Freq : I0 Hz
"_p__q : 40.E+6 Hz
Min. Ayes : 4
K_dsc Method: DOUBLE SIDED:_UR
Spur Ampl. : -26 dBc
Spur Freq. : I._2E+6 Hz
K_phi : 5.646E-3 V/Rad
Carrier Freq: 57.29E+9 Hz
Det. In Freq: 57.29E+9 Hz
Ph. De_ctor: EXTERNAL
UUT Source : USER'S SRCE, MAN
CAL Source : %I_ER'S SRCE, MAN
AM Detector : U_ER'S DEV, MAN
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